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Summary

Mixing of fluids is important in many industrial operations and recently the issue attracted
also much attention in microfluidic devices. Where turbulence proves important in providing excellent mixing in short time scales, in many macroscopic homogenization processes the flow is restricted to the laminar regime due to the high viscosity of the fluids
used or due to requirements of low flow stresses. Examples include polymer blending,
compounding and food processing. On other hand, flows in microfluidic devices are generally laminar due to small dimensions that yield low Reynolds numbers.
Laminar flows can also produce efficient mixing via chaotic advection. The principles
thereof mimic the bakers transformation and consist of a continuous repetition of stretching and folding operations. Chaotic advection is indeed exploited in many continuous
industrial mixers as well as numerous micromixers. Analyses of distributive mixing start
with the computation of the velocity field. Subsequently, this velocity field is used as an
input to perform particle tracking operations. These are used in a number of different
analysis techniques based on either dynamical system theory, e.g. Lyapunov exponents,
Poincaré sections, or direct tracking methods, e.g. tracking of colored particles, adaptive
boundary tracking or to determine residence time distributions. Exploiting these tools has
improved our understanding of mixing in many flow devices. Mixing analyses via dynamical systems provide an asymptotic picture of mixing and reveals zones of regular and
chaotic motion, but give no evidence on the global rate of mixing. Direct tracking provides a detailed description of mixing, but the tracking procedure must be extended until
the very end of the mixing process, the procedure must be repeated at any change in
the sequence of repeating units and, finally, any modification in initial condition require a
complete re-computation. These inherent disadvantages make these traditional methods
less attractive to optimize mixing processes and protocols.
In this regard, the mapping method has been designed as an efficient optimization tool.
The method provides a distribution matrix (mapping matrix), which contains information
about how material from one part of a cross-section is distributed to other parts of the
cross-section due to a specified flow. To obtain the co-efficients of the distribution matrix,
the initial cross-section of the flow domain is sub-divided into a large number of nonoverlapping cells and the flow history in each cell is followed to determine the distribution
xi

xii
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of the material after a flow time ∆t or a flow length ∆z. Computationally two approaches
are applied to find these distribution co-efficients. In the first, original, approach interfacial tracking is used to track the boundaries of all discretized cells for a specified flow
period, and the resulting deformed mapping grid is placed over the initial grid. The areas
of intersection of deformed and initial cells determine the mapping co-efficients. In the
second, new, approach passive tracers are uniformly distributed in each cell and tracked
for a specified flow period. The distribution of tracers among various recipient cells with
respect to initial parent cells determines the mapping co-efficients.
In general, a flow device contains a periodic repetition of some basic flow protocols and
hence only a few mapping matrices are required. Each repetitive unit needs to be computed only once and mixing for a number of cycles can be obtained by repeated multiplication of the (mapping) matrix-(concentration) vector. The concentration-vector is defined
as the concentration pattern in each cell (e.g. initially half black and half white at the entrance of the mixer). Analyzing mixing for various layouts via matrix-vector multiplication
takes only a few CPU seconds, which brings the most important strength of the mapping
method to be exploited as an efficient engineering design tool, since in optimization thousands of different sequential flow protocols have to be analyzed.
In this thesis the new approach of the mapping is extensively harnessed to prove that the
method has potential as a design, analysis and optimization tool also for complex flows
in 3D channels. The new and old implementation is compared by using the classical twodimensional cavity flow. The new method proves to be accurate once sufficient particles
per cell are used. The new formulation of the method is more elegant, and computationally simpler to implement. Moreover, it can easily be applied in complicated geometries
where the original mapping approach fails. This has been shown by analyzing mixing in
a Sulzer SMX mixer.
Since mapping matrix of a flow for a full period contains all the characteristics properties
of the flow e.g. nature of periodic points, order of periodic points etc. and, therefore,
eigenvalue-eigenfunction analysis is applied for a time-periodic sine flow (TPSF) and the
partitioned pipe mixer (PPM) to capture these fundamental aspects of mixing.
Next, the new approach of mapping method is employed to analyze, design and optimize three micromixers: the staggered herringbone mixer (SHM), the barrier-embedded
micromixer (BEM) and the three-dimensional serpentine channel (3D-SC). The mapping
results are in excellent agreement with the experimental results obtained from confocal
micrographs showing the mixing patterns for a SHM. Both the SHM and BEM can be
decomposed into a limited number of mixing modules and separate mapping matrices
have been computed for each individual module. Numerous combinations of mixing modules are subsequently analyzed very fast via the matrix-vector multiplications in order to
achieve the optimum design. Mixing analysis in the 3D-SC mixer illustrates that also complex flows, for example revealing the presence of back-flows, can be efficiently dealt with
by using the new formulation of the mapping method.
Finally, the mapping method was applied to study the performance and to optimize dif-
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ferent industrial flow devices. First in the list is a recently developed dynamic industrial
mixing device, known as the rotated arc mixer (RAM). The large parameter space of the
RAM, geometrical and kinematical, leads to numerous situations to be analyzed in order to achieve best mixing. The computational efficiency of the method allowed us to
optimize the whole parameter space in an efficient way in order to achieve an optimum
set of design parameters of the RAM to accomplish the best mixing. The second mixing
device analyzed is the Low-Pressure Drop(LPD) static mixers, where it is shown that a
crossing angle of 1200 between two opposite plates is the best to achieve efficient mixing.
Non-Newtonian behavior shows a minor change in mixing patterns of different designs of
LPD. Lastly, mixing in various designs of the Sulzer SMX static mixer is analyzed. It is
found that a number of 6 cross-bars over the width proves to be the most efficient. In addition to the number of cross-bars over the width, it is demonstrated here that the number
of parallel cross-bars in the SMX is a crucial design parameter, which can be modified
to achieve new SMX designs to mimic the bakers transformation as close as possible.
Lastly, all different industrial static mixers that indeed achieve efficient mixing via chaotic
advection are compared based on mixing quality for the prize of pressure drop as well as
compactness.
This thesis has resulted in the following publications:
• M. K. Singh, P. D. Anderson, O. S. Galaktionov, H. E. H. Meijer, (2008). A simplified
approach to compute distribution matrices for the mapping method. Computers and
Chemical Engineering., submitted.
• M. K. Singh, M. F. M. Speetjens, P. D. Anderson,(2008). Eigenmode analysis of
scalar transport in distributive mixing. Physics of fluids, submitted.
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C HAPTER ONE

Introduction

Mixing is important in many industrial processes, in preparing drinks and food in our daily
life, on large scales like in the atmosphere and in oceans, and on small scales such as in
microfluidics. Fast mixing is readily achieved in turbulent flows where convection within
the multitude of tiny vortices supports diffusion. However, many examples of mixing
problems exist where the Reynolds number is small, either given the high viscosities
of the fluids involved or due to small dimensions of the channels, and mixing should
be performed within the Stokes regime. In those situations we have to rely on chaotic
advection and, as originally demonstrated by Aref [1984], efficient exponential mixing
can be achieved by applying the bakers transformation which consist of a procedure of
repetitive stretching, folding and bringing back to starting position.
Ottino [1989] used the flow within a rectangular cavity that has two stationary walls
and two opposite moveable walls, to analyze and understand the basics of mixing,
demonstrating how the bakers transformation can be realized in practice. Key in this
so-called lid-driven cavity flow is a repetitive procedure of periodic wall motions that
define a mixing protocol. Points in the flow that return to their original position after one
period (periodic points of order one), two periods (ditto of order two), etcetera, are crucial
in this understanding, since their presence, positions, and characteristics, determine the
resulting mixing quality. The character of periodic points follows from the flow around
them: either elliptic with closed streamlines, thus forming islands that are separated
from the remaining part of the flow field, or hyperbolic with crossing streamlines where
exponential stretching takes place. Basically hyperbolic periodic points use the elliptic
periodic points to help folding fluid elements. Interestingly also the inclusion of, e.g. rigid,
particles in the flow can stimulate this task of assisting in folding, changing a mixer from
monotonic linear to interesting chaotic exponential, see Hwang et al. [2005].
In practice, a large number of different mixers has been developed that try to mimic the
bakers transformation. The simplest ones are the static mixers, where every repeating
element represents one repeating period of the flow. The most ideal mixer with an
almost perfect bakers transformation is undoubtedly the Multiflux mixer [Sluijters, 1965],
originally designed by Sluijters at AKZO in 1965 [Sluijters, 1962]. Its application was in
temperature homogenizing in fiber spinning plants. Other famous static mixers are the
Kenics mixer, the Ross ISG (internal surface generator) mixer, the Ross (L)LPD (low
pressure drop) mixer, and the Sulzer SMX(-L) mixers. Miniaturization of flow devices in
1
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microfluidics introduced a number of different mixing geometries, like the SHM, staggered
herringbone mixer, the BEM, barrier embedded mixer, and the serpentine channels.
Also efficient dynamic mixers have been developed. One of the most intensive ones is
the Cavity Transfer Mixer, later in 1989 simplified by Semmekrot into the Twente Mixing
Ring [Semmekrot, 1989, 1991]. The Buss co-kneader is used in the food industry and
in polymer compounding and consists of a single screw that combines a tangential
rotation with an axial oscillation. Rows of pins are put in the barrel wall on three positions
under 120 degrees at the circumference. They cross the melt channel all the way to
the screw core, passing through openings in the screw flight. An interesting and very
efficient weaving action is generated, that mimics the bakers transformation like happens
in the intermediate region between the two counter-rotating rotors of the cream mixer in
our kitchen. The pins move under an angle through interfaces formed, performing the
necessary folding action [Buss-web, 2008]. The most important dynamic mixer to be
mentioned is the, because of its flexibility industrially most frequently applied, closely
intermeshing co-rotating twin screw extruder, e.g. of the type ZSK, Zwei Schnecken
Kneter [Coperion-web, 2008]. When material is taken over from one screw to the
neighboring one, folding takes place. In a two-flighted screw, this thus happen twice in
every rotation of the screws; modern ZSK’s rotate with a pronounced speed of 1200 rpm.
Dynamic tools that help to improve our understanding of mixing in spatial or time
periodic flows include (i) advection of fluid elements using adaptive front tracking, (ii)
the construction of Poincaré maps to find the ultimate mixing quality of the flow via the
location of islands, which are bounded by KAM, Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser, boundaries,
and (iii) the calculation of Lyaponov exponents that reveal the stretching capability of
flows. Other researchers define entropy [Kang and Kwon, 2004; Shannon, 1948] and try
to maximize that in optimization. A much more elegant and efficient tool, developed in
our group at the TU/e, is the Mapping Method, that also allows to investigate and quantify
the speed of mixing. Therefore, it is the most obvious tool for optimization of mixing
flows and mixing protocols. For that, mixing quality is quantified using the flux weighted,
volume (3D) or area (2D) averaged, discrete intensity of segregation, and the scale of
segregation, following Danckwerts [1952]. The Mapping Method was used to analyze
and optimize a number of mixers, like the lid-driven cavity flow [Kruijt et al., 2001a], the
Kenics static mixer [Galaktionov et al., 2003], and the Multiflux [Kruijt et al., 2001b]. It
showed its great potential, especially in flows where the mapping matrix did not need to
be recomputed in the optimization procedure, because the velocity field on which it is
based did not change in finding optimized protocols or geometries.
Overview of thesis
This thesis deals with three different aspects of mixing. The first is new developments
in the tools used to analyze mixing. The second aspect is to react on the present trend
to miniaturize things, while mixing in microfluidic devices requires chaotic advection and
optimization of mixing is an issue. The third and last aspect is to apply the new tools on
the optimization of one new active mixer and of two old, standard passive mixers.
New mixing analysis tools
We wondered why the Mapping Method, although first published a considerable time
ago and later used in a relatively large number of papers [Anderson and Meijer, 2000;
Galaktionov et al., 1997, 2002b, 2003; Kruijt et al., 2001a,c], was never taken up by other
groups. One of the obvious reasons could be the hidden difficulty with the implementation
of the method that indeed requires accurate adaptive tracking of all interfaces of numer-
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ous cells. Especially cells close to walls give trouble, and parts of the interfaces leave
the computational domain during the iterative process of adaptive interface tracking,
especially in complex 3D geometries. Therefore, in this thesis we develop a simplified
method of obtaining the Mapping Matrix, by not tracking the interfaces of all cells, but
a large number of particles in that cells. Chapter 2 explains the problem and illustrates
the implementation using the standard lid-driven cavity flow as a test case, focusing
on accuracy by comparing with adaptive tracking of the deforming grid. Next we try to
investigate the properties of the Mapping Matrix, thus obtained, in much more detail in
Chapter 3. Reason is that typically the Matrix contains in a hidden way all characteristics
that determine whether a specific flow and flow protocol will provide good or bad mixing.
We focus on the eigenvalues of the Mapping Matrix and study its properties. In doing
this, standard prototype mixing protocols are used for simplicity.
Mixing in microfluidics
In microchannels the Reynolds numbers are of order 1 while in many applications, like
lab-on-a-chip, proper mixing is a prerequisite for the functioning of the device. Therefore
at present a lot of attention is given world wide to flows and geometries that enhance
mixing also in micro channels. Two typical examples will be dealt with in this thesis, the
SHM and the BEM, in an attempt to optimize their geometries.
The SHM, staggered herringbone mixer, has eccentric V-shaped grooves in the bottom
of a rectangular channel. A number of identical grooves constitute a half period and
they cause, given their asymmetry, cross flows of two non equal vortices that slowly
counter-rotate. The second half period is represented by an equal number of identical
grooves, now mirrored with respect to those in the first half period. Design parameters
are the depth of the grooves and the number of grooves in a half-period. Optima for both
are determined using the newly implemented Mapping Method in Chapter 4. The groove
depth should be 20-30% of the channel height in order to induce sufficient cross flow; the
number of grooves in every half period should be 10.
An alternative geometry is represented by the BEM, the barrier embedded mixer. Here
the grooves have no V-shape, but are straight under a constant angle with respect to the
channel direction, and not alternating. Crossing streamlines are generated by barriers,
which are straight flights with a height of 2/3 of the channel height placed in channel
direction on the top wall. The barriers can occupy different positions in the cross-channel
width, on 1/4, 1/2, and 3/4. Different combinations of alternating barrier positions give
different mixing protocols. They are optimized in Chapter 5.
Mixing in macro-devices: dynamic mixers
The new way of obtaining the Mapping Matrix is also applied to study mixing in macro
devices; first using an example of a dynamic mixer where we analyze and optimize a
new type: the RAM, rotated arc mixer, developed by Metcalfe et al. [2006] in Australia in
2005. Basically this machine is just a clever way of mimicking the lid-driven cavity flow, by
making it continuous. It comprises a hollow tube with open arc-shaped windows, around
which a second tube rotates. Only when a window is present, the fluid that flows through
the inner tube via a pressure driven Poiseuille flow, is driven in tangential direction by
the rotating tube; in complete similarity as when a top or bottom wall is moving in the
lid-driven cavity flow.
Of course mixing quality depends on the mixing protocol, which is determined by the
width of the windows, their length, their mutual position at the circumference and, of
course, the rotation speed of the outer tube relatively to the averaged axial velocity in
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the tube. All these design parameters are optimized in Chapter 6. In order to function,
the outer cylinder has to rotate relatively fast compared to the axial velocity, in complete
analogy to the relative large wall displacement D needed in the optimized lid-driven cavity.
The opening angle of the arcs, the windows, should be 600 and the offset angel between
neighboring windows -900 (thus against direction of rotation of the outer cylinder) to give
optimal mixing performance.
Mixing in macro-devices: static mixers
Next we turn to static mixers. The ultimate goal here is to optimize an already oldie: the
Sulzer SMX mixer, but given its complex geometry we start with practicing on a simple
version, the Ross LPD mixer which basically is a two flighted Sulzer mixer. As such,
the Ross LPD, low pressure drop (probably named this way after in-house comparison
with the Ross ISG, internal surface generator, which indeed shows tremendous pressure
drops), is the perfect intermediate between Kenics and Sulzer, showing the exactly same
mixers patterns generated in a completely different way.
The LPD is optimized in Chapter 7, using the angle between the two blades and the yes
or no mirroring, after 900 rotating in tangential direction, of the second pair of blades as
the design parameters. As in the Kenics, the RL designs (right left, thus using mirroring)
are superior over the RR (no mirroring) designs. The optimum angle between blades is
not 900 , as in the standard LPD, but either 1200 or 1400 , from which the former is named
the LLPD version of this mixer.
Finally we turn to the complex geometry of the Sulzer mixer in Chapter 8. Design
parameters here are the number of (thus basically the width of the) blades (standard
number is 8), their crossing angle (standard is 900 ), the number of extra parallel cross
bars (standard is 3), and the total number of blades per cross-section: either even or odd
(standard is even). The optimization here takes tremendous effort. This is due to the fact
that every change in one of these design parameters requires a complete recalculation
of the 3D velocity field and of the Mapping Matrix based on this new velocity field. Next
it proves that in order to obtain reliable predictions, a large number of particles must
be tracked in order to find a sufficiently accurate mixing measure to determine the true
optimum, e.g. in number of blades. As a striking example: a recent study in literature
found this optimum to be 10, while it is 6. The study used 20,000 markers injected in
a small cross-section near the center to track to find a mixing measure like the discrete
intensity of segregation, we used to arrive at the correct conclusion concerning this
design parameter in total 4,000,000 particles.
The real understanding of optimization in static mixers that contain axial flows confined in
a tube is that the optimum stretching that can be achieved is from 0.5D to D or from D
to 2D, with D the tube diameter. Neither over stretching, nor under stretching is allowed.
Interesting now is that all design parameters of all static mixers influence the repetitive
stretching in a different way. All optimum designs are characterized by only one thing: the
stretching must be this factor 2! And that is the main conclusion of this thesis, as worded
in Chapter 9.

C HAPTER TWO

A simplified approach for the
Mapping Method1

Abstract
The mapping method has proven its efficiency as an analysis and optimization tool for mixing in many different flow devices. In this chapter, we present a new approach to compute
the coefficients of the distribution matrix, which is, both in terms of computational speed
and complexity, more easy to implement as compared to the original approach developed
in our group. The new approach is of the same accuracy as the original approach as is
demonstrated by studying mixing in the standard two-dimensional cavity flow. The power
of the new approach is that it can easily be implemented to analyze mixing in complex
geometries where the original approach fails. This is demonstrated by analyzing mixing in
a static Sulzer SMX mixer. To enhance the availability of the mapping method for general
users of CFD in commercial packages like Fluent, CFX, Star CD, etc., we finally add an
example of an implementation of the new approach in Matlab, applying it to study mixing
in a time periodic sine flow (TPSF).

2.1 Introduction
Numerous mixing studies using the mapping method applied to various industrial flow
devices as well as to a number of microfluidic devices have shown that the method is
an efficient tool to perform fast analyses and, more important, make a real optimization
possible of various designs or mixing protocols [Anderson and Meijer, 2000; Fard et al.,
2008; Galaktionov et al., 1997, 2002b, 2003; Kang et al., 2008; Kruijt et al., 2001a,c;
Singh et al., 2008b,d]. Chaotic mixing of viscous liquids in laminar flows is based on
1
Reproduced from: M. K. Singh, P. D. Anderson, O. S. Galaktionov, H. E. H. Meijer, (2008). A simplified
approach to compute distribution matrices for the mapping method. Computers and Chemical Engineering.,
Submitted.
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repetitive stretching and folding, the so called bakers transformation. Spencer and Wiley
[1951] suggested that the distribution of material in such flows can be handled quite
well by the use of matrix methods. The mapping method is based on their suggestion
and describes the transport of a conservative quantity from one state to another by
means of a discretized mapping stored as a matrix. In the standard mapping method
the quantity is the local concentration, in the extended mapping method it is the area
tensor describing the structure of the dispersed phase in a mixture of two fluids. In
both cases, we need the matrix describing the transport of fluid from an initial cross
section to a final one (for spatially-periodic flows) or from an initial time to a final time (for
time-periodic flows). The coefficients of the matrix, the distribution coefficients, contain
the fraction of material from part of the domain that is transferred to various parts of the
domain when a specified flow is applied. In the original approach of mapping, adaptive
tracking of boundaries is applied to obtain the fraction by determining intersections of
a deformed cell with an original ones. However, this interfacial tracking approach is not
always feasible and it fails in mixers with complicated geometries. Apart from that the
method requires lots of additional book keeping and necessitates time to time insertion of
markers on the edges that are stretched or curved, it requires renumbering of surfaces,
flipping of surfaces, restructuring surfaces etc [Galaktionov et al., 1997, 2000]. Therefore,
a simpler approach of mapping to compute the coefficients of the mapping matrix would
allow for a much wider use of the method. Here, we present a new approach for mapping
based on straight forward particle tracking, an option that is readily available in most
CFD packages. Accuracy of the new approach is demonstrated by analyzing mixing
in a standard two-dimensional lid-driven cavity flow. The ability to analyze complicated
shaped geometries is demonstrated by studying mixing in a Sulzer SMX static mixer,
which contains complex mixing elements. To show user-friendliness we implemented
the new approach of mapping in Matlab, applying it to a well known time periodic sine
flow (TPSF) [Cerbelli et al., 2004; Franjione and Ottino, 1992; Liu et al., 1994], where
velocity field as well as the particle trajectories are analytically known. The Matlab code
is downloadable from www.mate.tue.nl/∼anderson.

2.2 Mapping method:
proach

the original interfacial tracking ap-

A distribution matrix ϕ is formed to store information about the distribution of fluid from
one discretized cross-section to the next due to a specified flow. To obtain the coefficients
of ϕ, the initial cross section of the flow domain is subdivided into a large number of discrete cells (N) of identical size. During flow, the material from a donor cell is transferred to
different recipient cells. The fraction of material that is transferred from the donor cell to a
recipient cell gives the distribution coefficient of the donor cell with respect to the recipient
cell. Thus, in total N cells form a distribution matrix of the order N × N.
The original mapping method [Anderson and Meijer, 2000; Galaktionov et al., 1997,
2002b, 2003; Kruijt et al., 2001a,c] used tracking boundaries of cells by putting tracers
on the boundaries of cells and applying interfacial tracking (adaptive front tracking) to
obtain the accurate deformed boundaries of the cells (see Figure 2.1). In this way, the
discrete coefficient ϕi j equals the fraction of deformed cell Ω j at z = z0 + ∆z (or t = t0 + ∆t)
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Figure 2.1: Mapping using the interfacial tracking approach: depiction of cell advection
and computing the co-efficient ϕi j ; ϕi j is the fraction of the area of Ω j that is
donated to Ωi during the specified flow.

that is found in the original cell Ωi at z = z0 (or t = t0 ):

ϕi j =

∫Ω j ∣z=z0 +∆z ⋂ Ωi ∣z=z0 dA
∫Ω j ∣z=z0 dA

.

(2.1)

Tracking all interfaces of all N cells during a flow over a distance ∆z can be done, as previously demonstrated for different flows [Anderson and Meijer, 2000; Galaktionov et al.,
1997, 2002b, 2003; Kruijt et al., 2001a,c], but it is cumbersome to track interfaces experiencing complicated deformation patterns. Generally, in mixing devices producing complicated mixing patterns or in mixing devices which have complex geometries, the interfacial
tracking to do adaptive tracking of boundaries fails. Therefore, here we propose a new
straight forward way to compute the mapping co-efficient.

2.3 Mapping method: the new particle tracking approach
Figure 2.2 depicts how the mapping coefficients are calculated in the new formulation of
the method. To approximate the coefficients of the mapping matrix (or distribution matrix),
K markers inside all cells are tracked. The markers are uniformly distributed in the cells
without touching the boundaries. Then, to determine the final distribution of markers, they
are advected during the flow from z = z0 to z = z0 + ∆z. If the number of markers in
the donor cell Ω j is M j at z = z0 and the number of markers found after tracking in the
recipient cell Ωi is Mi j at z = z0 + ∆z, then the mapping coefficient Φi j is calculated as:
Φi j =

Mi j
.
Mj

(2.2)

In other words, the coefficient Φi j is again the measure of the fraction of the total flux
of cell Ω j donated to cell Ωi . If the number of markers tracked is large enough, then
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Ωi

Ωi
Ωj

Ωj
After ∆z

z = z0

z = z0 + ∆z

Figure 2.2: Mapping using the particle tracking approach: illustration of the computation
of the coefficients Φi j of the mapping matrix Φ. The cell Ω j at z = z0 is covered
with a number of markers that are tracked during flow in ∆z (to arrive at the
final cross section z = z0 + ∆z). The ratio of the number of markers received
by the recipient cell Ωi to the initial number of markers in Ω j is determined (in
6
this example Φi j is 25
).

Φi j approaches ϕi j . As demonstrated later in this article, here, it is advantageous to use
backward particle tracking to track the particles: particles originally filling the recipient cell
are tracked backward against the flow direction to find their parent cells. The advantage
is that all the recipient cells (at the outlet) receive an equal number of particles, while in
forward tracking there is no guarantee that all the recipient cells have equal number of
particles. This is due to the fact that any ordered array of particles at the inlet becomes
disordered at any downstream position.

2.4 Mapping the concentration and defining a measure of
mixedness
Once the mapping matrix Φ (or ϕ) is computed, the concentration distribution, denoted
as a column vector with length N, C 1 after the deformation from z = z0 (or t = t0 ) to
z = z0 + ∆z (or t = t0 + ∆t) can be obtained by multiplying the mapping matrix Φ with the
initial concentration vector C 0 :
C 1 = ΦC 0 .

(2.3)

Note that concentration vector C represents the coarse-grained description of volume
fraction (dimensionless concentration) of a marker fluid in a mixture of two marker fluids
with identical material properties, and its component Ci describes the concentration (volume fraction) locally averaged in the cell Ωi . For n-times repetitive mixing (from z = z0
to z = z0 + n∆z), the same operation is repeated n times on the same mass and, hence,
the concentration evolution after n steps is given by C n = Φn C 0 . For sufficiently large n,
the matrix Φn will not be sparse and it becomes that large that it can even not be stored
anymore. This is due to the fact that after performing the operation n times, material from
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one cell is advected to a large part of the whole cross-section, especially in the case of
chaotic advection. Instead of studying Φn , the evolution of the concentration after n steps
C n is computed in sequence as follows:
C i+1 = ΦC i , hence C n = (Φ(Φ(. . . (Φ C 0 )))).
´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¸¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¶

(2.4)

n times

Thus, the mapping matrix Φ is determined only once and is utilized a number of times to
study the evolution of concentration in the flow field. Note that computation of mapping
matrices is time-consuming, and may take several CPU hours, but, once calculated, the
necessary matrix-vector multiplication only takes a few CPU seconds to process the results. The mapping matrix calculations are easily parallelized [Galaktionov et al., 1997].
A quantitative criterion to measure the mixedness can be found by computing the discrete intensity of segregation on the discrete concentration field obtained by the mapping
method for a mixture of two marker fluids. Since each cell used in the mapping method
has equal area, the discrete intensity of segregation Id can be expressed as (for details
see Singh et al. [2008d]):
Id =

1
1 N
2
∑(Ci − C̄) ,
C̄(1 − C̄) N i=1

(2.5)

where the average concentration C̄ is
C̄ =

1 N
∑ Ci .
N i=1

(2.6)

The term Ci denotes the coarse grain concentration in a finite cell Ci , and N is the number
of total cells in the domain. The intensity of segregation Id is a measure of the deviation of
the local concentration from the ideal situation (perfectly mixed case), which represents
a homogeneous state of the mixture. In a perfectly mixed system, Id = 0, while in a
completely segregated system, Id = 1.

2.5 Comparison of the methods in the cavity flow
The most important question is whether the particle tracking approach of mapping is
as accurate as the interfacial tracking approach. The next issue is how many Number
of Particles Per Cell (NPPC) are required to accurately compute the coefficients (Equation (2.2)). In order to answer the first question, we compare mixing in the standard
two-dimensional lid-driven cavity flow obtained via mapping based on particle tracking
approach [Kang et al., 2008; Singh et al., 2008d] with the exact interfacial tracking [Galaktionov et al., 1997, 2000]. To answer the second question, we compare mapping coefficients of a cell, which is part of chaotic region in the cavity flow, by both approaches of
mapping: mapping using particle tracking and mapping using interfacial tracking.
In the two-dimensional lid-driven cavity, flow is generated by successive periodic motion
of the top and the bottom wall. The other two side walls are fixed. For the first half period
(T/2), the top wall moves to the right and the next half period the bottom wall moves to
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.3: Tracking the interface of a blob to capture deformation of a blob in a cavity
flow for the TB protocol with D=6.25. Deformation after (a) T=1, (b) T=5.
The grey area in figure shows the initial size and location of blob at position
(x,y)=(1.15,0), where a hyperbolic point of order 1 is present.

the left; we call it the TB protocol (T for top and B for Bottom). For this flow, Meleshko
[1994] provides an accurate semi-analytical velocity field. The dimensionless displaceD +D
ment of each wall during a period T is defined as D = top Wbottom , where Dtop and Dbottom
are the displacement of top and bottom, respectively and W is the width of the cavity.
The dimensions of the cavity are W =3.34, and H=2 and location of origin (0, 0) is exactly
in the center. For our mixing simulations, Dtop =Dbottom and the dimensionless displacement D was fixed to 6.25. For D=6.25, a first order hyperbolic point is present at location
(x,y)=(1.15, 0) [Kruijt et al., 2001a; Ottino, 1989]. In the vicinity of a hyperbolic point, exponential stretching and folding of material interfaces occurs and therefore, to test our new
approach, we place a circular blob of radius r=0.1 at (x,y)=(1.15, 0) in order to capture the
complex interfaces evolved after applying the TB protocol a number of times. Figure 2.3
shows the deformation of blob after one and after five periods of mixing. Complex interfaces develop due to vigorous stretching and folding and the exponential increase in its
length puts a natural limit on how far we can come with tracking computations. Anyway
the situation in Figure 2.3(b) serves as “exact” profile for this mixing protocol.
Next, mapping using particle tracking approach is compared with these exact results
of interfacial tracking approach. A number of mapping matrices (or distribution matrices) were computed only for one period (T=1) on different mapping grids: 25×15, 50×30,
100×60, 200×120, 400×240 and 800×480. The concentration distribution after a specified period (to compare with interfacial tracking profile of Figure 2.3) is obtained by using
Equation (2.4). In particle tracking approach of mapping, the Number of Particles Per Cell
NPPC= 400 (uniformly distributed in 20×20 manner in each cell). The initial concentration
C 0 is obtained by discretizing the initial blob of Figure 2.3 according the specific mapping
grid. For qualitative comparison of mixing, discrete coarse grain intensity of segregation
Id is applied. In order to obtain a proper comparison, the “exact” interfacial profile (see
Figure 2.3) is discretized on the same grids as used for the mapping computations.
The diffusive nature of the mapping method causes smoothening of concentration gradients leading to an artificial reduction in value of the intensity of segregation [Kruijt et al.,
2001a]. It is caused by the concentration averaging within each cell, and depends on two
parameters: grid size of mapping and number of mapping steps. Reduction in any of the
two factors leads to less numerical diffusion. Table 2.1 provides a quantitative comparison
of mixing indices Id obtained after one period of mixing (T=1), and Column four provide
the ratio of Id obtained with mapping normalized with respect to Id of discretize interfacial
tracking. As evident from the Table 2.1, finer the grid size, the closer the ratios are to one.
The 200×120 mapping grid gives good enough value with one percent deviation from the
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Table 2.1: Comparing intensity of segregation Id after one period. Here, discretized I.T.
is discretized interfacial tracking, and mapping-P.T. is mapping using particle
tracking approach. The r PT is the ratio of discretized I.T. to mapping-P.T.

Grid size
25 × 15
50 × 30
100 × 60
200 × 120
400 × 240
800 × 480

discretized I.T.
7.456 ⋅ 10−2
1.430 ⋅ 10−1
2.748 ⋅ 10−1
4.955 ⋅ 10−1
7.194 ⋅ 10−1
8.595 ⋅ 10−1

mapping-P.T
6.572 ⋅ 10−2
1.303 ⋅ 10−1
2.600 ⋅ 10−1
4.890 ⋅ 10−1
7.150 ⋅ 10−1
8.393 ⋅ 10−1

rPT
1.130
1.100
1.060
1.010
1.006
1.003

Table 2.2: As table 2.1, Id after five periods.

Grid size
25 × 15
50 × 30
100 × 60
200 × 120
400 × 240
800 × 480

discretized I.T.
5.719 ⋅ 10−3
1.058 ⋅ 10−2
1.989 ⋅ 10−2
3.647 ⋅ 10−2
6.715 ⋅ 10−2
1.187 ⋅ 10−1

mapping-P.T
1.851 ⋅ 10−3
4.201 ⋅ 10−3
8.68 ⋅ 10−3
1.776 ⋅ 10−2
3.330 ⋅ 10−2
6.141 ⋅ 10−2

rPT
3.09
2.52
2.29
2.05
2.02
1.94

exact value. Note that this sufficient grid size will depend on the choice of application
requiring to resolve a desired level of structures (striations). Basically, the grid size determines the minimum level of structures (striations) that can be resolved and below this
size the fluids become completely mixed. Figure 2.4 and Table 2.2 shows results for the
concentration evolution after five periods of mixing (T=5). Now also the effect of numerical diffusion become apparent, making the ratio increase with grid size and number of
mapping steps (here n=5). Ratio rPT of order 2 show that the accuracy is only moderate.
This, however, is not such a serious drawback of the method. Since in optimization of
geometries and mixing protocol, the influence of numerical diffusion is almost the same
for all variations computed if grid size and number of steps are kept same. A mutual
comparison is then still possible and valuable.
Now we address the issue of choosing the Number of Particles Per Cell in new approach
and here task is verify when Φi j → ϕi j for a critical NPPC. These particles are distributed
among numerous recipient cells, which forms the basis of computation of matrix coefficients. If NPPC is not large enough, then it is not representative for the whole flux
associated with the donor cell. Hence, this deficiency of particles will lead to a situation
where some recipient cells, which are supposed to get some fraction of material from
the donor cell, do not receive the required parts. The consequence of this fact will be
a non-converged mixing measure Id , which will change as NPPC changes. At a critical
NPPC, the mixing measure Id becomes converged. This is shown in Figure 2.5, where
Id obtained for same initial condition as used in Figure 2.4 is plotted until 10th period of
mixing, using 200×120 mapping grid for different NPPC and indeed, after NPPC=100 the
mixing measure Id value is independent of the NPPC. This is also evident from Table 2.3.
Nevertheless, this critical NPPC may be slightly different for different protocols or flows.
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mapping-P.T.

800×480

200×120

100×60

25×15

Descretized I.T.

Figure 2.4: Comparison of the mixing profiles obtained after 5-periods of mixing for TB
protocol, (a) discretized interfacial tracking (discretized I.T.), (b) mapping using
the particle tracking approach (mapping-P.T.).
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Figure 2.5: The dependence of intensity of segregation Id on the number of particles per
cell (NPPC) for the TB protocol (n=1-10).

Table 2.3: The dependence of intensity of segregation Id on the NPPC in new approach
of mapping. Here Id is shown after 1, 5 and 10 periods of mixing.

NPPC
4
16
100
225
400

Id (period=1)
5.568 ⋅ 10−1
5.003 ⋅ 10−1
4.883 ⋅ 10−1
4.887 ⋅ 10−1
4.889 ⋅ 10−1

Id (period=5)
3.561 ⋅ 10−2
1.984 ⋅ 10−2
1.793 ⋅ 10−2
1.784 ⋅ 10−2
1.776 ⋅ 10−2

Id (period=10)
3.116 ⋅ 10−3
2.200 ⋅ 10−3
2.125 ⋅ 10−3
2.113 ⋅ 10−3
2.114 ⋅ 10−3

A more close assessment of NPPC for cavity flow could be done by computing the coefficients of a mapping cell which is part of a chaotic region. Since beforehand it is known
that there is a hyperbolic point of order 1 at position (x,y)=(1.15, 0), a cell part of size
200×120 mapping grid in the vicinity of this point can be used to test the closeness of
mapping coefficients obtained via both approaches of mapping. Note that this is the most
severe test to validate the both approaches of mapping. A deviation parameter δΦi is
defined as follows:
¿
ÁN
Á
À∑(Φi j − ϕi j )2 .
δΦi = Á

(2.7)

j=1

Restating the statement of section 2.3, if NPPC is sufficient then Φi j → ϕi j and hence, δΦi
→ 0. Figure 2.6 shows logarithm of δΦi as a function of NPPC. As it is clear from this plot,
that the after NPPC=6400 the deviation parameter shows only a minor difference in both
mapping coefficients (δΦi →0). A better comparison can be done by plotting a histogram
comparing individual mapping coefficients of the cell by both mapping approaches. Figure 2.7 shows the comparison of mapping coefficients for NPPC=16, 100, 400, 2500,
6400 and 10000, where each Φi j is compared with corresponding ϕi j (coefficients are
overlayed on each other with different width, see blue and red bars in Figure 2.7). The
NPPC=16 (see Figure 2.7(a)) shows quite significant differences in mapping coefficients,
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Figure 2.6: The convergence of mapping coefficients Φi j obtained using particle tracking approach of a cell of mapping grid 200×120, located at hyperbolic point,
towards exact mapping coefficients ϕi j as NPPC increases.

while the NPPC=6400 shows quite well agreement in mapping coefficients (i.e. Φi j →
ϕi j ). Now it is interesting to observe from plots Figure 2.5 and Figures 2.6 and 2.7 that Id
shows convergence after NPPC=100, while mapping coefficient shows convergence after
NPPC=6400. The reason for this discrepancy can be explained by two facts:
• During one period of mixing in the flow, chaotic region (in vicinity of hyperbolic
point) extent is only in small part of the domain, therefore, NPPC=100 is sufficient to
achieve converged coefficients in most of the domain. Hence, the error associated
with mapping coefficients part of chaotic region has small impact on global mixing
measure intensity of segregation Id .
• As evident from the histogram plot Figure 2.7, there are a number of cells whose
contribution in flux (see small bars in Figure 2.7) is insignificant as compared to
cells contributing most e.g. for this case the ratio of maximum to minimum fraction
is close to 300 for ϕi j . Therefore, the cells contributing these small fractions has
almost negligible impact on Id .

2.6 Application to a SMX mixer
The new approach of mapping is implemented to analyze mixing in a Sulzer SMX mixer in
order to demonstrate that the method indeed can be applied to complex shaped industrial
flow devices where the original approach of mapping fails [Galaktionov, 2002].
The SMX static mixer is one of the most important static mixers frequently used in viscous
fluid mixing. The SMX (Sulzer Chemtech) consists of crossed bars (“X-shaped”) placed
at a 450 angle with the axis of cylindrical pipe. Each element is rotated 900 with respect to
previous one. A standard SMX element has eight crossbars and an aspect ratio of length
to diameter l/D = 1. A typical geometry with two elements is shown in Figure 2.8 (shown
partially cut in Figure 2.8). Flow is induced by applying pressure difference. If we move
in a Lagrangian way, with the fluid through the tube, we see the crossed bars acting like
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Figure 2.7: Comparing mapping coefficients of a cell located at hyperbolic point by both
approaches of mapping (Φi j vs. ϕi j ): histogram plot showing comparison
of mapping coefficients (a) NPPC=16, (b) NPPC=100, (c) NPPC=400, (d)
NPPC=2500, (e) NPPC=6400, and (f) NPPC=10000.
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Figure 2.8: The geometry of standard SMX mixer with eight crossbars: two mixing elements are shown

intermingled combs moving in opposite direction from one wall to another. The interface
between two fluids, each occupying half the channel, is stretched and folded while moving through first element. When fluids moves to second element, stretching and folding
of all interfaces formed is performed in perpendicular direction. Repeating the procedure
eventually leads to exponential growth in interface lengths.
The standard SMX mixer used in this study has a diameter of 52 mm, and crossbar thickness of 2 mm. The crossbar width next to the tube wall is 8 mm, whereas other are 6
mm. The inlet and outlet sections are composed of two empty cylinders and each with a
length of two times the diameter of cylinder. Fluent 5 is used to solve the Navier-Stokes
equations in order to obtain the three-dimensional velocity field in the SMX with two mixing element. A mesh was generated using Gambit and contains 221,408 nodal points and
1,1341,86 first-order tetrahedral elements. A fully developed velocity profile is applied at
the inlet and the no slip boundary condition is applied at the tube walls and static element
surfaces. The density and viscosity of Newtonian fluid considered are 846 Kg/m3 and 1
Pa.s, respectively. The average inlet velocity is 0.01 m/s, yielding a Reynolds number of
0.44. Due to the complex structure of the internal obstacles (crossed bars) of the SMX
mixer, tracking the boundaries of a mapping grid using the interfacial tracking in order to
find the mapping co-efficient (Equation (2.1)) fails. However, the new simplified approach
of mapping (Equation (2.2)) proves to work well. Two mapping matrices are computed:
the first matrix Φ1 is computed for first static element, and second matrix Φ2 is computed
for second static element. Transition effects of second to third element are ignored for
simplicity. Mixing evolutions obtained after 1-5 periods (C 1 =Φ1 C0 , C 2 =Φ2 C 1 , C 3 =Φ1 C 2 ,
etc.), are shown in Figure 2.9, and these results presented in Figure 2.9 compare accurately with the computations of Zalc et al. [2002] and Liu et al. [2006b].

2.7 Implementation in Matlab
Finally, we show all steps of the new approach of mapping applied to a simple example to
a time periodic sine flow (TPSF) using Matlab. The source code in Matlab is downloadable
from our website www.mate.tue.nl/∼anderson.
TPSF is a well studied two-dimensional time periodic flow [Cerbelli et al., 2004; Franjione
and Ottino, 1992; Liu et al., 1994] and it consists of a periodic alternation of two steady
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Figure 2.9: The concentration evolution along the Sulzer SMX static mixer.

sinusoidal sequences:
u x = sin(2π [y + 0.5]),
u x = 0,

uy = 0

0≤t≤

u y = sin(2π [x + 0.5])

T
;
2

T
≤ t ≤ T,
2

(2.8)

where T is time period of flow, u x and u y are x and y velocity components, respectively.
The origin is located in the center. Here we assume spatial periodicity of the flow domain
is equal to one. The analytical solution for the particle positions (x, y) (forward particle
tracking) at any time period T:
T
xi = xi−1 + ( ) sin(2π [yi−1 + 0.5]);
2
T
yi = yi−1 + ( ) sin(2π [xi + 0.5]),
2

(2.9)

where xi and yi are the new particle position after applying the flow for the ith time period,
and xi−1 and yi−1 are the previous particle positions on which flow is applied. Note that
different time period T of TPSF provides different kinematical aspects of flow. It is advantageous to use backward particle tracking (BPT) to find the mapping coefficients. The
particle positions in backward particle tracking can be expressed:
T
yi−1 = yi − ( ) sin(2π [xi + 0.5]);
2
T
xi−1 = xi − ( ) sin(2π [yi−1 + 0.5]),
2

(2.10)
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where xi−1 and yi−1 are the new particle position after applying backward flow for the ith
time period and xi and yi are the preivious particle position on which backward flow is
applied.
The step by step implementation of new approach of mapping applied to TPSF flow, using
Matlab :
1. Divide the initial cross-section into 2n × 2n and provide the numbering for the cells
(see the main Matlab program map tpsf.m where n=50).
2. Put uniform number of particles in each cell (see the Matlab function makecell.m
where 100 particles per cell are kept in a 10×10 array).
3. Track particles per cell to find the final distribution of particles. Here backward particle tracking (BPT) is performed (see the Matlab function tracknp.m where backward
particle tracking is done for one period).
4. Find the distribution coefficient of each cell by using the final distribution of particles
(see the Matlab function findcell.m).
5. Store the mapping matrix Φ (see main Matlab program map tpsf.m where the mapping matrix is stored in AI).
6. Start the post-processing to find concentration distribution C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , etc. for a
given initial concentration distribution C 0 and to calculate the intensity of segregation
Id (see the Matlab program map post.m where C 0 contains the left half, filled with
black, and the right half filled with white fluid).
We present mixing profiles obtained for four different time periods T= 0.8, 1.18, 1.6 and 3
and Figure 2.10 shows concentration evolutions after 1, 5 and 10 cycles of mixing. As it
is evident from both qualitative and quantitative profile (see Figure 2.11) that the protocol
T=1.6 provides the the best mixing among all the protocols, which is in accordance with
literature [Cerbelli et al., 2004]. This example serves as an illustration of the simplicity of
the implementation.
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Figure 2.10: Mixing profiles for the TPSF flow for four protocols: computed by the by
adopting the new approach of mapping using particle tracking. The initial
concentration distribution C 0 consists of the left half, of the cross-section
filled with black fluid, and the right half filled with white fluid.
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Figure 2.11: Quantification of mixing for four protocols of TPSF flow using discrete intensity of segregation Id .

2.8 Conclusion
The original approach to compute the coefficients in the mapping matrix is based on
interfacial tracking of a discretized grid; the new approach is based on particle tracking.
This new approach is more robust, simple and user friendly than the original approach
where lots of book keeping is required. Also, in many complicated flows the original
approach fails due to natural limitation of interfacial tracking. The comparison of both
approaches in a two dimensional lid driven cavity flow reveals that the new approach is
as accurate as the original one, provided that the number of particles per cell (NPPC) is
sufficiently large to capture the total flux from cells to a recipient cell such that converged
mixing measure is obtained. The mixing analysis in Sulzer SMX mixer, with its complex
shaped mixing elements proves that the new approach is a versatile method to analyze
mixing in complicated flow devices. We implemented the new approach of mapping, using
Matlab, and applied to a standard time periodic sine flow (TPSF) to show the simplicity
and user friendliness of the method what is suited for all general users of CFD codes.

C HAPTER THREE

Eigenmode analysis of scalar
transport in distributive mixing1

Abstract
In this study, we explore the eigenvalue-eigenfunction properties of the distribution matrices of the mapping method. The eigenvalue spectrum always lies within the unit circle and
the largest eigenvalue is equal to one due to the incompressibility of the fluid. The asymptotic picture of a fully-chaotic mixing state is governed by the second-largest eigenvalue
and the corresponding eigenvector resembles the corresponding Poincaré section. The
closer the second-largest eigenvalue value is to zero, the faster is the homogenization.
Hence, the magnitude of the second-largest eigenvalue can be used as a mixing measure
for comparison of different mixing protocols. However, in non-chaotic cases the presence
of islands hampers the identification of the dominant eigenmode. Islands are associated
with the eigenvalues on the unit circle. In this paper we demonstrate that important fundamental aspects about a mixing process, e.g. the nature of periodic points and the area
occupied by elliptic islands, can be inferred from the eigenvalue-eigenfunction analysis.
To this end our methodology is applied to two different prototypical mixing flows: the timeperiodic sine flow and the spatially-periodic partitioned-pipe mixer.

3.1 Introduction
Numerous studies have been reported in literature regarding the eigenvalueeigenfunction analysis of passive-scalar distributions in a time-periodic flow field [Adrover
et al., 2001, 2002; Cerbelli et al., 2006, 2003, 2004; Lester et al., 2008; Liu and Haller,
2004; Pierrehumbert, 1994; Popovych et al., 2007; Vanneste, 2006]. In general, the evolution of a passive scalar field is governed by linear advection-diffusion equations, which
1 Reproduced from: M. K. Singh, M. F. M. Speetjens, P. D. Anderson,(2008). Eigenmode analysis of scalar
transport in distributive mixing. Physics of fluids, Submitted.
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allow an analysis in terms of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. The eigenvalues and the
eigenfunctions analysis reveal the exponential decay of the passive scalar field, perhaps
modulated by oscillations if the eigenvalues are complex [Popovych et al., 2007]. Pierrehumbert [1994] first observed that in a diffusive tracer field stirred by a time-periodic
velocity field, the concentration patterns formed within just a few stirring periods, then repeated with exponential decaying intensity as the tracer field approached the fully-mixed
state. This exponentially-modulated time-periodic behavior and the complex spatial structure prompted Pierrehumbert to call the repeating patterns strange eigenmodes. Strange
eigenmodes have also been observed experimentally [Rothstein et al., 1999; Voth et al.,
2003] as well as in aperiodic flows, in both numerical and experimental studies [Pierrehumbert, 1994; Rothstein et al., 1999]. In the limit of arbitrarily small diffusivity, the
concentration field is not smooth and sharp gradients in concentration field exist: it consists of the superposition of strange eigenmodes. The dominant one among these eigenfunctions is called the strange eigenmode, although there may be several of comparable
importance. These above-mentioned studies so far considered the advective-diffusive
transport (finite Sc) investigated in terms of eigenmode decompositions. focussing on the
evolution from an initial inhomogeneous state towards a final homogeneous state. The
relevant properties at hand are the decay rate of the dominant eigenmode, but also the
spatial structure of the eigenmode.
In this study the mapping method is employed to study the eigenmode decomposition of
the distribution matrix obtained. The mapping method, originally suggested by Spencer
and Wiley [1951], describes the transport of a conservative quantity, like concentration,
from one state to another by means of a mapping matrix. The elements of the matrix
contain the discretized fractions of fluid transported from an initial cross section to a final
one (for spatially-periodic flows) or from an initial time to a final time (for time-periodic
flows), i.e. the mapping method concerns purely-advective transport. In a range of studies the mapping matrix has been very successfully applied to optimize prototypical and
industrial mixing flows [Galaktionov et al., 2002a, 2003; Kruijt et al., 2001a; Singh et al.,
2008b]. The elegance of the method is that a set of matrices is only created once, and
then multiplied to a vector describing the concentration distribution in the domain. This
way a large number of mixing protocols can be fairly easy evaluated and compared by
changing the order of the matrices. The original idea of Spencer and Wiley [1951] was to
study the properties of the matrix or the denseness of powers of the matrix, as it should
contain all spatial complexities, but this was not feasible on grounds of limited computing
facilities. Anderson et al. [2002] first studied the properties of the real eigenvalues of the
mapping matrix and their corresponding eigenvectors and since these vectors actually
describe the field of concentration they are often referred to as eigenmodes. The eigenmodes can be regarded as perturbations of the average concentration field. While these
real eigenmodes describe the concentration distribution, the physical meaning of complex
eigenmodes was not discussed. In this paper the complex and real eigenmode decomposition of the mapping matrix is employed to specifically identify inhomogeneities in mixing
patterns, i.e. elliptic islands. This eigenmode analysis enables the efficient prediction
of the absence or presence of persistent inhomogeneous states and thus of poor/good
mixing and several advantages over “classical” tools as e.g. Poincaré-sectioning are discussed. The eigenmode analysis enables a quantitative mixing analysis in that it admits
the estimation of typical time scales for homogeneous states to set in. In addition, the
application of the eigenmode decomposition and the concept of strange eigenmodes to
realistic flows is studied.
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The paper is organized as follows. Section 3.2 provides a concise review of eigenmode
decompositions employed for the analysis of advection(-diffusion) problems. The mapping method for distributive mixing is introduced in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 reconciles the
mapping method with the eigenmode decompositions and ties the mixing properties with
the spectral properties of the mapping matrix. The relation between the spectral properties of the mapping matrix and the mixing properties is demonstrated in Section 3.5 for
an idealized time-periodic flow. The potential for application to realistic industrial flows is
demonstrated in Section 3.6. Conclusions are drawn in Section 3.7.

3.2 Eigenmode analysis of advective(-diffusive) scalar transport
The eigenmode analysis of distributive mixing presented in this study hinges on methodologies employed for eigenmode analyzes of advective-diffusive scalar transport. Below
a concise overview of the aspects of these eigenmode analysis relevant in the present
context is given.

3.2.1 Systems with steady flow and homogeneous Neumann conditions
Advective-diffusive scalar transport of a scalar quantity C(x, t) is governed by
∂C
= L(C),
∂t

L = −u ⋅ ∇ +

1 2
∇ ,
Sc

(3.1)

with L the linear advection-diffusion operator, with leading and trailing terms representing
advection and diffusion, respectively, and Sc the Schmidt number [Cerbelli et al., 2003].
For steady flow and homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions, solutions to (3.1) admit
expansion into the form
∞

C(x, t) = ∑ αk eµk t ψk (x),

(3.2)

k=0

with expansion functions ψk (x) and coefficients µk governed by the eigenvalue problem
L(ψk ) − µkψk = 0,

(3.3)

which follows readily from substitution of (3.2) into (3.1). Coefficients αk are determined
by the initial state C(x, 0) = C0 (x). Resolving (3.3) for the specific boundary conditions
and flow conditions corresponding with (3.1) yields the specific set of (ψk , µk ) for that
transport problem. Functions ψk (x) and coefficients µk define its case-specific eigenmodes and eigenvalues, respectively, that determine the spatial-temporal evolution of the
scalar distribution C(x, t). The eigenvalues µk determine the temporal evolution of the
associated eigenmodes ψk and, inherently, that of the scalar distribution in toto. The
eigenvalues are of the form µk = σk + iωk , with σk and ωk real numbers, and possess the
following generic properties relevant in the current context: (i) σk > 0 (exponential growth
in time of the associated eigenmode ψk ) is not possible; (ii) σk < 0 for finite Sc (except
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for the homogeneous eigenmode representing the asymptotic state); (iii) σk = 0 for nonuniform eigenmodes is possible only for purely-advective transport (i.e. unbounded Sc)
[Cerbelli et al., 2004; Giona et al., 2004]. Thus inhomogeneous eigenmodes in the case
of advective-diffusive transport invariably exhibit exponential decay in time (σk < 0). This
means that the evolution rapidly becomes dominated by the eigenmode with the slowest
decay rate (i.e. with eigenvalue σk closest to zero); this is the “dominant eigenmode.” The
scalar distribution rapidly adopts the spatial distribution of the dominant eigenmode and
decays self-similarly towards its asymptotic state with a typical time scale τ = 1/∣σk ∣. This
decay is monotonous and oscillatory for ωk = 0 and ωk ≠ 0, respectively. The spatial
structure of the inhomogeneous eigenmodes becomes more intricate with growing Sc (diminishing diffusion increases scalar gradients and thus promotes spatial complexity) and
may even become fractal for very high Sc; such fractal eigenmodes are denoted “strange
eigenmodes” [Haller, 2001; Liu and Haller, 2004]. Purely-advective transport admits,
besides the above properties, inhomogeneous eigenmodes with vanishing σk and thus
may have inhomogeneous asymptotic states. This sets advective transport fundamentally apart from advective-diffusive transport. The evolution towards its (in)homogeneous
asymptotic state is, essentially similar to the advective-diffusive case, also governed by
one dominant eigenmode.

3.2.2 Systems with periodic flow and homogeneous Neumann conditions
The present study concerns flows that are periodic in either time or space, that is, with
structures
u(x, y, t) = u(x, y, t + T),

u(x, y, z) = u(x, y, z + Z),

(3.4)

respectively, where T is the period time and Z the period length. The time-periodic
and spatially-periodic cases are in essence equivalent and therefore periodic systems
are exemplified in terms of time-periodic systems hereafter. Time-periodicity causes the
advection-diffusion operator in (3.1) to change constantly, meaning that the scalar transport can no longer be investigated in terms of its eigenmodes. However, a time-periodic
counterpart exists in the Floquet operator F, which maps the scalar distribution between
discrete time levels t = pT, with p ≥ 0 an integer, via
C p+1 = F (C p ) ,

C p = C (x, pT) ,

(3.5)

and thus incorporates the integral effect of the advection-diffusion operator within one
period. The Floquet operator inherits the linear nature of the advection-diffusion operator,
implying that the mapping by the Floquet operator permits an eigenmode decomposition
similar to that of the steady system considered before:
∞

C p = ∑ γk νk Ψk (x),
p

(3.6)

k=0

with expansion functions Ψk (x) and coefficients νk governed by the eigenvalue problem
F(Ψk ) − νk Ψk = 0,

(3.7)
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and coefficients γk determined by the initial state [Cerbelli et al., 2004].
The eigenvalues νk determine the temporal evolution of the associated eigenmodes Ψk
– and thus the total scalar distribution – in a similar way as (µk , ψk ) in the steady case.
The eigenvalues may be complex and the properties relevant in the present context are
in essence time-periodic counterparts of those of the steady case: (i) ∣νk ∣ > 1 (exponential growth in time of the associated eigenmode Ψk ) is not possible; (ii) ∣νk ∣ < 1 for
finite Sc (except for the homogeneous eigenmode representing the asymptotic state); (iii)
∣νk ∣ = 1 for non-uniform eigenmodes is possible only for purely-advective transport (i.e. unbounded Sc) (Cerbelli et al. [2004]). The temporal evolution of the scalar distribution under
time-periodic conditions thus has essential similarities with that under steady conditions.
Advective-diffusive transport always leads to exponential decay towards a homogeneous
asymptotic state; this decay, as in the steady case, is governed by a dominant (strange)
eigenmode (Ψk corresponding with ∣νk ∣ closest to one) and occurs at a typical time scale
τ = ∣1/ ln ∣νk ∣∣. Purely-advective transport displays the same behavior yet admits inhomogeneous asymptotic states (composed of the set of eigenmodes Ψk for which ∣νk ∣ = 1).
Essential difference between time-periodic and steady evolutions is that the former must
not necessarily be self-similar. The evolution is self-similar if the corresponding eigenvalue of the dominant eigenmode is real; the evolution involves the spatial redistribution
of the scalar field if the corresponding eigenvalue of the dominant eigenmode is complex.
The connection between the eigenvalues/-modes and the temporal evolution of the scalar
distribution – and then specifically in relation to distributive mixing (unbounded Sc) – is
elaborated in more detail in Section 3.4. To this end first the mapping method, an efficient method for the analysis of distributive mixing in time-/spatially-periodic systems, is
introduced in the following section.

3.3 The mapping method for distributive mixing
Chaotic mixing of viscous liquids in laminar flows is usually based on the situation where
the bakers transformation is applied a number of times on a specified volume of material.
Spencer and Wiley [1951] suggested that the distribution of material in such flows can
be handled quite well by the use of matrix methods. The mapping method describes the
transport of a conservative quantity from one state to another by means of a mapping
matrix, describing the transport of fluid from an initial cross section to a final one (for
spatially-periodic flows) or from an initial time to a final time (for time-periodic flows). Thus
the mapping method concerns purely-advective transport and, consequently, coincides
with the transport systems in Section 3.2 for the limit Sc → ∞.
Recently we have formulated an alternative approach to find mapping coefficients that is
much simpler to implement [Kang et al., 2008; Singh et al., 2008d] as compared to original
approach of mapping. Figure 3.1 depicts how the mapping coefficients are calculated in
new formulation of the method. To approximate the coefficients of the mapping matrix
(or distribution matrix), K markers inside all cells are tracked. The markers are uniformly
distributed in the cells. Then, to determine the final distribution of markers, they are
advected during the flow from z = z0 to z = z0 + ∆z. If the number of markers in the donor
cell Ω j is M j at z = z0 and the number of markers found after tracking in the recipient cell
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Ωi

Ωi
Ωj

Ωj
After ∆z

z = z0

z = z0 + ∆z

Figure 3.1: Illustration of the computation of the coefficients Φi j of the mapping matrix Φ.
The cell Ω j at z = z0 is covered with a number of markers that are tracked
during flow in ∆z (to arrive at the final cross section z = z0 + ∆z). The ratio of
the number of markers received by the recipient cell Ωi to the initial number
6
of markers in Ω j is determined (in this example Φi j is 25
).

Ωi is Mi j at z = z0 + ∆z, then the mapping coefficient Φi j is calculated as:
Φi j =

Mi j
.
Mj

(3.8)

In other words, the coefficient Φi j is the measure of the fraction of the total flux of cell Ω j
donated to cell Ωi . Once mapping matrix Φ is computed, concentration vector C ∈ RN×1
(N is the number of cells), after the one period of flow, C 1 , can be obtained by simply
multiplying the mapping matrix Φ with the initial concentration vector C 0 :
C 1 = ΦC 0 .

(3.9)

Note that C represents the coarse-grained description of volume fraction (dimensionless
concentration) of a marker fluid in a mixture of two marker fluids with identical material
properties, and its component Ci describes the concentration (volume fraction) locally averaged in the cell Ωi . Relation Equation (3.9) describes the redistribution of the initial
scalar distribution C 0 at t = 0 to its final state C 1 at t = T by the flow.
For repetitive mixing, the same operation is repeated multiple times on the same mass
and, hence, the concentration evolution after n steps is given by C n = Φn C 0 . For sufficiently large n, the matrix Φn will not be sparse and it becomes that large that it can even
not be stored anymore. This is due to the fact that after performing the operation n times,
material from one cell is advected to a large part of the whole cross-section, especially in
the case of chaotic advection. Instead of studying Φn , the evolution of the concentration
after n steps C n is computed in sequence as follows:
C i+1 = ΦC i , hence C n = (Φ(Φ(. . . (Φ C 0 )))).
´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¸¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¶

(3.10)

n times

Thus, the mapping matrix Φ is determined only once and is utilized a number of times to
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study the evolution of concentration in the flow field.

3.4 Eigenmode analysis of distributive mixing
The mapping matrix Φ according to (3.9) describes the advective redistribution of a scalar
quantity over a finite number of cells during one period in a periodic system and thus
constitutes a discrete approximation to the Floquet operator F according to (3.5) for unbounded Sc. The mapping (3.9) admits the eigenmode decomposition
̃0 λk vk ,
C1 = Φ ⋅ C0 = ∑ C
k
N

k=0

̃0 vk ,
C0 = ∑ C
k
N

(3.11)

k=0

̃0 dewith vk and λk the eigenvectors and eigenvalues, respectively, of Φ and coefficients C
k
termined by the initial state C 0 . The eigenmodes (vk , λk ) are the discrete approximations
to the eigenmodes (Ψk , νk ) of the Floquet operator. Thus a direct connection between the
mapping matrix and the eigenmode decomposition conform Section 3.2 has been established. This implies that, for sufficiently high spatial resolution, the eigenmodes (vk , λk )
have the same properties as their continuous counterparts (Ψk , νk ). The mapping matrix
incorporates the advection process and, consequently, all information on the transport
properties is “hidden” in its eigenmodes in the same manner as discussed before for the
advection-diffusion operator L and the Floquet operator F (Section 3.2). Eigenmode analyzes have thus far sought to investigate the evolution of scalar distributions towards the
homogeneous asymptotic state for advective-diffusive transport (finite Sc). The present
work seeks to pursue a similar course of action for the investigation of distributive mixing (unbounded Sc). To this end the generic properties of the eigenmodes must be tied
more specifically to distributive mixing. This is elaborated below. The mapping matrix
is real for physically-meaningful problems, meaning that complex eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors emerge as conjugate pairs (λk , λ∗k ) and (vk , v∗k ), respectively. The
contributions of complex-conjugate pairs (v k , vk+1 ) = (v k , v∗k ) to the initial conditions C 0
read
̃0 vk + C
̃0 vk+1 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + C
̃0 vk + C
̃0 v∗ + . . . ,
C0 = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + C
k
k+1
k
k+1 k

(3.12)

which, by virtue of real C 0 , must be real. This implies real and pair-wise identical ex̃0 = C
̃0 , and
pansion coefficients for complex-conjugate pairs in the initial state, i.e. C
k
k+1
resulting contributions following
̃0 [vk + v∗ ] + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + 2C
̃0 Re(v k ) + . . . ,
C0 = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + C
k
k
k

(3.13)

meaning complex-conjugate pairs of eigenmodes effectively constitute one physical
eigenmode. The eigenmode decomposition (3.11) thus is of the form
̃0 λk vk + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + 2C
̃0 ∣λk ∣V(x, y) cos [αk (x, y) + φk ] + . . . ,
C1 = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + C
k
k

(3.14)

with leading and trailing terms on the RHS representing contributions by real and complex
eigenmodes, respectively, where V = ∣vk ∣, αk = arg(v k ) and φk = arg(λk ). The structure of
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the mapping (3.14) reveals that real eigenmodes evolve self-similarly, whereas complex
eigenmodes undergo spatial redistribution due to the phase-shift φk .
The connection between the eigenmodes in relation (3.13) and the mixing properties is
heuristically established by physical rationales leaning on findings from mixing studies on
two-dimensional time-periodic incompressible flows rather than on rigorous mathematical
grounds. (The latter approach is highly-nontrivial and beyond the scope of the present exposition.) From mixing studies on said flows it is well-known that the asymptotic advection
pattern is determined by periodic points, i.e. material points that systematically return to
their initial position after a given number of periods, and their associated spatial structures
[Aref, 2002; Meleshko and Peters, 1996; Ott, 2002; Ottino, 1989, 1990]. Incompressible
flows admit two types of non-degenerate periodic points: (i) elliptic points, which form
the center of persistent non-mixing regions (“elliptic islands”); (ii) hyperbolic points, the
associated manifolds of which accomplish the exponential stretching and folding of fluid
parcels that underlies chaotic advection [Ottino, 1989]. Generic advection patterns thus
consist of elliptic islands embedded in chaotic seas created by manifolds. This generic
picture forms the basis for the connection between the eigenmodes of Φ and the mixing
properties established hereafter.
Periodic points and their associated spatial structures appear in the mapping as fixed entities or as cycles. This implies phase shifts φ commensurate with 2π and, consequently,
eigenvalues of the form

λ = ∣λ∣e

2 π in
p

,

(3.15)

with p the periodicity and n an arbitrary integer in the range 0 ≤ n < p. The corresponding
eigenmodes satisfy the relation
Φ p ⋅ v = ∣λ∣ p v,

(3.16)

meaning that a period-p eigenmode is self-similar with every p-th mapping of itself. The
asymptotic advection pattern thus comprises of periodic eigenmodes of Φ satisfying
(3.15) and (3.16). Behavior known from mixing studies implies that these eigenmodes
must possess properties according to the conjectures below.
Conjecture 1 Elliptic islands relate to eigenmodes with ∣λ∣ = 1.
Rationale This follows readily from the fact that elliptic islands give rise to persistent
inhomogeneities in the scalar distribution.
Conjecture 2 Chaotic seas relate to strange eigenmodes with ∣λ∣ < 1.
Rationale Chaotic seas are characterized by exponential convergence of scalar distributions onto the unstable manifold of the corresponding hyperbolic periodic point (∣λ∣ < 1).
This results in an intricate advection pattern with a highly-complex (i.e. “strange”) spatial
structure.
Conjecture 3 Eigenmodes associated with elliptic islands and chaotic seas must be spatially disconnected.
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Rationale Elliptic islands result in persistent inhomogeneities; chaotic seas cause exponential decay of scalar distributions. Eigenmodes can thus either belong to islands (∣λ∣ = 1)
or to chaotic seas (∣λ∣ < 1) yet not to both entities simultaneously. Hence, eigenmodes associated with islands (chaotic seas) must not contribute to the spatial redistribution of
material in the region outside these islands (chaotic seas), meaning their gradient must
vanish – and the eigenmode must, consequently, be uniform – in said region. This selective contribution to the transport properties due to local uniformity implies the spatial
disconnection according to Conjecture 3.
The natural consequence of Conjecture 3 is that each spatial entity (i.e. islands and
chaotic seas) in the asymptotic advection pattern is inextricably linked with a given set of
eigenmodes of the mapping matrix Φ. This link is elaborated further in the following.
Conjecture 4 Period-p structures correspond with clusters of eigenmodes
Λ = {(λ(0) , v) , (λ(1) , v) , . . . , (λ(n) , v) , . . . , (λ(p−1) , v) , } ,
with λ(n) = ∣λ∣ωn and ω = e

2π i
p

(3.17)

.

Rationale Eigenvalues according to (3.15) are the n-th complex root of ∣λ∣, i.e. λ p = ∣λ∣
for all 0 ≤ n < p [Kreyszig, 1999]. Thus one pair (λ, v) fulfilling (3.16) implies a cluster
of pairs following (3.17), with eigenvalues equidistantly distributed along the circle with
radius ∣λ∣ in the complex plane (with azimuthal offset 2π /p) and identical eigenmode v,
fulfilling (3.16). This clustering of eigenmodes is consistent with the findings of mixing
studies, which hold that period-p points – and attendant spatial structures – always come
in clusters of p entities [Meleshko and Peters, 1996]. Island chains e.g. comprise of p
islands that each are centered on one of the points belonging to a cluster of p elliptic
period-p points. The fact that the eigenmodes v in cluster (3.17) are identical leads to:
Conjecture 5 The non-uniform regions of the eigenmode v of period-p clusters according
to (3.17) demarcate the entire associated period-p structure in the asymptotic advection
pattern.
Rationale If pairs according to (3.17) are indeed eigenmodes of the mapping matrix Φ,
they must satisfy the eigenvalue problem
Φ ⋅ v = λ(n) v = ∣λ∣ωn v,

(3.18)

ωv = v,

(3.19)

for all 0 ≤ n < p. This, via Φ ⋅ v = ∣λ∣v = ∣λ∣ωv = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ = ∣λ∣ω p−1 v, implies

exposing v as invariant under the normalized mapping ω. From mixing studies it is known
that each of the individual entities in period-p clusters (e.g. individual islands in island
chains) is mapped along the positions of its companion entities before returning to its initial
position after p periods, meaning individual entities are not invariant under the normalized
mapping and, consequently, violate condition (3.19). However, since every entity in a
period-p cluster undergoes this mapping, the period-p cluster as a whole is invariant. (For
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instance, island chains as a whole are invariant yet its constituent islands wander along
the chain during successive mappings.) Thus regions with non-uniform v demarcate the
entire period-p structure.
The conjectures advanced above permit the following connection between coherent structures in the asymptotic advection pattern and eigenmodes of the mapping matrix Φ:
● Period-p island chains correspond with clusters of eigenvalues [1, ω, ω2 , . . . , ω p−1 ] on

the unit circle, where ω = e p , that belong to one and the same eigenmode v. Regions
with v non-zero demarcate the island chain.
● Chaotic seas are created by clusters of period-p hyperbolic points and associated manifolds that correspond with clusters of eigenvalues ∣λ∣[1, ω, ω2 , . . . , ω p−1 ] on the circle with
2π i

radius ∣λ∣ < 1 and an identical eigenmode v, where again ω = e p . The exponential decay
for eigenmodes with ∣λ∣ < 1 implies that each spatially-disconnected chaotic sea has its
own dominant (strange) eigenmode of period p, viz. the eigenmode with the lowest decay
rate (∣λ∣ < 1 closest to one). The region where the associated v is non-zero demarcates
the location of the corresponding chaotic sea. However, global chaos implies one global
(cluster of) dominant (strange) eigenmode(s). The corresponding (cluster) of eigenvalues
lie(s) on the circle max(∣λ∣) < 1 and encloses all other eigenvalues.
2π i

Figure 3.2 schematically depicts the circular arrangement of clusters of eigenvalues according to (3.17) in the complex plane for periodicity’s 1 ≤ p ≤ 6. The circle coincides
with the unit circle in case of islands chains and on the circle ∣λ∣ < 1 in case of chaotic
seas. Shown arrangements reveal that any cluster includes eigenvalue λ/∣λ∣ = 1, clusters with even periodicity always include λ/∣λ∣ = ±1 and even clusters commensurate with
four (p = 4, 8, . . . ) always include λ/∣λ∣ = ±1 and λ/∣λ∣ = ±i. Moreover, period-1 structures
always coincide with real eigenmodes.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.2: Clusters of eigenvalues according to (3.17) for periodicity’s 1 ≤ p ≤ 6.

Flows often accommodate multiple coherent structures that are equal in both kind and
periodicity (e.g. two period-4 island chains). This type of multiplicity, consistent with Conjecture 4, implies the emergence of multiple clusters of eigenvalues of identical composition; the mentioned pair of period-4 chains, for instance, gives two identical eigenvalue
πi
clusters [1, ω, ω2 , ω3 ], with ω = e 2 . The associated eigenmodes must not necessarily
each correspond with one coherent structure in a group of equal structures, however.
Consistency with Conjecture 5 merely requires a given linear combination of these eigenmodes to demarcate the entire group of structures. Prediction of the portion of this group
demarcated by individual eigenmodes is non-trivial and may depend on possible relations
between coherent structures due to e.g. symmetries.
The mapping matrix Φ, besides the periodic eigenmodes considered above, in general also accommodates non-periodic eigenmodes (i.e. those associated with noncommensurate phase shifts φ). However, the fact that the asymptotic advection pattern
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is determined entirely by periodic eigenmodes implies that the influence of non-periodic
eigenmodes must diminish in the course of an evolution. This, in turn, implies that the
eigenvalues of non-periodic eigenmodes must reside within the unit circle: ∣λ∣ < 1. Furthermore, the non-periodicity precludes a regular structure akin to (3.17), meaning that
non-periodic eigenmodes must emerge isolated. The forthcoming sections demonstrate
the link between asymptotic advection patterns and periodic eigenmodes of the mapping
matrix Φ established above for a number of representative case studies.

3.5 Illustrative example: the Time-Periodic Sine Flow (TPSF)
3.5.1 Asymptotic advection patterns and corresponding eigenvalue spectra
The Time-Periodic Sine Flow (TPSF) is a two-dimensional time-periodic flow system that
may serve as an idealized representation of realistic mixing flows [Cerbelli et al., 2004;
Franjione and Ottino, 1992; Liu et al., 1994]. The TPSF is set up by the periodic repetition
of two piece-wise steady flows according to
(u x , u y ) = (sin(π y), 0) for 0 ≤ t ≤

T
,
2

(u x , u y ) = (0, sin(π x)) for

T
≤ t ≤ T,
2

(3.20)

on the spatially-periodic domain 0 ≤ x, y ≤ 1, where T is the period time of the flow and
u x and u y are the x-wise and y-wise velocity components, respectively. (Note that the
TPSF satisfies the incompressibility constraint.) The simple structure of the TPSF admits
an analytical expression for the fluid trajectories, reading
xi =

mod [{xi−1 +

T
sin(2π yi−1 )} , 1] ,
2

yi =

mod [{yi−1 +

T
sin(π xi )} , 1](3.21)
,
2

with i indicating the position after i periods.
The period time T is the only control parameter of the TPSF and its variation leads to
different dynamics [Cerbelli et al., 2004]. This is demonstrated in Figure 3.3 in terms of
the Poincaré-section of the flow, revealing that changing the period time from T = 0.4 to
T = 1.6 has significant effects upon the transport properties of the flow.

Non-mixing zones (i.e. islands comprising regular closed orbits) first diminish with rising
T (panels (a)-(d)) until a state of global chaos – or efficient mixing – is attained at T = 1.6
(panel (e)) and reappear again upon further increasing T (panel ( f )). This signifies a
nonlinear dependence of the transport upon the governing control parameter, which is
typical of realistic mixing problems. The transport properties of the TPSF serve as test
case for the eigenmode analysis of distributive mixing.

Figure 3.4 shows the eigenvalue spectra of the mapping matrices corresponding with the
cases shown in Figure 3.3. (The mapping matrices are evaluated using 100×100 cells.)
The partially-chaotic cases (Figures 3.4(a)-(d), ( f )) accommodate islands and, consistent with Conjecture 1, have (clusters of) eigenvalues on the unit circle as is discussed in
greater detail in Section 3.5.3. Note that the finite resolution of the mapping method in fact
causes these eigenvalues to fall slightly within the unit circle due to numerical diffusion
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.3: Dynamics of the TPSF as a function of the period time T in terms of Poincarésections: (a) T = 0.4; (b) T = 0.56; (c) T = 0.8; (d) T = 1.18; (d) T = 1.6; (f)
T = 3.

(Section 3.5.4).
Important to note is that, irrespective of the flow topology, the eigenmode decomposition
always accommodates a uniform eigenmode with corresponding eigenvalue λ = 1. This
mode emanates from the incompressibility constraint and represents mass conservation.
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Figure 3.4: Eigenvalue spectrum of the mapping matrix associated with the TPSF for the
cases given in Figure 3.3: (a) T = 0.4; (b) T = 0.56; (c) T = 0.8; (d) T = 1.18;
(e) T = 1.6; (f) T = 3.

The globally-chaotic case T = 1.6 (Figure 3.4(e)) has, in agreement with Conjecture 2,
an eigenvalue spectrum entirely within the unit circle. Hence, eigenvalues on the unit
circle other than that associated with the uniform mode are a first indicator of poor mixing.
(For numerical reasons, said eigenvalues are located slightly off the unit circle. This is
elaborated in Section 3.5.4.) Thus the eigenmode decomposition of the mapping matrix
efficiently provides information on the global mixing properties of a given flow. The relation
between the eigenmodes and the mixing properties is considered in more detail below.
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3.5.2 Eigenmode analysis of globally-chaotic mixing
Period time T = 1.6 effectuates global chaos and, as mentioned before, has an eigenvalue spectrum residing entirely within the unit circle (Figure 3.4(e)). The global nature
of the chaotic advection implies one global dominant eigenmode, which corresponds with
the (cluster of) eigenvalues on the circle ∣λ∣ < 1 closest to unity (Section 3.4). Here the

(a)
Figure 3.5: Dominant eigenmode of the chaotic sea for the globally-chaotic TPSF at T =
1.6.

dominant eigenmode appears a period-1 mode and, consequently, the corresponding
eigenvalue is the second largest eigenvalue on the real axis, i.e. λ ≈ 0.56 in Figure 3.4(e).
(Recall that the largest eigenvalue on the real axis always equals unity due to the uniform eigenmode associated with mass conservation.) Figure 3.5 gives the distribution of
the dominant eigenmode, providing the asymptotic mixing pattern, which is in excellent
agreement with the asymptotic scalar distributions in Adrover et al. [2001, 2002]; Cerbelli
et al. [2006, 2004] found via spectral analysis of the advection-diffusion operator.
The eigenvalue λdom associated with the dominant eigenmode determines the typical decay time τ of the eigenmode via τ = ∣1/ ln ∣λdom ∣∣ (Section 3.2.2) and thus is a quantitative
measure for the mixing ability of the flow: the closer λdom is to the origin, the smaller τ
and the more rapidly the flow accomplishes a homogeneous mixture. This offers a way for
optimization of the mixing process on the basis of the properties of the dominant eigenmode. Consider to this end the globally-chaotic states at T = 1.5, T = 1.7, T = 1.8, and
T = 1.9 in the direct proximity of the case T = 1.6. Poincaré-sections give indistinguishable
results for all five cases and therefore fail to identify the most efficient of these cases.
However, the corresponding eigenvalue spectra display marked differences in degree of
concentration around the origin (Figure 3.6). The plots clearly reveal that the eigenvalues are most densely concentrated around the origin – and thus the dominant eigenvalue
λdom is minimal – for T = 1.8, exposing this as the most efficient mixing case. Figure 3.7
shows λdom in the range 1.5 ≤ T ≤ 1.9, where λT=1.5 =0.889, λT=1.6=0.5602, λT=1.7=0.4704,
λT=1.8 =0.4111 and λT=1.9 =0.8515, further consolidating this finding and admitting ranking
of the cases according to increasing mixing efficiency: (T = 1.9) < (T = 1.5) < (T = 1.6)
< (T = 1.7) < (T = 1.8). Thus the eigenvalue spectrum yields, in addition to qualitative
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Figure 3.6: Eigenvalue spectrum for the TPSF for a number of period times T near the
globally-chaotic case T = 1.6: (a) T = 1.5; (b) T = 1.7; (c) T = 1.8; (d) T = 1.9.
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Figure 3.7: Eigenvalue λdom of the dominant eigenmode in the globally-chaotic regime.
The lowest eigenmode corresponds with the highest decay rate – and, inherently, the most efficient mixing.

information on the nature of the mixing, quantitative insight into the mixing capabilities of
a given flow.
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3.5.3 Eigenmode analysis of partially-chaotic mixing
Partially-chaotic mixing implies islands embedded in one (or more) chaotic sea(s). Period time T = 1.18, for instance, accommodates two period-2 island chains in one chaotic
sea (Figure 3.3(d)). These island chains correspond with two clusters of two eigenvalues
[1, ω], where ω = eπ i = −1 (Section 3.4), the numerical approximations of which are indicated by circles in the eigenvalue spectrum in Figure 3.8(a) (compare with Figure 3.2(b)).
The associated eigenmodes v are identical and are shown in Figure 3.8(b), where white
and shaded regions correspond with uniform and non-uniform magnitude, respectively.
The non-uniform regions (shaded) coincide with the island chain (Figure 3.3(d)) and thus,
consistent with Conjectures 4 and 5, indeed demarcate the group of period-p structures
associated with the cluster of eigenmodes. Here the multiplicity of the island chains manifests itself in eigenmodes that each coincide with the entire group of structures. (Recall from Section 3.4 that the connection between individual eigenmodes and the associated group of multiple island chains is non-trivial.) Case T = 0.8 also accommodates
two period-2 island chains (Figure 3.3(c)) and exhibits identical behavior: one combined
eigenmode for the two period-2 island chains (Figure 3.8(c)).
The asymptotic behavior in the chaotic seas of both T = 1.18 and T = 0.8 is governed by
one dominant eigenmode of period-1. Figure 3.8(d) gives this eigenmode for T = 1.18, and
reveals that its magnitude, complementary to those attendant with the island chains, is
non-uniform in the chaotic sea only; the uniform white patches coincide with said islands.
Note the uniform black patches inside the islands (white patches) imply a locally nonuniform magnitude – and, inherently, chaotic behavior – in the direct proximity of the
black-white interface. This is consistent with the emergence of cantori, i.e. incomplete
orbits in the elliptic island, which signify the incipience of chaos. Further pursuit of this
issue is beyond the present scope, however. The asymptotic state at T = 1.18 (and also
at T = 0.8) thus is determined entirely by two eigenmodes: that of the island chains
(Figure 3.8(b)) and that of the chaotic sea (Figure 3.8(d)). The non-uniform regions of
both eigenmodes combined occupy the entire flow domain.2
Case T = 0.56 has non-mixing zones comprising of two period-1 islands surrounded by
two period-6 island chains (Figure 3.3(b)). The eigenmodes associated with the latter
chains, though somewhat more complex in appearance, display essentially the same
behavior as found above for the period-2 island chains. The period-6 chains lead to two
πi
coinciding clusters of eigenvalues [1, ω, ω2 , ω3 , ω4 , ω5 ], with ω = e 3 , in the eigenvalue
spectrum and are indicated by the circles in Figure 3.9(a) (compare with Figure 3.2( f )).
These clusters have, similar to the period-2 island chains for T = 1.18 and T = 0.8, one
combined eigenmode for both island chains (Figure 3.9(b)).
The above analysis revealed that multiplicity of island chains of equal periodicity may
lead to associated eigenmodes that individually demarcate the entire group of coherent
structures. However, the connection between multiplicity and eigenmodes is non-trivial
(Section 3.4) and may take several other forms as well. Other manifestations of multiplicity
2 Higher-order periodic structures will be embedded within both island chains and chaotic sea that take up
part of the flow domain. Hence, strictly spoken, the asymptotic state is determined by the set of eigenmodes
corresponding with all periodic structures rather than by those corresponding with the period-2 island chains
and period-1 dominant eigenmode only. However, here these higher-order structures are strongly localized
and therefore their contribution to the asymptotic state is virtually negligible. This is evident from the spatial
structure of the eigenmodes of the period-2 island chains and period-1 dominant eigenmode.
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Figure 3.8: Relevant eigenmodes in case of partially-chaotic mixing: (a) eigenvalue spectrum for T = 1.18 (circles indicate eigenvalues of period-2 island chains); (b)
combined eigenmode demarcating the two period-2 island chains for T = 1.18
(shaded regions); (c) the same combined eigenmode for T = 0.8; (d) dominant
eigenmode of the chaotic sea for T = 1.18 (black and white path’s coincide
with period-2 island chains in panel b).
0.4936+i 0.854 →

← 0.4936+i 0.854

−0.98507 →

← 0.98507

← 0.4936−i 0.854

0.4936+i 0.854→

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.9: Eigenvalues and eigenmode corresponding with the two period-6 island
chains in the TPSF at T = 0.56: (a) eigenvalue spectrum (circles indicate island chains); (b) combined eigenmode demarcating both island chains
(shaded regions).

of coherent structures in the properties of the eigenmodes are discussed in Section 3.6.
The eigenmode decomposition, similar as in the globally-chaotic case, enables quantitative analysis of partially-chaotic cases as well. A further important measure, next to the
typical decay rate τ considered before, namely is the relative size of non-mixing zones,
which coincides with the relative area of the non-zero regions of eigenmodes associated
with island chains. The cellular approach of the mapping method facilitates straightfor-
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ward computation of the relative area occupied by non-mixing zones via
AN M =

∑i=11 Ai
N

N
Ai
∑i=1

,

(3.22)

where N1 is the number of cells containing non-zero values of non-uniform eigenmodes
with eigenvalues on the unit circle, N is total number of cells and Ai is the area of the
N1
N
i-th cell. (For uniform cell sizes, measure (3.22) simplifies to A N M = ∑i=1
/ ∑i=1
.) For
case T = 1.18, the non-mixing zones correspond with the two period-2 island chains that,
according to (3.22), occupy 5.96% of the total area.

3.5.4 Some numerical issues
The present analysis concerns distributive mixing purely by advection. However, the mapping method describes the transport properties through discrete approximation by cells
of finite size and, consequently, suffers from numerical diffusion [Kang et al., 2008; Singh
et al., 2008d]. Hence, the mapping method effectively represents advective-diffusive
transport with very weak diffusion that diminishes with increasing spatial resolution yet
remains non-zero for finite cells. This diffusion causes decay towards an asymptotic homogeneous state (Section 3.2) and implies that all eigenvalues of the mapping matrix
must reside within the unit circle. Thus the eigenvalues associated with elliptic islands,
though strictly located on the unit circle (Conjecture 1), always exhibit the deviation from
the unit circle observed in the above cases. Similarly, the eigenvalues corresponding with
physically-decaying eigenmodes will be slightly lower than their true counterparts, meaning that the mapping method slightly over predicts decay rates of dominant eigenmodes
of chaotic seas.
The fact that eigenvalues of the mapping matrix are always within the unit circle may
significantly complicate numerical determination of the physical meaning of eigenmodes
in cases with only weak chaos and/or very small islands. Weak chaos implies slow decay
rates and, inherently, eigenvalues of associated dominant eigenmodes relatively close to
the unit circle; very small islands imply stronger numerical diffusion due to the difficulty
of full numerical resolution and, inherently, eigenvalues relatively far inside the unit circle.
(Case T = 3 in Section 3.5.3 for instance suffers from the latter effect.) Both cases result in
eigenvalue spectra in which differentiation between eigenmodes associated with islands
and chaotic seas becomes very difficult if not impossible. This numerical restriction can
be alleviated by increasing the resolution of the mapping grid. Tests with decreasing
cell sizes corroborate this; the eigenvalues converge on their physical values with spatial
resolution going to infinity.
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3.6 Eigenmode analysis of a realistic three-dimensional case:
the Partitioned-Pipe Mixer (PPM)
3.6.1 Introduction
The Partitioned-Pipe Mixer has been introduced by Khakhar et al. [1987] as a simplification of the well-known Kenics static mixer and is representative of a wide range of
industrial mixing devices. The PPM consists of a cylindrical pipe of radius R partitioned
into a sequence of semicircular ducts by means of rectangular plates of length L fixed
perpendicularly to each other (Figure 3.10(a)). An axial through flow is set up by imposing an axial pressure gradient and the plates induce a partition-wise transverse circulation
according to Figure 3.10(b). The arrangement of the plates effectuates systematic reori-

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.10: Schematic of the Partitioned-Pipe Mixer (PPM): (a) perspective view (flow
direction from right to left); (b) streamline portrait of the transverse flows on
both sides of the plates.

entation of the transverse flow and thus provides the essential conditions for accomplishment of chaotic mixing of the through flow [Speetjens et al., 2006a]. The flow field within
each partition is described by the analytical solution of Meleshko et al. Meleshko et al.
[1999]. The systematic reorientation of the plates means the total flow field is spatiallyperiodic and of the form (3.4) with period length Z = 2L. The fluid dynamics and transport
properties are governed by the single control parameter

β=

4Vθ L
,
3κVZ R

(3.23)

with R and L as before, Vθ the azimuthal velocity at the cylinder wall, VZ the mean axial
flow and κ ≈ 0.915 a constant Khakhar et al. [1987]; Ottino [1989].

The spatial periodicity of the flow field in the PPM admits reduction of the threedimensional flow to a two-dimensional mapping between the inlets z = 2kL of consecutive
periodic units, with k = 0, 1, . . . [Khakhar et al., 1987; Ottino, 1989]. This mapping is the
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spatial equivalent to the mapping between consecutive time levels t = 2kT in time-periodic
flows as e.g. the TPSF considered in Section 3.5. Both Poincaré-sections and the mapping matrix Φ are based on this mapping between inlets. This equivalence between
spatial and temporal mappings enables an eigenmode analysis of the mixing properties
of the PPM similar to that performed for the TPSF in Section 3.5.

3.6.2 Eigenmode analysis
The PPM never accomplishes global chaos and, consequently, always accommodates
non-mixing zones [Ottino, 1989]. The following analysis investigates the connection between mixing properties and eigenmodes of the mapping matrix for a number of representative cases. Particular topic of interest is the behavior of the eigenmodes in case of
multiple island chains.
Figure 3.11(a) gives the Poincaré-section of the PPM for β = 1, which exposes an arrangement of islands of different periodicity with substantially greater complexity than the
TPSF considered before: one period-10 island chain, one period-6 island chain, one
period-2 island chain and four isolated period-1 islands. The isolated period-10, period6 and period-2 island chains correspond with clusters of eigenvalues on the unit circle
and one identical eigenmode according to Conjectures 4 and 5 for p = 10, p = 6 and
p = 2, respectively. The eigenvalue spectrum for β = 1 is shown in Figure 3.11(b), with
period-10 (stars) and period-6 (circles) indicated. (For lucidity only four of the eigenvalues
of the period-10 cluster are highlighted.) The period-2 eigenvalues, by virtue of (3.17),
read [1, −1] and coincide with the eigenvalues of the period-6 cluster on the real axis.
Figures 3.11(c), 3.11(d) and 3.11(e) give the associated eigenmodes for the period-10,
period-6 and period-2 clusters, respectively, the non-uniform regions (shaded) of which
demarcate the corresponding island chains in the Poincaré-section (Figure 3.11(a)). The
isolated nature of these clusters implies that the individual eigenmodes, in stark contrast
with those of multiple clusters, behave exactly as predicted by Conjecture 5.
The multiplicity of period-1 islands leads to combined eigenmodes akin to that observed
before for the TPSF. Each of the period-1 islands corresponds with an isolated eigenvalue
unity. However, the associated eigenmodes, instead of each demarcating one period-1
island, form two distinct eigenmodes that each correspond with two of the four period-1
islands. Figures 3.11(f) and 3.11(g) show both eigenmodes. Thus here the multiplicity
manifests itself in a markedly different manner as found for the multiple island chains of
the TPSF in Section 3.5.3. For the PPM the eigenmodes each demarcate part of the
group of islands; for the TPSF each of the eigenmodes demarcated the entire group of
islands.
The case β = 4 exhibits multiplicity of island chains as well, albeit with yet another kind
of connection with the eigenmodes. The corresponding Poincaré-section (Figure 3.12(a))
reveals one isolated period-4 island chain and two period-2 island chains. The isolated
chain behaves exactly in accordance with Conjectures 4 and 5: a cluster of four eigenvalues on the unit circle (Figure 3.12(b)) and corresponding eigenmode coinciding with the
period-4 island chain (Figure 3.12(c)). The multiple period-2 chains, contrary to multiple
chains in previous cases, also adhere exactly to these conjectures by each associating
with one eigenmode, viz. those shown in Figures 3.12(d) and 3.12(e). Thus here combination of eigenmodes, despite multiplicity of island chains, are absent.
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← 0.4919+i 0.8514

−0.9834 →

← 0.9804

0.4919+i 0.8514→

← 0.4919−i 0.8514

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(f)

(e)

(g)

Figure 3.11: Eigenvalues and eigenmode corresponding with the non-mixing zones in the
PPM at β = 1: (a) Poincaré-section of the two-dimensional mapping of the
PPM; (b) eigenvalue spectrum, where circles indicate period-6 (circles) and
period-10 (stars; only partially highlighted) chains; (c) eigenmode demarcating isolated period-10 island chain; (d) eigenmode demarcating isolated
period-6 island chain; (e) eigenmode demarcating isolated period-2 island
chain; (f) eigenmode demarcating two of the four period-1 islands; (g) eigenmode demarcating other two period-1 islands.

The PPM-configurations considered above are characterized by a relatively large total
non-mixing zone. For β = 10 the non-mixing zones have diminished substantially in favor
of a chaotic sea, as is evident from the Poincaré-section in Figure 3.13(a). The nonmixing zone consists of only one period-2 island chain comprising very localized islands.
The corresponding eigenvalues (circles in Figure 3.13(b)) and eigenmode (Figure 3.13(c))
are in agreement with Conjectures 4 and 5. Essential difference between the present
case β = 10 and the previous cases is that here the eigenvalue spectrum is much more
concentrated around the origin. This reflects, reminiscent of the behavior encountered
for the TPSF (Section 3.5.2), the substantially stronger decay rate of eigenmodes – and,
inherently, higher mixing efficiency – in the chaotic sea compared to cases β = 1 and
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0.0001+i 0.9438

← 0.9483

−0.9436→

0.0001−i 0.9438
(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 3.12: Eigenvalues and eigenmode corresponding with the non-mixing zones in the
PPM at β = 4: (a Poincaré-section of the two-dimensional mapping of the
PPM; (b) eigenvalue spectrum (circles indicate period-4/period-2 islands);
(c) eigenmode demarcating isolated period-4 island chain; (d) eigenmode
demarcating first of two period-2 island chains; (e) eigenmode demarcating
second of two period-2 island chain.

β = 4. The eigenmode analysis thus, similar to the TPSF, provides information on both
non-mixing and mixing zones in the PPM and therefore has great potential as diagnostic
tool for realistic mixing flows.
The asymptotic mixing pattern in the chaotic sea is, similar as for the TPSF, governed
by one dominant eigenmode of period-1. Figure 3.14 shows this eigenmode for β = 1
and reveals its uniform and non-uniform regions to indeed coincide with the non-mixing
and mixing zones, respectively. Here the asymptotic state, as before, also is determined
entirely by only a limited set of eigenmodes, viz. those associated with the chaotic sea
and the island chains discussed above.
The studies on the TPSF and the PPM revealed that for configurations accommodating multiple island chains of equal periodicity the connection with the eigenmodes of the
mapping matrix may take different forms that, unlike the generic properties stated by Conjectures 1-5, cannot be predicted beforehand. Individual eigenmodes may encompass the
entire group of multiple island chains (TPSF for T = 0.56, 0.8, 1.18; Section 3.5.3) or may
emerge as complementary modes that each demarcate a subset of the multiple island
chains (PPM for β = 1). Furthermore, individual eigenmodes may, equivalent to the case
of isolated island chains, correspond with individual island chains in a group (PPM for
β = 4).

3.7 C ONCLUSIONS
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← 0.9838

−0.9840→

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3.13: Eigenvalues and eigenmode corresponding with the non-mixing zones in the
PPM at β = 10: (a Poincaré-section of the two-dimensional mapping of the
PPM; (b) eigenvalue spectrum (circles indicate period-2 islands); (c) eigenmode demarcating isolated period-2 island chain.

3.7 Conclusions
The eigenvalues and eigenmodes of the distribution matrix of a periodic flow obtained via
the mapping method can be used to diagnose the various kinematical aspects of mixing.
Due to incompressibility of the fluid, one eigenmode with λ=1 always exists on the real
axis, irrespective of the mixing properties. The distribution of eigenmodes in the complex
plane provides first insight into the mixing characteristics of the flow: a dense distribution

Figure 3.14: Dominant eigenmode of the chaotic sea in the PPM at β = 1.
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of eigenvalues close to zero (∣λ∣≪1) is a signature of chaotic mixing, whereas eigenvalues
close to the unit circle (∣λ∣≈1) signify non-mixed islands.
For purely-chaotic cases, all the eigenvalues lie within the unit circle. The eigenmode corresponding with the largest magnitude ∣λ∣ < 1 dominates the evolution towards the asymptotic mixing pattern and is, consequently, denoted the dominant eigenmode. However the
eigenvalue corresponding with this dominant eigenmode is slightly under-predicted by the
inherent numerical diffusion present in the mapping method.
For partially-chaotic cases (i.e. accommodating islands embedded in the chaotic sea),
island chains corresponding with clusters of period-p elliptic points theoretically result
2 π in

in p eigenvalues that are equidistantly distributed along the unit circle: λ = e p , with
0 < n < p − 1. However, in actual simulations, numerical diffusion leads to a slight deviation
from the unit circle. Chaotic seas each correspond with their own dominant eigenmode
that is uniform – and thus immaterial for the transport properties – outside this sea. Hence,
the two types of mixing zones in partially-chaotic cases, viz. chaotic and non-chaotic
zones, are associated with separate eigenmodes.
The eigenvalue-eigenfunction decomposition is demonstrated for two different mixing
flows: the time-periodic sine flow (TPSF) and the spatially-periodic partitioned-pipe mixer
(PPM). The dominant eigenvalues for fully-chaotic cases of the TPSF enabled a quantitative prediction of the mixing efficiency: the lower the value of the dominant eigenvalue,
the better is the mixing. For partially chaotic cases, the eigenmodes responsible for the
islands demarcate only the regions where islands are present and in this way it provided a
way to directly compute the fraction of the area occupied by the elliptic islands. However,
the presence of island chains of different order leads to common roots and, consequently,
complicates identification of the individual clusters of eigenvalues associated with a given
island chain. These characteristics are also observed in the more realistic PPM flow. The
eigenvalue-eigenfunction analysis of distribution matrices of the PPM flow confirmed the
findings of the TPSF analysis in that the same relation between coherent structures (i.e.
islands and chaotic seas) and eigenmodes was found. This study thus demonstrated
the potential of the eigenvalue-eigenfunction analysis for the investigation of the mixing
characteristics of periodic flows.

C HAPTER FOUR

The mapping method as a toolbox
to analyze, design, and optimize
micromixers1

Abstract
The mapping method is employed as an efficient toolbox to analyze, design, and optimize
micromixers. A new and simplified formulation of this technique is introduced here and
applied to three micromixers: the staggered herringbone micromixer (SHM), the barrierembedded micromixer (BEM), and the three-dimensional serpentine channel (3D-SC).
The mapping method computes a distribution matrix that maps the color concentration
distribution from inlet to outlet of a micromixer to characterize mixing in a quantitative
way. Once the necessary distribution matrices are obtained, computations are fast and
numerous layouts of the mixer are easily evaluated, resulting in an optimal design. This
approach is demonstrated using the SHM and the BEM as typical examples. Mixing
analysis in the 3D-SC illustrates that also complex flows, for example in the presence
of back-flows, can be efficiently dealt with by using the new formulation of the mapping
method.

4.1 Introduction
Microfluidic devices are used in a wide range of applications in biological [Beebe et al.,
2002; Hansen and Quake, 2003] and chemical [Ehrfeld et al., 2000; Reyes et al., 2002]
analyses. Mixing is of general importance in most microfluidic applications, but is often difficult to achieve since, in microfluidic devices, flows are generally laminar, and turbulence,
as commonly used in macro-mixing devices, is absent. Without other means to enhance
1 Reproduced from: M. K. Singh, T. G. Kang, H. E. H. Meijer, P. D. Anderson (2008). The mapping method
as a toolbox to analyze, design, and optimize micromixers. Microfluidics and nanofluidics., 5(313).
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mixing, mixing by pure diffusion requires long times or long flow lengths. Laminar flow
can, however, also produce complicated trajectories of fluid particles, resulting in efficient
mixing via chaotic advection [Aref, 1984; Ottino, 1989]. The principles of chaotic advection, which mimic the baker’s transformation: a continuous repetition of stretching and
folding, are exploited in different static industrial mixing devices. In microfluidic devices,
it is generally difficult to incorporate complex geometries as used in static macro mixers.
Consequently, different strategies are applied: (i) to induce transverse flow in pressure
driven flows by adopting a three-dimensional static structure in a channel geometry in socalled passive micromixers, and (ii) to induce transverse flow by applying external sources
for example pressure drop, temperature gradient, acoustic pressure, and magnetic fields
in active micromixers.
Bertsch et al. [2001] proposed a miniaturized static micromixer based on a large-scale
industrial static mixer geometry. Other researchers proposed “split-recombine” micro mixers [Jen et al., 2003; Park et al., 2004; Schönfeld et al., 2004], which mimic the baker’s
transformation and split, stretch and combine a flow to achieve efficient mixing and to
produce uniform striations and lamella. Stroock et al. [2002a] experimentally investigated
mixing in a three-dimensional staggered herringbone micromixer (henceforth, SHM) and
in a three-dimensional slanted groove micromixer (henceforth, SGM). The SHM and the
SGM have patterned grooves on the bottom of a rectangular channel to produce helical
fluid trajectories inside the channels. Experiments show that the SHM works well in the
range of 0 <Re< 100 and that it produces chaotic advection. Kim et al. [2004] proposed
an other modification of the SGM using simple grooves combined with barriers on top of
the channel known as the barrier-embedded micromixer (BEM). The SHM and the BEM
make use of a specific three-dimensional structure to induce a lateral motion of fluids in
a periodic manner, giving rise to chaotic mixing. Liu et al. [2000] use a three-dimensional
serpentine channel (henceforth, 3D-SC) to achieve chaotic mixing. In this device, mixing
depends on inertia that causes the secondary flow. In the Stokes flow regime (Re≪1),
where inertia is absent, the device becomes inefficient. Nguyen and Wu [2005] give a
comprehensive description of all these chaotic micromixers.
Understanding mixing in these micromixers was also improved by numerical analyses
based on particle tracking [Aubin et al., 2003, 2005; Kang and Kwon, 2004; Stroock
and McGraw, 2004]. In spite of the accuracy and the superiority compared to numerical
schemes based on the solution of the mass transport equation (which suffer from numerical diffusion if mesh resolution is not fine enough to capture complicated deformations of
fluid domains), mixing analysis via particle tracking has several inherent drawbacks. First,
it requires the tracking of a huge number of particles to generate high-resolution images at
far downstream locations. Second, the time-consuming particle tracking procedure must
be repeated at any change in the sequence of repeating units of the mixer. Finally, there
is no guarantee that all the space of interest at the desired location will be completely occupied by particles, due to the fact that any ordered array of particles at the inlet become
disordered at downstream positions. This leads to the loss of accuracy in quantification
of mixing based on particle distributions. In this study, therefore, we apply the mapping
method to overcome these inherent disadvantages. Note that the mapping method is only
used to analyse distributive mixing, i.e. flows with high Péclet number (Pe≫1) where diffusive mixing contributions are negligible. To extend potential applications of the mapping
method, we introduce a new numerical formulation of the method and apply it to analyze
and optimize micromixers. In fact, the new approach is far more straight forward as compared to the original mapping approach [Anderson and Meijer, 2000; Galaktionov et al.,
1997, 2002b, 2003; Kruijt et al., 2001a,c], and moreover, it is easily implemented.
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We focus on three distinct passive micromixers, the staggered herringbone micromixer
(SHM), the barrier-embedded micromixer (BEM), and the three-dimensional serpentine
channel (3D-SC), respectively. The three chosen micromixers are specifically considered to show the various aspects of the method as an analysis, design, and optimization
tool. For the SHM, we perform in-depth analysis of mixing and show use of the mapping method as an optimization tool. For the BEM, we employ the method to investigate
whether different ordering of mixing protocols (functional modules) achieve better mixing;
for example, aperiodic sequences can generate better mixing in some cases [Kang et al.,
2008]. The 3D-SC differs from the two other examples mentioned in the sense that inertia
at higher Reynolds numbers induces a back-flow (negative axial velocity) in the channel,
while in the Stokes regime in some parts of the channel the axial velocity approaches
zero. This specifically requires time-tracking approach to track particles in the flow field.
From this analysis we show that the method can be applied as an analysis tool to evaluate
mixing in many diverse types of micromixers.
We start with describing the basics of the method, and address the detailed procedures
of implementation for the three micromixers. For each micromixer, we first introduce the
geometrical parameters associated with the mixer, then compute the mapping matrices
for each of the characteristic modules of the mixer, and then finally analyse mixing in
qualitative, and quantitative way using the method.

4.2 Mapping method
4.2.1 Basics of mapping method and original mapping approach
Chaotic mixing of viscous liquids in laminar flows is usually based on the situation where
the baker’s transformation is applied a number of times on a specified volume of material.
Spencer and Wiley [1951] suggested that the distribution of material in such flows can
be handled quite well by the use of matrix methods. The mapping method describes the
transport of a conservative quantity without taking into account diffusion from one state
to another by means of a mapping matrix, describing the transport of fluid from an initial
cross section to a final one (for spatially-periodic flows) or from an initial time to a final time
(for time-periodic flows). A micromixing device composed of repetitive sequences (repeating units), the advantage of using mapping method becomes apparent, since it requires
just a one-time computation of the deformation induced by the flow during a fixed flow
in the time ∆t (for time-periodic flows) or fixed flow in the length ∆l (for spatially-periodic
flows). The effect of the flow for any number or combination of cycles (t = n∆t or l = n∆l)
can then be evaluated by a repeated multiplication (n-times) of the distribution matrix with
a prescribed concentration distribution (vector) at the inlet. Since these multiplications
take only few CPU seconds, this brings a huge benefit over conventional particle tracking
techniques in which the tracking is cumbersomely repeated from the first to the last period to analyze mixing. In addition, in the mapping method, a change in the sequence of
repetitive units in a mixer requires just a different order of distribution matrices to be multiplied, whereas the conventional approaches require the full re-computation of the particle
tracking. The method also allows to compute quantitative measures of mixing, such as
the volume- or area-averaged, and flux-weighted discrete intensity of segregation, and
the scale of segregation [Danckwerts, 1952; Galaktionov et al., 2003].
Numerically, the original mapping method [Anderson and Meijer, 2000; Galaktionov et al.,
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1997, 2002b, 2003; Kruijt et al., 2001a,c] exploits the above idea as follows: a distribution
matrix ϕ is formed to store information about the distribution of fluid from one crosssection to the next due to a specified flow. To obtain the coefficients of the distribution
matrix, the initial cross section of the flow domain is subdivided into a large number of
discrete cells (N) of identical size. During flow, the material from a donor cell is transferred to different recipient cells. The fraction of material that is transferred from the donor
cell to a recipient cell gives the distribution coefficient of the donor cell with respect to the
recipient cell. Thus, in total N cells form a distribution matrix of the order N × N. The
discrete coefficient ϕi j equals the fraction of deformed sub-domain Ω j at z = z0 + ∆z that
is found in the original sub-domain Ωi at z = z0 :

ϕi j =

∫Ω j ∣z=z0 +∆z ⋂ Ωi ∣z=z0 dA
∫Ω j ∣z=z0 dA

.

(4.1)

Tracking all interfaces of all N cells during a flow over a distance ∆z can be done as we
have demonstrated for different flows [Anderson and Meijer, 2000; Galaktionov et al.,
1997, 2002b, 2003; Kruijt et al., 2001a,c], but it is cumbersome to track interfaces experiencing complicated deformation patterns. Therefore, here we present an alternative
approach that is much simpler to implement.

4.2.2 A new formulation of the mapping method
A schematic representation of how the mapping coefficients are calculated in new formulation of the method is shown in Figure 4.1. To approximate the coefficients of the mapping
matrix (or distribution matrix), K markers inside all cells are tracked. The markers are uniformly distributed in the cells. Then, to determine the final distribution of markers, they are
advected during the flow from z = z0 to z = z0 + ∆z. If the number of markers in the donor
cell Ω j is M j at z = z0 and the number of markers found after tracking in the recipient cell
Ωi is Mi j at z = z0 + ∆z, then the mapping coefficient Φi j is calculated as:
Φi j =

Mi j
.
Mj

(4.2)

In other words, the coefficient Φi j is the measure of the fraction of total flux of the cell
Ω j donated to the cell Ωi . If the number of markers tracked is large enough then Φi j
approaches to ϕi j .
The elegance of this mapping method is that if one wants to analyze mixing-related
scalar quantities, like the concentration vector C ∈ RN×1 (N is the number of cells) defined
on initial cells, then the concentration evolution C 1 after the deformation can be obtained
by simply multiplying the mapping matrix Φ with the initial concentration vector C 0 :
C 1 = ΦC 0 .

(4.3)

Note that C represents coarse-grained description of volume fraction (dimensionless concentration) of a marker fluid in a mixture of two marker fluids with identical material properties, and its component Ci describes the concentration (volume fraction) locally averaged
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Ωi

Ωi
Ωj

Ωj
After ∆z

z = z0

z = z0 + ∆z

Figure 4.1: Illustration of the computation the mapping coefficient Φi j in the mapping matrix Φ. The cell Ω j at z = z0 is covered with a number of markers that are
tracked during flow in ∆z (to arrive at the final cross section z = z0 + ∆z). The
ratio of the number of markers received by the recipient cell Ωi to the initial
6
number of markers in Ω j is determined (in this example Φi j is 25
).

in the cell Ωi . For repetitive mixing, the same operation is repeated multiple times on the
same mass and, hence, the concentration evolution after n steps is given by C n = Φn C 0 .
For sufficiently large n, the matrix Φn will not be sparse and it becomes so large that it
can even not be stored anymore. This is due to the fact that after performing the operation n times, material from one cell is advected to a large part of the whole cross-section,
especially in the case of chaotic advection. Instead of studying Φn , the evolution of the
concentration after n steps C n is computed in sequence as follows:
C i+1 = ΦC i , hence C n = (Φ(Φ(. . . (Φ C 0 )))).
´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¸¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¶

(4.4)

n times

Thus, the mapping matrix Φ is determined only once and is utilized a number of times to
study the evolution of concentration in the flow field. The computation of mapping matrices is expensive, and may take several CPU hours, but, once calculated, the necessary
matrix-vector multiplication only takes a few CPU seconds to process the results. The
mapping matrix calculations are easily parallelized [Galaktionov et al., 1997].

4.2.3 Measure of mixing
To quantify mixing and to compare the performance of mixers, we employ the intensity of
segregation as a measure of mixing defined as the second-moment variance of concentration distribution [Danckwerts, 1952]:
I=

σc2
,
c̄(1 − c̄)

(4.5)
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where σc2 is the variance in the concentration over entire domain Ω defined as:

σc2 = ⟨(c(x) − c̄)2 ⟩ ,
Ω

(4.6)

where c(x) denotes the volume fraction (dimensionless concentration) of a fluid in a mixture of two fluids at a point x, and c̄ the average volume fraction of the fluid in the whole
domain. When no diffusion is present, c(x) will either be 1 or 0. Therefore, I will always
be equal to 1, independent of the distribution. To avoid this situation, the coarse grain
concentration Ci [Welander, 1955] on a finite cell Ωi is defined:
Ci = ⟨c(x)⟩ .
Ωi

(4.7)

In the coarse grain description of concentration, Ci can take values between and including,
0 and 1. From Equation (4.6), we define the flux-weighted discrete intensity of segregation
(Id ) for distributive mixing without diffusion. The number of cells (sub-domains) used to
compute the discrete intensity of segregation is chosen equal to the number of cells used
to compute the mapping matrices. If the cells are uniform in size, and thus the fluxweighted discrete intensity of segregation can be simplified as follows:
Id =

1 N
1
2
∑(Ci − C̄) f i ,
C̄(1 − C̄) F i=1

(4.8)

where the average concentration C̄ is
C̄ =

N
1 N
∑ Ci f i , F = ∑ f i .
F i=1
i=1

(4.9)

The term f i is the volumetric flux through cell number i and F is the total flux through
the mixer. The intensity of segregation Id is a measure of the deviation of the local
concentration from the ideal situation (perfectly mixed case), which represents a homogeneous state of the mixture. In a perfectly mixed system, Id = 0, while in a completely
segregated system, Id = 1. As found by Galaktionov et al. [2002b, 2003] the flux-weighted
definition (see Equation (4.8)) of the intensity of segregation is much better suited for
analyzing continuous mixers than area- or volume-averaged definitions of the intensity
of segregation. This is due the fact that the real influence of an unmixed island on the
value of Id is proportional to the flux, carrying this island. Note that the number of cells
covering a cross-sectional plane in the mapping method must be fixed for comparing
various mixers and numerous layouts of a mixer. This is due to the fact that the coarse
graining mixing measure Id is dependent on the cell size of the mapping. The cell size
tells about the minimum striation thickness between two mixing fluids which can be
resolved, and below this size the fluids are assumed to be completely mixed. In our study
we have used 200×200 grid to cover a cross section of interest to analyze various layouts.
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4.3 Application to the staggered herringbone micromixer
First, we apply the mapping method to analyze and optimize the design of SHMs. The
SHM geometry is subdivided into four functional mixing modules, and for each module a
mapping matrix is computed. Combining these four matrices in different ways enables us
to investigate various designs of the SHM.

4.3.1 Mixer geometry
Figure 4.2 shows, schematically, a two-dimensional view of the grooves on the bottom
of the rectangular channel in a SHM. Their presence induces transverse flows inside the
channel. Every groove is composed of two parts, a long arm and a short arm (length ratio
of arms considered here is 2:1), both at 450 to the axial direction; two series of grooves
comprise a single cycle. We apply the geometry of the SHM used in the study of Kang and
Kwon [2004] with a channel height h=77 µ m and a channel width w=200 µ m, the depth
of the grooves gd =17.7 µ m, their width gw =70.7 µ m and the offset distance between two
consecutive grooves in a half cycle also equals 70.7 µ m. The original SHM consists of six
grooves per half cycle. Five different SHM geometries are investigated with groove depths
gd of 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 µ m. Fluent V6.1.22 is used to obtain the periodic velocity field.
Structured hexahedral meshes are constructed by using Gambit V2.1.2. The material
properties of a mixture of glycerol (80%) and water (20%) with a density ρ=1200 kg/m3
and viscosity µ =0.067 kg-m/s, are prescribed for all the simulations. The fluid is assumed
to be Newtonian and incompressible. To obtain a fully developed velocity field for one
cycle, periodic boundary conditions are prescribed with the mass flow rate corresponding
to an average inlet velocity u of 0.2 cm/s. The Reynolds number Re (=ρuDh /µ , where Dh
is hydraulic diameter) is found to be below 10−2 for all simulations.

4.3.2 Defining the mapping matrices of the SHM
To implement the mapping approach for optimization, the SHM is subdivided into four
independent functional mixing modules for which the mapping matrices are denoted by
Φ L , ΦtLR , ΦR and ΦtRL (see Figure 4.2). The mapping matrix for a single groove in the
first half cycle is denoted by Φ L (index L for left). Similarly, mapping matrix in the second
half cycle is denoted by ΦR (index R for right). Both are computed based on a fully
developed velocity field. The grid used to obtain the periodic velocity field for one cycle
consists of 567840 hexahedral cells and 609070 nodes. When the grooves of the SHM
switch symmetry, a transition region occurs: first, halfway a cycle, and second, between
cycles (see Figure 4.2(b)). In the transition regions, the velocity field is not developed
and comprises all exit and entrance effects when two types of grooves in the SHM switch
symmetry. Transition regions can play an important role in mixing [Galaktionov et al.,
2002b, 2003], and hence, they must be included in the analyses. The mapping matrix
for the first transition is denoted by ΦtLR (index small t for transition), and the one for
the second transition is denoted by ΦtRL . Any SHM can be mapped by a combination of
these four matrices Φ L , ΦtLR , Φ R and ΦtRL . Since the two sets of grooves in two half
cycles and the two transitions are mirror images, there is no need to calculate ΦR and
ΦtRL via mapping, since they can be computed via mirroring Φ L and ΦtLR , respectively.
In the mapping computations, the cross section of interest is covered with a 200 × 200
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1 cycle
1/2 cycle

ΦL

ΦR
(a)

ΦtLR

ΦtRL
(b)

Figure 4.2: Schematic representation of the grooves in the bottom of a rectangular channel of a SHM. (a) Definition of a cycle. The mapping matrices Φ L and Φ R
cover a single groove applying a fully developed velocity field. (b) The mapping matrices ΦtLR and ΦtRL cover the two transition regions, where flow is
not developed due to entrance and exit effects caused by changing symmetry of two types of grooves (the geometrical features used are: h=77 µ m,
w=200 µ m and gd =17.7 µ m, gw =70.7 µ m, and length of one periodic unit (cycle)=1992 µ m).

grid, and each cell is filled with 256 uniformly distributed (in a 16 × 16 pattern) passive
markers (compare with Figure 4.1). For a fixed number of cells covering a cross-sectional
plane in the mapping method, the mixing index Id should converge with the increase in
the number of particles per cell (NPPC). In case of the SHM, we show the dependence
of flux-weighted intensity of segregation on the NPPC (see Figure 4.3). From this plot, it
is clear that the NPPC above a critical value (in this case 64) provides converged mixing
measure. In our computations, we used 256 number of particles per cell. The critical
value of the NPPC may be effected by nature of flow, whether it is chaotic or regular, and
how a mixer is subdivided into various mixing modules to compute separate individual
matrices representative of the mixing modules.
The trajectory of markers is tracked by using the axial co-ordinate, rather than time. This
can be realized by dividing the transversal velocity components u x and u y by the axial
velocity component u z :
dx u x dy u y
= ,
=
.
dz u z dz u z

(4.10)

This axial integration approach is useful because integration is done with respect to the
spatial increment along the axial direction rather than time, eliminating the effects of different residence time distributions. Note that this approach is only valid for the systems
where back-flows are not present. It turned out to be advantageous to use the backward
(reverse) particle tracking (BPT) to track the tracers to obtain the mapping coefficients.
In other words, tracers originally filling the recipient cell are tracked backward against the
flow direction. Equation (4.10) is integrated by the fourth order Runge−Kutta Bulrish Store
scheme with the adaptive step size selection of Press et al. [1992]. To find the velocity
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Figure 4.3: The dependence of mixing index Id on the NPPC (up to 10th mixing cycle)
for the SHM (the geometrical features used are: h=77 µ m, w=200 µ m and
gd =17.7 µ m, gw =70.7 µ m, and length of one periodic unit (cycle)=1992 µ m).

at any arbitrary point, interpolation using the basis function is applied [Galaktionov et al.,
1997, 2002b, 2003].

4.3.3 Combining mapping matrices to achieve various designs
The computed mapping matrices Φ L , ΦtLR , Φ R and ΦtRL are combined to obtain the
concentration distribution for a SHM with a desired number of grooves per half cycle
for a number of cycles. This provides a simple and a computationally inexpensive way
to evaluate different designs. To analyze the concentration evolution in a SHM with 10
grooves per half cycle, the first cycle, C 1 , is obtained with:
C 1 = (Φ L (Φ L (. . .(ΦtLR (Φ R (Φ R (. . . (Φ R C 0 )))))))),
´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¸¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹¶
´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¸¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¶
8 times

(4.11)

8 times

where C 0 is the prescribed initial concentration distribution. We neglect the inlet and
outlet effects of the total system. This simplification is obviously less severe for longer
SHM geometries (e.g. 20 cycles). Note that the transition regions ΦtLR and ΦtRL contain
two Φ L and two Φ R grooves to compensate for local entrance and exit effects at these
transitions. These contributions must be taken into account and hence the equation for
C 1 contains only 8 (rather than 10) grooves per half cycle. To increase readability we
introduce a simpler notation:
ΦnL = (Φ L (Φ L (. . . ,
´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¸¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¶
n times

(4.12)
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where ΦnL represents the matrix-vector multiplication of matrix Φ L in sequence for ntimes on a given initial concentration distribution. Note that here notation ΦnL is used
instead of ΦnL to describe the matrix-vector multiplication in a sequence (recall Equation (4.4)). Similarly, ΦnR is defined. In calculating the concentration evolution for the
second cycle C 2 , three contributions from transition regions are met: two ΦtLR and one
ΦtRL . Hence, the number of grooves per half cycle in intermediate parts (6) is calculated
by taking into account the number of grooves (2) that are part of these (2) transition regions. Consequently, the concentration evolution for cycle 2, C 2 , and that of cycle 3, C 3 ,
can be obtained as follows:
C 2 = (Φ8L (ΦtLR (Φ6R (ΦtRL (Φ6L (Φ tLR (Φ8R C 0 ))))))),
´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹¸ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¶

(4.13)

repeating unit

and
C 3 = (Φ8L (ΦtLR (Φ6R (ΦtRL (Φ6L
´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹¸ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¶
repeating unit

(ΦtLR (Φ6R (ΦtRL (Φ6L (ΦtLR (Φ8R C0 )))))))))).
´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹¸ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¶

(4.14)

repeating unit

One easily recognizes the repeating unit, which we denote by Φ RU (index RU for repeating unit). To calculate concentration evolutions of other cycles, this notation can be used.
For example, C 3 can be re-written, and C 4 can be expressed using the repeating unit as
follows:
C 3 = (Φ8L (2 × Φ RU (ΦtLR (Φ8R C 0 )))),

(4.15)

C 4 = (Φ8L (3 × Φ RU (ΦtLR (Φ8R C 0 )))),

(4.16)

where, 2×ΦRU and 3×ΦRU represents 2-times and 3-times repetition of the repeat unit
Φ RU . Hence, from the above, it is clear that one can calculate concentration evolutions
in the SHM with 10 numbers of grooves per half cycle for any number of cycles. The concentration evolution for other designs of the micromixer with a different number of grooves
per half cycle can be obtained in a similar way (basically only changing the numbers 8
and 6 in above equations) and mixing quality can be characterized quantitatively using
the intensity of segregation. This is our basis of optimization the number of grooves later.
From the above it is clear that the minimum number of grooves per half cycle that can be
analyzed equals 4, since that equals the number of grooves involved in the entrance and
exit regions of the transition regions.
To clarify the above steps, here we show mixing evolutions in a simple SHM consisting of
only one type of groove whose mapping matrix is represented by Φ L (as shown in Figure 4.2(a)). The concentration distribution C 1 after 1 groove is obtained by multiplying the
matrix Φ L with the concentration vector C 0 , next C 2 is found multiplying Φ L with C 1 , etc.
In this way, the mixing evolutions obtained are shown in Figure 4.4, illustrating the basic
cross-sectional deformation induced by the presence of the asymmetric grooves.
Now the procedure has become clear, we show next the mixing analyses results in detail
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C0
C 1 =Φ L C 0
C 2 =Φ L C 1
C 3 =Φ L C 2
C 4 =Φ L C 3
C 5 =Φ L C 4
C 10 =Φ L C 9

Figure 4.4: Evolution of the concentration distribution C i in a SHM with only one groove
type, shown after the i th groove and computed by repeated multiplication of
matrix Φ L with evolved concentration vectors, C i+1 = Φ L C i (the geometrical
features used are: h=77 µ m, w=200 µ m and gd =17.7 µ m, gw =70.7 µ m, and
length of one periodic unit (cycle)=1992 µ m).

for various SHM designs.

4.3.4 Validation of the mapping method
To validate the method, we compare the mixing results obtained by mapping with those
of numerical mixing results of Kang and Kwon [2004] and experimental mixing patterns
of Stroock et al. [2002a]. To diminish numerical diffusion, and to simplify comparison
with results reported in Kang and Kwon [2004], in this sub-section we compute only one
mapping matrix Φ representative of one whole cycle (repeating unit). The concentration
distributions after each cycle are given by C 1 = ΦC 0 , C 2 = ΦC 1 , etc. Figure 4.5 depicts
the evolution of mixing for five cycles, comparing the results from mapping with the numerical results of Kang and Kwon [2004] and the experimental results of Stroock et al.
[2002a]. Excellent agreement is found.

4.3.5 Effect of groove depth and groove number on mixing
It is known that mixing in the SHM is sensitive to the groove depth and even an increase or
decrease by 10% can affect mixing [Aubin et al., 2005; Bennet and Wiggins, 2003]. Here,
five groove depths, gd =10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 µ m, are chosen and the Reynolds number is
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Figure 4.5: Evolution of the concentration distribution in a SHM during 5 total cycles (a)
mapping results, (b) experimental results (confocal micrographs) from Stroock
et al. [2002a], and (c) numerical results from Kang and Kwon [2004]. The geometrical features used are: h=77 µ m, w=200 µ m and gd =17.7 µ m, gw =70.7
µ m, and length of one periodic unit (cycle)=1992 µ m.

fixed to be 0.004 for all the five cases. To obtain concentration evolutions, for each groove
depth a mapping matrix is computed, representative of the repeating unit. Figure 4.6
shows the results of mixing and reveals that deeper grooves provide better mixing, especially at the initial stage of mixing. To quantify mixing, we compute the flux-weighed
intensity of segregation vs. the pressure drop up to 20 mixing cycles. The pressure drops
per cycle for gd =10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 µ m are found to be 675, 660, 654, 651, and 649
Pa (N/m2 ), respectively, revealing that as groove depth increases the pressure drop per
cycle slightly decreases. Figure 4.7 shows the logarithm of intensity of segregation vs.
pressure drop for the five SHMs and, in accordance with the literature [Aubin et al., 2005;
Bennet and Wiggins, 2003], the fastest decrease in intensity of segregation (for a given
pressure drop) is found for the 50 µ m deep groove, but the 20, 30, and 40 µ m depths
are quite equivalent to 50 µ m, especially at longer mixer lengths (or pressure drops). At
gd =10 µ m, mixing is the poorest even at longer mixer lengths, indicating that a minimum
groove depth is necessary to induce chaotic advection.
We conclude that the groove depth should exceed a critical value of roughly 20% of the
channel depth to induce chaotic mixing. Once this critical value is exceeded, the effect
of groove depth on mixing becomes insignificant, although, in the initial stages of mixing,
slightly better mixing for the deeper grooves is achieved.
Apart from groove depth, the number of grooves per half cycle is a design parameter that
can be optimized. Periodic alternation of groove patterns in the SHM after each half cycle
results in crossing streamlines and chaotic mixing. In general there is an optimum interval
such that the total length stretch is maximum for a fixed length (spatially-periodic flows) or
time (time-periodic flows) of mixing. For example, in time-periodic 2-D cavity flows, Ottino
and co-workers [Ottino, 1989] found an optimal time period which maximizes mixing. In
the SHM, optimization concerns the amount of stretching during the flow in half a cycle.
We used the geometrical parameters as mentioned in section 4.3.1 to compute the map-
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Figure 4.6: Effect of groove depth on the evolution of the concentration distribution in a
SHM for designs with grooves depths of (a) 10, (b) 20, (c) 30, (d) 40, and
(e) 50 µ m, respectively (Channel depth is 77 µ m; channel width 200 µ m and
length of one periodic unit (cycle) 1992 µ m).
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Figure 4.7: The intensity of segregation versus pressure drop (up to 20th mixing cycle) for
designs with groove depths of 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 µ m.

ping matrices for four mixing modules (see Figure 4.2) as described in section 4.3.2.
Using these matrices, the concentration evolution and the corresponding intensity of segregation in SHMs with different number of grooves per half cycle is computed by the technique described in section 4.3.2 and section 4.3.3, respectively. To calculate the pressure
drop per cycle, we first calculate the pressure drop across a single left groove (∆PL ), using
the fully developed velocity field as used for the calculation of Φ L , and the pressure drop
across the left transition region (∆PtLR ), as used for the computation of ΦtLR . Next, ∆PR is
found equal to ∆PL , and ∆PtRL equal to ∆PtLR . By adding the individual contributions, the
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total pressure drop for the whole series of micromixers with different number of grooves
per half cycle is obtained. Next, to find the optimum design, we plot the logarithm of the
discrete intensity of segregation vs. pressure drop in Figure 4.8, which shows the results
for SHMs with 6, 8, 10 and 14 numbers of grooves. From this plot, the smallest value of
the intensity of segregation at a given pressure drop (a vertical line in Figure 4.8) is found
for 10 grooves per half cycle. Alternatively, a given mixing quality of e.g. log10 Id = −2.5
(a horizontal line in Figure 4.8) is obtained with pressure drops close to 10.4, 9.5, 8.3 and
10.7 KN/m2 for SHMs with 6, 8, 10 and 14 grooves per half cycle, respectively, yielding the
same optimum of 10 grooves (lowest energy used). This analysis reveals that for a fixed
value of the transverse to axial velocity (which is decided by the geometrical parameters
of a given SHM), there exists a minimum number of grooves per half cycle where mixing
is optimum, and for the analyzed geometry this minimum proves to be 10.
From the above analyses, we conclude that various designs of the SHM can be analyzed
using the mapping method in an efficient way and that the optimum design can be found.
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Figure 4.8: The intensity of segregation versus pressure drop (up to 20th mixing cycle) for
SHM designs with 6, 8, 10 and 14 grooves per half cycle. Clearly the optimum
number of grooves is 10 given the lowest pressure drop (energy used) for the
same mixing quality.

4.4 Application to the barrier-embedded micromixer
Various combinations of two mixing protocols (functional modules) of the BEM provide
numerous competitive designs. In this section, we demonstrate that the mapping method
can be used as an efficient tool to analyze various layouts of these micromixer.
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4.4.1 Mixer geometry
Figure 4.9(a) shows one periodic unit of the BEM with a barrier on the top-mid surface
of a rectangular channel. The BEM can be thought of composed of two repeating units,
say protocol P1 and P2, as shown in Figure 4.9(b). The first repeating unit P1 is a simple
rectangular channel with six slanted grooves on the bottom surface inducing an overall
rotational flow and the second repeating unit P2 has the same channel geometry as
P1 except for a barrier on top-mid surface inducing two co-rotating flows. We choose

1w
2

45o

200

b
2h
3

h

P1

(a)

77
17.7

P2

(b)

Figure 4.9: BEM micromixer. (a) A typical periodic unit of a barrier embedded mixer (BEM)
with 12 grooves on the bottom surface and the barrier on the top. The barrier
length corresponds to that of 6 grooves, (b) Schematics of mixing protocols
of BEM, P1 and P2, seen from the top and front. The first protocol, P1, is
a rectangular channel with slanted grooves, while the second protocol, P2,
consists of a barrier located exactly at mid of the top surface. The gray and
black areas represent grooves and a barrier, respectively.

the same geometrical features as used in the SHM (gd =17.7 µ m, gw =70.7 µ m, h=77
µ m, and w=200 µ m). The barrier height is 2/3 h, its thickness is 50 µ m, and its length
corresponds to the length of six grooves. To solve the periodic velocity field for P1 and P2,
the same boundary conditions, and material properties as used for the SHM mentioned in
section 4.3.1 are applied. The grid used for P1 consists of 469800 hexahedral cells and
498318 nodes and for P2 it consists of 421400 hexahedral cells and 454518 nodes.

4.4.2 Defining mapping matrices for the BEM
Different ordering of the mixing protocols of the BEM, P1 and P2, results in different designs of the micromixer. Two mapping matrices Φ1 and Φ2 are computed, representative
for the mixing protocols P1 and P2. Next, any specific design with a periodic or aperi-
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odic sequence can be evaluated using sequential multiplication of respective matrices (as
specified in a given sequence of the two protocols) with a prescribed concentration vector.
The number of tracers per cell and the number of mapping cells used to compute mapping
matrices are same as for the SHM (see section 4.3.2 and schematically Figure 4.1).

4.4.3 Mixing analysis in the BEM
Only three representative designs are considered as illustrative examples. The first design
is periodic sequence composed of only P1, the second one is the periodic alternation of
P1 and P2, and the third is an aperiodic (random) sequence of P1 and P2, as used by Liu
et al. [1994] in cavity flows:
P11 ∶ 111111⋯111111,

(4.17)

P12 ∶ 121212⋯121212,

(4.18)

AP12 ∶ 12 21 2112 21121221 2112122112212112 ,
¯ ¯ ± ´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¸¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹¶ ´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹¸¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¶

(4.19)

where a boldface number 1 represents the protocol P1, 2 the protocol P2, (see Figure 4.9(b)). All the sequences consists of 30 mixing protocols. The sequence P11 is
the SGM, P12 is the BEM, and AP12 is the variation of the BEM, which is composed of
P1 and P2 in a recursive way.
Figure 4.10 shows the mixing evolution at down-channel positions z=4, 10, 20, and 30L,
where L is length of a mixing protocol (=1078 µ m). Figure 4.11 shows the quantitative

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.10: Evolution of mixing patterns at several down-channel positions, z=4, 10, 20,
and 30 L, for the two periodic sequences and one aperiodic sequence. The
initial concentration at z=0 is shown on the top of Figure 4.10(a). (a) P11, (b)
P32, and (c) AP12 (the geometrical features used are: h=77 µ m, w=200 µ m
and gd =17.7 µ m, gw =70.7 µ m, and length of one periodic repeat unit =1078
µ m).
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characterization of mixing using the flux-weighted intensity of segregation. In the case of
P11, the flow is only able to rotate fluid in monotonic way around the elliptic point without
significant increase in mixing, while mixing in the protocol P12 is almost chaotic except
for several tiny unmixed islands dispersed in whole cross-section (see Figure 4.10). The
1
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Figure 4.11: The intensity of segregation to quantify mixing in periodic and aperiodic sequences P11, P12, and AP12 composed of P1 and P2 protocols. Here, L is
length of the one periodic repeat unit (=1078 µ m.)

aperiodic sequence AP12 also reveals chaotic mixing in most of the domain, far better
than P11 from the viewpoint of mixing, but not better than P12. Further optimization of the
designs, however, still seems to be possible.

4.5 Application to the three-dimensional serpentine channel
Finally, we consider the 3D-SC to show that the method can also work as an analysis
tool in devices producing complicated flows. In this mixing device, due to the presence of
back-flows, it is necessary to employ time-tracking rather than axial tracking, as adopted
for the SHM and the BEM, to compute particle distributions at down-channel positions.

4.5.1 Mixer geometry
Figure 4.12 shows one periodic unit of the three-dimensional serpentine channel used in
the experimental study of Liu et al. [2000]. The basic building block is a “C-shaped” section. The geometrical features adopted are as follows: the inlet and outlet cross-sections
are all 300 µ m wide and 150 µ m high, the length of C-shaped section is 900 µ m and in
total the length of the channel is 1200 µ m. Four Reynolds numbers, Re=0.01, 10, 50, and
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Figure 4.12: Schematic of periodic unit of three-dimensional serpentine channel consisting of C-shaped building block. The inlet and outlet cross-sections are all
300 µ m wide and 150 µ m deep. The length of C-shaped section is 900 µ m
and in total the length of the channel is 1200 µ m.

70, are considered to analyze dependence of mixing on inertia in the channel. To obtain
the fully developed velocity field for one cycle of the channel at each Reynolds number, periodic boundary conditions with mass flow rate are prescribed to solve the Navier−Stokes
equations. The grid used to obtain the periodic velocity field for the channel consists of
500000 hexahedral cells and 529176 nodes.

4.5.2 Defining mapping matrix for the 3D-SC
Since the fluid flow at higher Reynolds numbers induces back-flows (u z < 0), while in
Stokes flow regime the axial velocity approaches to zero when fluid moves in perpendicular to the axial direction (z-direction), the axial integration Equation (4.10) to track
tracer positions fails. Therefore, to compute the coefficients of the mapping matrix Φ
(see Equation (4.2)), we apply time integration to find the position of the tracers:
dy
dx
dz
= ux ,
= uy,
= uz .
dt
dt
dt

(4.20)

Time-tracking approach is computationally more expensive as compared to axial tracking. This is due to the two facts. First, instead of solving two equations as in axial tracking
(see Equation (4.10)), one is required to solve three equations. Second, the large variations in axial velocity in the channel brings different residence time distributions of tracers
according to their cross-sectional positions and, hence, tracers reach to final position at
different times. A tracer close to walls requires much more time steps than one in the
center. Therefore, to track a huge number of tracers using time integration (see Equation (4.20)) to the end period of the mixer is cumbersome. However, using the mapping
method is a better option since it requires time integrations to be performed only once for
the representative repeat unit.
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4.5.3 Mixing analysis in the 3D-SC
We study the progress of mixing for four Reynolds numbers, Re=0.01, 10, 50, and 70.
Liu et al. [2000] demonstrated experimentally that chaotic mixing can be achieved in this
device, once inertia is significant.
Figure 4.13 shows the mixing evolutions along the down-channel positions after 1, 2, 3,
4, and 10 mixing cycles for Re=0.01, 10, 50, and 70. As the Reynolds number increases,
stretching and folding of interfaces becomes more vigorous and it is evident that the flow
at Re=70 is capable of producing the best mixing, while in Stokes flow regime (Re=0.01)
the flow is totally incapable to mix the two fluids. The onset of chaos in the whole crosssection requires a minimum cross-over Reynolds number. Figure 4.14 shows the quantiC0
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.13: Effect of increasing Reynolds number on the evolution of mixing patterns in
the serpentine channel at several down-channel positions after 1, 2, 3, 4, and
10 cycles of mixing for (a) Re=0.01, (b) Re=10, (c) Re=50, and (d) Re=70.
The initial concentration at z = 0 is shown on the top of Figure 4.13(a), and
the length of one cycle is 1200 µ m.

tative comparison of mixing, using the flux-weighted intensity of segregation for the four
Reynolds numbers. Higher Reynolds numbers provide better mixing, and between Re=10
and Re=50 we detect a change from regular to chaotic mixing. The mixing rate at the highest Reynolds number is best, but of course requires more energy.
This analysis shows that the mapping method is capable of analyzing mixing in quite
complicated types of flow.
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Figure 4.14: The intensity of segregation plot up to the 10 cycles of mixing in the serpentine channel for four Reynolds numbers Re=0.01, 10, 50 and 70.

4.6 Conclusions
In this paper, we developed a new approach to compute the distribution matrices in
a mapping method, and showed the importance of the method as an efficient toolbox
to analyze, design, and optimize micromixers. The concentration distribution evolution
can be computed and quantified via the use of the discrete flux-weighted intensity of
segregation. To show the capabilities of the method, we investigated mixing in three well
known micromixers: the staggered herringbone micromixer (SHM), the barrier embedded
micromixer (BEM), and the three-dimensional serpentine channel (3D-SC).
To map the SHM, the geometry was subdivided into four functional modules, for each
of which a mapping matrix was computed. Different combinations of matrices result in
concentration evolutions and the corresponding mixing measures for different lengths
and lay-outs. This was the basis for the optimization of an important design parameter
like the groove number per half cycle. In the SHM investigated (with channel height 77
µ m and channel width of 200 µ m), a groove depth of 10 µ m is clearly insufficient to
induce chaotic advection, while for the other four depths investigated, gd =20, 30, 40 and
50 µ m, the deepest one gives the best mixing performance. However, at a sufficiently
long distance from the inlet, differences among these four groove depths disappear. The
optimum number of grooves per half cycle proves to be 10. Various designs of the BEM
can be realized by combining different sequences of the two mixing protocols. The mixing
analysis by the multiplication of respective matrices with the specified concentration
at the inlet proves to be a very efficient way to predict the best possible design. This
example, and the SHM analyses, showed that the mapping method can work as an
engineering design tool to find out an optimal design for numerous micromixers.
As for the 3D-SC, the flow characteristics are different, as compared with the above two
examples, due to the presence of back-flows. This requires equation of motions to be
integrated with respect to time, which is time consuming. However, mapping method
requires this computationally expensive tracking step to perform only once for a repetitive
unit. The outcome of mixing analysis in the channel using this approach indicates that the
mixing quality is highly dependent on inertia, and as inertia increases mixing improves. In
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the analyzed range of Reynolds numbers, only flows at Re=50 and 70 induce chaotic mixing, while flow at Re=10 induces regular mixing, and at Re=0.01 produces no mixing at all.

C HAPTER FIVE

Chaotic mixing using periodic and
aperiodic sequences of mixing
protocols in a micromixer1

Abstract
We conducted a numerical study on mixing in a barrier embedded micromixer with an
emphasis on the effect of periodic and aperiodic sequences of mixing protocols on mixing performance. A mapping method was employed to investigate mixing in various sequences, enabling us to qualitatively observe the progress of mixing and also to quantify
both the rate and the final state of mixing. First, we introduce the design concept of the
four mixing protocols and the route to achieve chaotic mixing of the mixer. Then, several periodic sequences consisting of the four mixing protocols are used to investigate
the mixing performance depending on the sequence. Chaotic mixing was observed, but
with different mixing rates and different final mixing states significantly influenced by the
specific sequence of mixing protocols and inertia. As for the effect of inertia, the higher
the Reynolds number the larger the rotational motion of the fluid leading to faster mixing.
We found that a sequence showing the best mixing performance at a certain Reynolds
number is not always superior to other sequences in a different Reynolds number regime.
A properly chosen aperiodic sequence results in faster and more uniform mixing than
periodic sequences.

5.1 Introduction
Recent advances in microfluidic devices employed in chemical and biological applications
offer the ability to work with an integrated chip, smaller reagent volumes, and shorter anal1 Reproduced from: T. G. Kang, M. K. Singh, T. H. Kwon, P. D. Anderson (2008). Chaotic mixing using
periodic and aperiodic sequences of mixing protocols in a micromixer. Microfluidics and nanofluidics., 4(589).
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ysis time [Squires and Quake, 2005; Stone et al., 2004]. Among such microfluidic devices
a micromixer plays an important role in micro heat exchangers, and microreactors, and
micro-total-analysis systems (µ -TAS) [Ehrfeld et al., 2000; Reyes et al., 2002]. With increasing interests in microfluidic devices a number of micromixers are being proposed
to achieve fast and uniform mixing. Micromixers can be classified into two types, active
and passive micromixers. An active micromixer introduces active controls over the flow
field using moving parts, varying pressure gradients, acoustic waves, or electro-magnetic
fields, while a passive mixer utilizes no external actuation except a mechanism (pressure
head or pump) used to drive flows into a fluidic system. For more information on recent
developments, we refer to the review papers [Hessel et al., 2005; Nguyen and Wu, 2005;
Ottino and Wiggins, 2004b].
As is well known, mixing in a microchannel is difficult to achieve because the length scale
is in the order of hundred micron or less and flows in this length scale belong to the regime
of laminar flow, in which mixing is dominated by molecular diffusion. The typical diffusion
time scale is represented by the following relation:
td ∼

L2
D

(5.1)

where td denotes the characteristic diffusion time, L the characteristic length, and D the
coefficient of molecular diffusion. One can achieve an enhanced mixing by incorporating
chaotic advection [Aref, 1984; Ottino, 1989]. In chaotic advection fluid particles exhibit
complex trajectories accelerating mixing even in a laminar flow regime. Chaotic advection
refers to kinematic phenomena in which motion of fluid particles is chaotic in the Lagrangian sense even though the velocity field is simple from the Eulerian viewpoint. Many
researchers proposed various passive chaotic micromixers such as a three-dimensional
serpentine mixer [Liu et al., 2000], miniaturized static micromixers based on large-scale
industrial mixer geometries [Bertsch et al., 2001], a staggered herringbone mixer (SHM)
[Stroock et al., 2002a], a barrier embedded micromixer (BEM) [Kim et al., 2004], and a
serpentine laminating micromixer (SLM) [Kim et al., 2005]. These micromixers make use
of a specific three-dimensional structure to induce a lateral motion of fluids in a periodic
manner, giving rise to chaotic mixing. The micromixer of interest particularly in the present
study is a barrier embedded micromixer (hereafter BEM): a rectangular microchannel with
grooves on the bottom surface and barriers periodically located on the top surface.
There have been several studies for micromixers with grooves using either a simplified
theoretical model or numerical simulations [Aubin et al., 2005; Kang and Kwon, 2004;
Stroock et al., 2002b; Stroock and McGraw, 2004]. Stroock et al. [2002b] proposed a
theoretical model for the patterning flows using grooved surfaces. Stroock and McGraw
[2004] proposed an analytical model for the SHM by imposing an effective slip velocity at
the bottom wall corresponding to the grooved surface. A mixing analysis method based on
colored particle tracking has been proposed by Kang and Kwon [2004]. For micromixers
composed of the same periodic mixing protocol, they obtained a periodic velocity field
using the finite element method and tracked passive particles to analyze mixing. Then,
they used the distribution of particles to visualize and to quantify the progress of mixing
along the channel direction by introducing a measure of mixing based on the information
entropy [Shannon, 1948]. Aubin et al. [2005] conducted a numerical simulation for the
SHM proposed by Stroock et al. [2002a] using a commercial CFD code, ANSYS-CFX5TM,
based on the finite volume method. They performed mixing analysis by tracking particles
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for the varying geometrical parameters of the SHM and quantified spatial mixing.
Numerical schemes based on particle tracking successfully reproduced the mixing pattern experimentally observed [Aubin et al., 2005; Kang and Kwon, 2004]. In spite of
the accuracy and the superiority to the method based on the solution of mass transport
equation (which suffers from numerical diffusion if mesh resolution is not fine enough
to capture a complicated deformation of fluids), mixing analysis via particle tracking has
several inherent drawbacks. First, it requires a lot of computation time to track a large
number of particles initially introduced at the inlet. Second, the time-consuming particle
tracking procedure should be repeated to the end period. Finally, at a cross section far
from the inlet, the area without particle increases, which leads to the loss of accuracy in
the quantification of mixing based on the distribution of particles. A novel way overcoming
these problems is a mapping approach which was successfully employed to analyze and
to optimize mixing in conventional industrial mixers [Galaktionov et al., 2002b; Kruijt et al.,
2001c]. The mapping method describes the transport of a conservative quantity from one
state to another by means of a mapping matrix describing the transport of fluid from one
cross section to the next (in open channel flows). Recently, Singh et al. [2008d] applied
a mapping method, which is the same method employed in the present work, to analyze
mixing in the staggered herringbone mixer [Stroock et al., 2002a] and showed a good
agreement with the experiment and also with the result from a particle tracking method by
Kang and Kwon [2004]. The idea that forms the basis of the mapping method was originally formulated by Spencer and Wiley [1951] and is briefly summarized in section 5.3.
In the present study, we aim to investigate in-depth mixing characteristics of the BEM
influenced by periodic and aperiodic sequences of mixing protocols for varying Reynolds
numbers. We choose four mixing protocols with specific cross sectional flow portraits created by grooves and the position of a barrier. We obtain periodic velocity fields by solving
the incompressible steady Navier-Stokes equations for the protocols and create four mapping matrices for the Reynolds number investigated here. Once a mapping matrix for a
mixing protocol is created, the mapping matrix is used to analyze mixing in a sequence
consisting of a combination of the four protocols. We investigate mixing in both periodic
and aperiodic sequences. In what follows, we introduce the basic mixing mechanism
of the BEM and the geometries of the four protocols. Then, the mixing characteristics
depending on sequences of the four mixing protocols and inertia will be discussed in detail, showing the progress of mixing both quantitatively and qualitatively using a mapping
method and a measure of mixing based on the intensity of segregation.

5.2 Problem definition
5.2.1 Mixing protocols
Figure 5.1 shows one periodic unit of the BEM with a barrier on the top surface of a
rectangular channel and 12 grooves on the bottom. This channel design yields two corotating flows with one hyperbolic point and two elliptic points in the section with a barrier
and a rotating flow with an elliptic point in the other region without a barrier [Kang and
Kwon, 2004; Kim et al., 2004]. As schematically depicted in Figure 5.2, we use four mixing
protocols each with specific cross sectional flow characteristics. The first protocol, P1, is
a simple rectangular channel with six slanted grooves on the bottom surface inducing an
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Figure 5.1: A typical periodic unit of a barrier embedded mixer (BEM) with 12 grooves on
the bottom surface and the barrier on the top. The barrier length corresponds
to that of 6 grooves.

overall rotational motion. The other three protocols with a barrier, P2, P3, and P4, have
the same channel geometry as protocol P1, except for the lateral position of the barrier.
The geometrical parameters are as follows: the channel width W is 200µ m, the height H
is 77µ m, the depth of a groove is 18µ m, the offset distance between two adjacent grooves
is 50µ m, the slanted angle of grooves is 45o , and the length of one period L is 1078µ m.

L
50

45o

200

W

b

H

77
18

P1

P2

P3

P4

Figure 5.2: Schematics of the four mixing protocols, P1, P2, P3, and P4, seen from the
top and front. The first protocol, P1, is a rectangular channel with slanted
grooves, while other three have a barrier on the top surface, but at a different
lateral position. The channel width W is 200µ m, the height H is 77µ m, and
the length is 1078µ m, which are the same for the four protocols. The barrier
height is 23 H and thickness b is 50µ m. The groove depth is 18µ m. The gray
and black areas represent grooves and a barrier, respectively.
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The additional geometrical parameters associated with the periodic barrier are designed
as follows: the height is 23 H, the thickness is 50µ m, and the length of the barrier corresponds to the length of six grooves. The lateral position of the barrier is 12 W for P2, 23 W for
P3, and 13 W for P4 (see Figure 5.2). The four mixing protocols are designed in such a way
that they have particular flow portraits, which are inspired by two-dimensional lid-driven
cavity flows as illustrated in Figure 5.3. The four sets of streamlines represent the overall
cross sectional flow characteristics of the four protocols in Figure 5.2, respectively. Figure 5.3(a) shows the streamlines corresponding to the protocol P1 which has only slanted
grooves.
elliptic point

y

elliptic points

y
x

x

(a)

(b)
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y

x

x
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Figure 5.3: Streamlines of four two-dimensional lid-driven cavity flows with and without a
barrier, which show the representative cross sectional flow fields of the four
protocols (depicted in Figure 5.2) in an overall sense. The ratio of height H
to width W is 0.385. An unit drag velocity is imposed on the bottom surface.
There are two elliptic points and one hyperbolic point in the three cases with
a barrier, while only one elliptic point in the plain cavity flow. (a) One rotating
flow in the plain cavity flow, (b) two symmetric co-rotating flows with a barrier
at the center, (c) two asymmetric co-rotating flows with a barrier at x = 32 W,
and (d) two asymmetric co-rotating flows with a barrier at x = 13 W.

With just a drag velocity on the bottom surface, one can expect only rotational motion
with an elliptic point at the center of rotation. The streamlines corresponding to P2, Figure 5.3(b), shows two elliptic points and one hyperbolic point with two symmetric corotating flows separated by the barrier. The periodic alternation of the two protocols, P1
and P2, is the barrier embedded micromixer (BEM) proposed by Kim et al. [2004] with its
origin going back to the previous work of Kim and Kwon [1996] at the same group. The
route to chaotic mixing in the BEM is discussed in section 5.4.1. The next two protocols,
P3 and P4, are similar to the protocol P2, but with different lateral positions of the barrier
and subsequently with a shifted hyperbolic and elliptic points giving rise to two asymmetric co-rotating flows (see Figures 5.3(c) and 5.3(d) for the representative cross sectional
flow characteristics of the two protocols). A periodic alternation of the two protocols, P3
and P4, is the concept of chaotic mixing of Jana and Ottino [1994], where the location of
the hyperbolic and elliptic points move periodically. These four protocols serve as building
blocks of a barrier embedded micromixer by the combination of the protocols in either a
periodic or aperiodic manner. In this study, we fix the number of protocols constituting a
micromixer to be 30, so the length of a mixer is 3.234 mm.
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5.2.2 Governing equations
In mixing analysis of a mixer with a periodic protocol, generally, a computational domain is
defined for a flow analysis such that the periodicity of the velocity field is warranted within
the domain, and then the computational domain is discretized to solve the governing
equations for the flow field using a proper numerical method. In this study, we assume
that the representative velocity field of each mixing protocol is the periodic velocity field
of that geometry. This assumption is good enough to investigate mixing in a micromixer
composed of composite mixing protocols with their own peculiar flow portraits. Therefore,
we need to know the velocity field in one periodic unit with periodicity constraints. Then,
one can use this velocity field to create a mapping matrix of each protocol and reuse
the obtained mapping matrices repeatedly to analyze mixing in a micromixer composed
of the four protocols to the period up to which one wants to analyze. This concept is
explained further on in detail. Here we are only concerned with distributive mixing without
molecular diffusion purely governed by the motion of fluids, i.e. the case with an infinite
Péclet number.
The periodic velocity field is obtained by solving the steady incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations represented by

ρu ⋅ ∇u + ∇p − µ ∇2 u = 0
∇⋅u = 0

in Ω,

(5.2)

in Ω,

(5.3)

where ρ denotes the density, u the velocity, p the pressure, and µ the viscosity. The
boundary conditions and constraint equations are
u=0

Qi = − ∫ u ⋅ ndS
Γ
i

u i = uo

on Γw ,

(5.4)

on Γi ,

(5.5)

on Γi and Γo ,

(5.6)

where Qi is the imposed flow rate through the inlet, n the outward unit normal vector at
the boundary Γi , ui the velocity at the inlet node, and uo the velocity at the outlet node.
In the above equations Equations (5.2) and (5.6), Ω, Γw , Γi , and Γo denote the entire
bounded domain, the solid wall boundaries, the inlet boundary, and the outlet boundary,
respectively. The Reynolds number is given by
Re =

ρ Dh Ua
µ

(5.7)

where Dh is the hydraulic diameter of the rectangular channel and Ua the average velocity at the inlet defined by WQHi . The two fluids to be mixed are assumed to have the same
material properties: density ρ = 1200 kg/m3 and viscosity η = 0.067 Pa⋅s, which are the
material properties of the mixture of glycerol (80%) and water (20%) and are prescribed
for all the simulations. To obtain the periodic velocity field, we discretized the computational domain using GambitTM and used a commercial CFD code, FluentTM.
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5.3 Mapping method
In this section, we briefly address the basics of the mapping method and a measure of
mixing to quantify mixing. For general applications of the mapping method to micromixers
composed of a combination of functional modules (in this study called mixing protocols),
we refer to the recent work by Singh et al. [2008d].

5.3.1 Basics of the mapping method
Repetitive mixing of viscous liquids in laminar flows corresponds to the situation where a
specified mixing operation is repeated during a number of times on a specified mass of
material, an excellent example being the baker’s transformation [Ottino, 1989]. Spencer
and Wiley [1951] suggested that the distribution of material in such flows can be handled
quite well by the use of a matrix method. The mapping method uses this idea as follows:
a distribution matrix ϕi j is formed to store information about the distribution of fluid from
one cross-section to the next (spatially periodic flows), which arises due to a specified
flow.
An initial cross section of the flow domain is subdivided into a large number of N discrete
cells of identical size in order to have a discrete description of the cross-section. During
flow material from a donor cell is transferred to different recipient cells. The fraction of
material that is transferred from the donor cell to a recipient cell gives the distribution
coefficient of the donor cell with respect to that of the recipient cell. Thus, in total N
cells form a distribution matrix of the order N × N. In an exact description the discrete
coefficient ϕi j equals the fraction of deformed sub-domain Ω j at z = z0 + ∆z that is found
in the original sub-domain Ωi at z = z0 :

ϕi j =

∫Ω j ∣z=z0 +∆z ⋂ Ωi ∣z=z0 dA
∫Ω j ∣z=z0 dA

.

(5.8)

Computationally tracking all interfaces of all N cells during flow over a distance ∆z is
cumbersome. Therefore, here we present an alternative approach that is much simpler to
implement and yields almost same accuracy in results as the original mapping method.
To approximate the coefficients of the mapping matrix (or distribution matrix) K markers
inside all cells are followed. The markers are distributed equally and uniformly among
the cells. Then, to determine the final distribution of markers in the cells, the markers
are advected during the flow from z = z0 to z = z0 + ∆z. If the number of markers in the
donor sub-domain number Ω j is M j and the number of markers found after tracking in the
recipient sub-domain number Ωi is Mi j , then the mapping coefficient Φi j is calculated as:
Φi j =

Mi j
.
Mj

(5.9)

In other words, the coefficient Φi j is the measure of the fraction of total flux of the subdomain Ω j donated to the sub-domain Ωi . If the numbers of markers tracked are large
enough then Φi j approaches to ϕi j . A schematic representation of how the mapping
coefficients are calculated is shown in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Computing the mapping matrix coefficient Φi j : The sub-domain Ω j at z =
z0 is covered with a number of markers and the markers are tracked along
the down-channel direction to the next position z = z0 + ∆z to determine the
number of markers received by the recipient cell Ωi to the initial number of
markers of Ω j . In this illustration, M j = 25 and Mi j = 10, so Φi j = 52 .

The elegance of this approach is that if one wants to analyze mixing-related scalar quantities, like the concentration vector C ∈ RN×1 (N is the number of sub-domains) defined
on initial sub-domains, then the concentration evolution C 1 after the deformation can be
obtained by simply multiplying the mapping matrix Φ with the initial concentration vector C 0 . For repetitive mixing the same operation is repeated multiple times on the same
mass, and hence, the concentration evolution after n steps follows from C n = Φn C0 . For
sufficient large N, the matrix Φn will not be sparse, as material is traveling from each cell
to recipient cells and in some cases it becomes so large that it can even not be stored
anymore. Instead of studying Φn , the evolution of the concentration after n steps C n is
computed in sequence as follows:
C i+1 = ΦC i , hence C n = (Φ(Φ(. . . (ΦC 0 )))).
´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¸¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¶

(5.10)

n times

Thus, the mapping matrix Φ is calculated only once and is utilized a number of times to
study the evolution of concentration in the flow field. The computation of mapping matrices is expensive, and may take several CPU hours, but, once calculated, the necessary
matrix-vector multiplication only takes a few CPU seconds to process the results. In addition, the mapping matrix calculations are easily parallelized. For validation of the mapping
method and other details, see [Galaktionov et al., 2002b; Kruijt et al., 2001c; Singh et al.,
2008d] and references therein.

5.3.2 Measure of mixing
In order to quantitatively measure mixing and, thus, to compare the performance of mixers
composed of mixing protocols, we employ the intensity of segregation defined as the
second-moment variance of concentration distribution [Danckwerts, 1952]:
I=

σc2
,
c̄(1 − c̄)

(5.11)
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where σc2 is the variance in the concentration over entire domain Ω defined as:

σc2 = ⟨(c(x) − c̄)2 ⟩ ,
Ω

(5.12)

where c(x) denotes the concentration at a point x and c̄ the average concentration in the
domain. The denominator of Equation (5.11) is the variance of a completely segregated
system, where c is either 0 or 1. Thus the intensity of segregation I is 1 when segregation
is complete, while I = 0 when the concentration is uniform (c = c̄ at all points). The
maximum value of the denominator is 0.25, which occurs in equal volume mixing, i.e.,
when c̄ = 0.5. Even though the value of c̄ may vary with the relative fraction of the fluids to
be mixed, the value of I always varies from unity to zero with the progress of mixing.
From Equation (5.12), we define the area-weighted discrete intensity of segregation (Id )
for distributive mixing without diffusion. The number of cells (sub-domains) used to compute the discrete intensity of segregation is chosen equal to the number of cells used to
compute the mapping matrices. The cells are uniform, and thus the discrete intensity of
segregation can be simplified as follows:
Id =

1
1 N
2
∑(ci − c̄) ,
c̄(1 − c̄) N i=1

(5.13)

where the average concentration c̄ is
c̄ =

1 N
∑ ci .
N i=1

(5.14)

The intensity of segregation (Id ) is a measure of the deviation of the local concentration
from the ideal situation (perfectly mixed), which represents a homogeneous state of the
mixture. In the mixing analysis, we define a mixing quality Q, defined as
Q = 1 − Id ,

(5.15)

as a measure of mixing. In a perfectly mixed system, Q = 1, while in a completely unmixed
system, Q = 0.

5.4 Results
5.4.1 Mixing mechanism of the BEM
First of all, we introduce the mechanism of chaotic mixing taking place in the original BEM
[Kim et al., 2004], which may be regarded as a mixer composed of a periodic sequence of
the two protocols, P1 and P2 (see Figure 5.1 for the repeating geometrical unit). We use
the same particle tracking method as introduced in Kang and Kwon [2004] to show the
progress of mixing in detail. Here we assume that the flow is governed by viscous forces,
and inertia is negligible.
At the left half of the inlet, 50000 particles are introduced and tracked along the down-
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Figure 5.5: Mixing characteristic of the BEM illustrating stretching and folding. Given
an initial particle distribution at z = 0, particle distributions at several downchannel positions, z = 3.4L, 3.5L, 3.6L, 3.7L, and 3.8L, are depicted showing
the evolution of tracer particles before and after the appearance of a barrier.
Here L is the length of one periodic unit (see Figure 5.1).

channel direction using the obtained velocity fields. The cross sectional distribution of the
particles reflects the mixing pattern. Given an initial configuration of tracer particles at the
inlet (z = 0), Figure 5.5 illustrates the evolution of particles at a series of down-channel
positions, z = 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8L with L being the length of one period. The representative flow characteristics of the BEM are the overall rotational flow (with an elliptic
point) in the region without a barrier and the two co-rotating flows (with one hyperbolic and
two elliptic points) in the region with a barrier. The fluid elements in the region without a
barrier rotate around an elliptic point. After the appearance of a barrier, fluid elements experience a further stretching due to the presence of the barrier creating a hyperbolic point,
and then they are folded due to the two co-rotational flows. In a channel geometry with
periodically alternating regions with and without a barrier, the above mentioned periodic
flow and deformation patterns are repeated to the end period, which is the main route to
chaotic mixing of the BEM. In the following section, we introduce results of mixing analysis
for several variants of the BEM composed of either periodic or aperiodic sequences of the
mixing protocols, attempting to find out a way to further enhance mixing.
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5.4.2 Mapping matrices
For the calculation of a mapping matrix, the cross sectional area is divided into 200 × 200
grids, and 25 passive particles are uniformly distributed at each cell. The position of the
particles are tracked to the end of a periodic channel geometry by solving the following
set of equations:
dx u dy v
= ,
= ,
dz w dz w

(5.16)

where u, v, and w are x, y, and z components of the velocity vector u = (u, v, w). To
solve Equation (5.16), we use the fourth-order Runge-Kutta Bulrish Store scheme with
the adaptive step size selection of Press et al. [1992]. Then, all mapping matrices for
the four protocols at different Reynolds numbers may be obtained by Equation (5.9) and
thereby be able to predict the evolution of the concentration vector C using the matrixvector multiplication Equation (5.10) for any given sequence at hand.
In this approach, integration is done with respect to the down-channel direction z, which
is appropriate to determine planar locations of the particles after one period. Note that,
this approach is only valid for the systems where the down-channel velocity components
are always positive.

5.4.3 Periodic sequences
We begin with periodic sequences composed of a repeating unit, which may be one mixing protocol or a set of protocols. We propose five periodic sequences as follows:
P11 ∶ 111111⋯111111,

(5.17)

P12 ∶ 121212⋯121212,

(5.18)

P34 ∶ 343434⋯343434,

(5.19)

P32 ∶ 323232⋯323232,

(5.20)

P42 ∶ 424242⋯424242,

(5.21)

where a boldface number 1 represents the protocol P1, 2 the protocol P2, and so on (see
Figure 5.2). The first sequence P11 is just a channel with slanted grooves without any
mechanism to induce chaotic advection, while the others are chaotic micromixers which
will be discussed shortly. The sequence P12 is the BEM with its origin at Kim and Kwon
[1996] and P34 is a sequence originating from Jana and Ottino [1994]. We use P12 as a
reference state to compare relative mixing performances of proposed sequences.
First introduced are the results of mixing at Re = 0.01 where flow is mainly governed by the
viscous force only. Figure 5.6 shows the evolution of mixing patterns for the four periodic
sequences. The picture on the top of Figure 5.6(a) depicts the initial unmixed state at
the inlet, z = 0, and the following four pictures show the progress of mixing along downchannel positions, z = 4, 10, 20, and 30L. At the inlet, the concentration at nodal points ci
is either 0 or 1 depending on the species of the fluid. Assuming two fluids are introduced
through a T-type inlet channel, the concentration ci equals 0 in the left half and 1 in the
right half (see the first picture of Figure 5.6(a)). At the interface of two fluids, the value
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of ci is 0.5 representing a completely mixed state. Mixing in the protocol P12 is almost
chaotic except for several unmixed islands. As for P34, we see a unmixed island at the
center, which indicates the existence of a KAM (Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser) boundary at
that location. The other two sequences, P32 and P42, are globally chaotic except the rim
of the rectangular channel, better than P12 and P34 from the viewpoint of the existence
of unmixed islands. The mixing performance of P32 seems to be the best among the five
sequences in the creeping flow regime using the mixing quality Q as a mixing measure.
Though the typical flow phenomena in a micromixer belong to creeping flow regime, flow

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.6: Evolution of mixing patterns at several down-channel positions, z = 4, 10, 20,
and 30L, for periodic sequences with Re=0.01. The initial concentration at
z = 0 is shown on the top of Figure 5.6(a). The color contours represent
the spatial distribution of the concentration function ci (varying from 0 to 1)
describing transport of the two fluids to be mixed. (a) P12, (b) P34, (c) P32,
(d) P42.

with a slightly higher Reynolds number is observed also. Such a flow may have an effect
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.7: Evolution of mixing patterns at several down-channel positions, z = 4, 10, 20,
and 30L, for periodic sequences with Re=5. The initial concentration at z = 0
is shown on the top of Figure 5.7(a). (a) P12, (b) P34, (c) P32, (d) P42.

on the flow characteristics and the subsequent mixing performance of a micromixer. In
this regard, we investigate the effect of inertia on the flow and mixing characteristics for
the same periodic sequences. Here, the effect of inertia on the mixing performance will
be studied for the flow with Re=0.01, 5, and 30. From the concentration plots showing
mixing patterns in Figure 5.8, we are able to observe the increased rotational motion of
fluids with higher inertia compared with Figure 5.6. As the Reynolds number increases,
the unmixed islands shown in Figures 5.6(a) and 5.6(b) for the two sequences, P12 and
P34, are getting smaller in Figure 5.7 and completely disappeared indeed as shown in
Figures 5.8(a) and 5.8(b), demonstrating a positive influence of inertia on mixing in the
two sequences.
In order to quantitatively compare the relative performance of the proposed sequences,
we evaluate the quality of mixing Q, Equation (5.15), along the down-channel position.
Figure 5.9 shows the progress of the mixing quality Q for the five periodic sequences
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.8: Evolution of mixing patterns at several down-channel positions, z = 4, 10, 20,
and 30L, for periodic sequences with Re=30. The initial concentration at z = 0
is shown on the top of Figure 5.8(a). (a) P12, (b) P34, (b) P32, (d) P42.
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at three Reynolds numbers, Re=0.01, 5, and 30. The protocol P32 shows the best per1
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Figure 5.9: Evolution of mixing quality Q of five periodic sequences at three different
Reynolds numbers, (a) Re=0.01 (b) Re=5, and (c) Re=30. The abscissa is
a down-channel position z scaled by the length of one mixing protocol L.

formance at Re=0.01, but not at Re=30 where P34 exceeds other protocols in both the
mixing rate and the final state of mixing. From the results, we conclude the following:
• A sequence superior to others at a certain Reynolds number does not always shows
the best performance at other Reynolds number.
• The rate of mixing increases with the Reynolds number, but with a higher pressure
drop.
• The quality of mixing Q at the end period increases with the Reynolds number, but
with an exception, P42.
• Properly chosen periodic sequences show better performance than the original
BEM (P12).
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5.4.4 Aperiodic sequences
It is known that aperiodic flows generate widespread chaos even under conditions where
periodic flows generate minimal or no chaos [Liu et al., 1994]. Motivated by this fact, we
conduct numerical simulations of mixing in aperiodic sequences attempting to find out a
sequence of protocols which results in better mixing compared with periodic sequences.
Instead of generating random sequences, we create aperiodic sequences such that at a
given mixing protocol the next protocol is chosen to give the best mixing state among the
four candidates. In other word, starting from an initial protocol a sequence is created to
give a maximum mixing quality Q at a new step n (evaluated from C n ) using the concentration vector C n−1 from the previous step and the pre-calculated mapping matrix Φ for
each mixing protocol. The number of mixing protocols constituting a sequence is 30. It
should be noted that the resulting sequence starting from the same protocol is dependent
on the Reynolds number and the chosen sequence is not a global optimum sequence but
a local optimum at each searching step.
Since there is no substantial difference between the mixing patterns obtained from two
periodic sequences at Re=0.01 and 5, we choose two aperiodic sequences at Re=0.01
and 30 as representative examples. Two aperiodic sequences chosen by the abovementioned scheme at Re=0.01 are
AP1 ∶ 32323 23233 23323 31232 22233 31222,

(5.22)

AP2 ∶ 42243 22333 33333 42222 43331 42231,

(5.23)

where an aperiodic sequence AP1 start with P3 and AP2 with P4. At Re=30, two other
aperiodic sequences (starting from 3 and 4) generated in the same way are given by
AP3 ∶ 32323 42222 22222 24222 21222 12211,

(5.24)

AP4 ∶ 43323 42222 22222 22222 21412 12111.

(5.25)

The evolution of mixing quality Q with the down-channel position z is plotted in Figure 5.10
together with the results from two periodic sequences, P12 as a reference and another
sequence showing the best performance at each Reynolds number.
The two aperiodic sequences found at two Reynolds numbers show better mixing performance (measured by Q) than the reference sequence (P12) and the best sequence
at each Reynolds number, implying the existence of an optimum sequence. The way to
determine an optimum aperiodic sequence will be an interesting subject requiring further
research related to micromixers and also to conventional large-scale mixers.

5.5 Conclusions
We investigated the effect of mixing protocols constituting periodic and aperiodic sequences in a barrier embedded micromixer (BEM) using a mapping method. Given functional modules (called mixing protocols) with specific flow portraits originating from the
existence and the lateral position of an embedded barrier, mixing in several periodic and
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Figure 5.10: Evolution of mixing quality Q of two aperiodic sequences at two Reynolds
numbers, (a) Re=0.01 and (b) Re=30. The mixing quality Q of two periodic
sequences also plotted for comparison. The abscissa is a down-channel
position z scaled by the length of one mixing protocol L.

aperiodic sequences composed of those protocols are analyzed for the varying Reynolds
number, ranging from 0.01 to 30. Both mixing rate and final mixing state of the chosen
sequences show noticeable differences compared with the results from the original BEM
consisting of the periodic alternation of the two protocols, P1 and P2. As for the effect of
inertia, the higher the Reynolds number the faster and the more uniform mixing (within
the limit of micromixers investigated in the present study). A sequence showing the best
performance at a low Reynolds number does not always guarantee the best performance
at other Reynolds number. A properly chosen aperiodic sequence indeed shows better
mixing than mixers consisting of periodic sequences, putting the optimal search algorithm
to be one of further research topics in the area of mixing using aperiodic flows.

C HAPTER SIX

Optimizing the Rotated Arc Mixer
(RAM)1

Abstract
Using the mapping method an efficient methodology is developed for mixing analysis in
the Rotated Arc Mixer (RAM). The large parameter space of the RAM leads to numerous
situations to be analyzed in order to achieve best mixing, and hence, it is indeed a challenging task to fully optimize the RAM. Two flow models are used to study mixing: one
based on the full three-dimensional (3-D) flow field, and a second one based on a simplified 2.5-D model, where an analytical solution is used for transverse velocity components
in combination with a Poiseuille profile for the axial velocity component. Detailed 3-D
velocity field analyses reveal locally significant deviations from the Poiseuille profile e.g.
presence of back-flow, but only minimal differences in mixing performance is found using
both flow models (3-D and 2.5-D) in the RAM designs that are candidates for accomplishing chaotic mixing. Despite the computational advantage of the 2.5-D approach over the
3-D approach, it is still cumbersome to analyze mixing for large number of designs using
techniques based on particle tracking, e.g. Poincaré sections, dye traces, stretching distributions etc. Therefore, in this respect the mapping method provides an engineering tool
able to tackle this optimization problem in an efficient way. Based on mixing evaluations,
both in qualitative and quantitative sense, for the whole range of parameter space, the
optimum set of design and kinematical parameters in the RAM is obtained to accomplish
the best mixing.
1 Reproduced from: M. K. Singh, P. D. Anderson, M. F. M. Speetjens, H. E. H. Meijer, (2008). Optimizing
the Rotated Arc Mixer (RAM). AIChE J., 54(3).
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6.1 Introduction
Mixing of fluids is an important process in many industrial operations and devices. Turbulence is an important candidate to achieve excellent mixing in short time scales, but
it is absent in various homogenization processes given the high viscosity of processed
materials, which leads to laminar flow. Laminar flow can also produce irregular trajectories of fluid particles, resulting in efficient mixing via chaotic advection [Aref, 1984; Ottino,
1989]. The principles of chaotic advection, which mimics the bakers transformation: a
continuous repetition of stretching and folding, are harnessed in many industrial continuous mixers for viscous fluids. Examples include the Kenics mixer [Middleman, 1977], the
multiflux mixer [Sluijters, 1965], the SMX mixer [Pahl and Muschelknautz, 1980], various
extruders, and a more recent development, the Rotated Arc Mixer (RAM) [Metcalfe et al.,
2006; Speetjens et al., 2006a,b]. All the above mixers fall in the category of so-called
reoriented duct flows, which consist of an uniaxial flow, a transverse flow perpendicular
to the axial flow, and a systematic reorientation of this transverse flow. This reorientation
results in crossing of transverse streamlines at different spatial positions, eventually yielding chaotic mixing.
In this study, we focus on mixing analyses and full optimization of the RAM. The RAM
consists of two snugly fit concentric cylinders - the outer one is rotating and the inner one
is stationary. The inner cylinder contains a sequence of open windows in the axial direction that are offset with respect to its neighboring windows along the circumference. As
fluid flows through the inner cylinder, the outer cylinder rotation induces transverse flow
through viscous drag at the open windows. The offset of these windows provides crossing streamlines at different axial positions. Key parameters that determine the quality of
mixing in a RAM are: opening angle of windows (∆), offset angle (Θ) and a dimensionless
kinematical parameter β=ωL/⟨v⟩, where ω is rotation speed of the outer cylinder, L the
length of the window and ⟨v⟩ the average axial velocity. Physically the dimensionless kinematical parameter β is the cross-sectional stretching per window residence time. Tuning
of these three parameters (∆, Θ, β) is essential to obtain chaotic mixing in the device and
involves a large parameter space to be analyzed Metcalfe et al. [2006], and hence, it is a
daunting task to fully optimize the RAM.
Metcalfe et al. [2006] used a number of numerical techniques (Poincarè sections, dye
traces and stretching distributions) to characterize the quality of mixing in the device, and
suggested a numerical sieving procedure to find an optimum range of parameters. They
suggested that the computationally least expensive techniques can be used to refine the
search space followed by analyzes using the expensive tools in this refined parameter
space. In the three-dimensional (3-D) geometry of the RAM, the general strategy followed is to determine a 3-D velocity field, and subsequently tracking passive tracers in
the flow field to find the final distributions and statistics of tracers (we call this the 3-D
approach). Metcalfe et al. [2006] reported that the huge computational cost can be reduced by considering the in-plane analytic solution of Hwu et al. [1997] for the transverse
components of the velocity in the Stokes flow regime for Newtonian fluids, and assuming
Poiseuille profile for the axial velocity to track tracer positions in the flow field (we call this
the 2.5-D approach). This approach is fast because during tracking all the three velocity components are available analytically. However, the drawback of this 2.5-D approach
is that it does not take into account the transitional effects produced by reorientation of
flow between two consecutive windows, which may create significant differences in mixing
profiles. A detailed analysis is needed before relying on this approach. For example, in
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the partitioned pipe mixer, it has been found that the transition regions play an important
role in deciding the fate of KAM (Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser) boundaries [Meleshko et al.,
1999], and therefore, it is important here to investigate the transition effects in the RAM.
Our main objective is to develop an efficient methodology for mixing analysis in the mixer,
and consequently, find the complete optimized parameter space for which the RAM has
its best mixing performance (in the Stokes regime for Newtonian fluids). It is apparent
that to reduce computation times, the 2.5-D approach should be exploited, but as mentioned above it raises some serious doubts whether the conclusions drawn from the two
approaches, 2.5-D and full 3-D, are the same or different. To address this issue in detail,
we will use a direct comparison of 2.5-D to 3-D velocity fields as well as mixing profiles obtained by these flow fields. We will report on the region where the 2.5-D is valid, i.e. where
the differences between mixing profiles of both approaches are insignificant. Although the
2.5-D approach drastically reduces computation time, the analysis of the complete parameter space is still a challenging task by the techniques mentioned in previous studies of
the RAM [Metcalfe et al., 2006; Speetjens et al., 2006a,b]. This is due to various facts.
First, any change in a design or kinematical parameter requires a re-computation of all
tracking results. Second, the tracking procedure must be repeated for all windows of the
RAM involved in mixing. Finally, the large parameter space requires to analyze numerous
cases. Moreover, mixing analyses by the 3-D approach necessitates a re-computation of
both velocity field and tracking results with any change in parameter, which augments the
computational cost. Besides, in most cases back-flows (negative axial velocity) exist in
the 3-D velocity field, which further complicates the tracking of tracers. All this leads to
one conclusion: the requirement of computationally more advantageous approaches to
tackle this type of optimization problems. We will demonstrate in this paper that the mapping method [Anderson and Meijer, 2000; Galaktionov et al., 1997, 2002b, 2003; Kruijt
et al., 2001a,c] indeed provides a solution to this problem, and can be utilized as an efficient tool to study in-depth mixing in RAM, and subsequently to find the optimized set
of design and kinematical parameters of the RAM in an efficient way. In the mapping
method, the deformation history of fluids due to a specified flow is stored in the form of
a distribution matrix, subsequently allowing evaluation of the effect of the flow during any
number of cycles by a repeated multiplication of the distribution matrix with a prescribed
concentration vector at the inlet. In addition, the mapping method provides quantitative
mixing measures like the intensity of segregation and the scale of segregation to judge
the quality of a mixer.
The chapter is organized as follows. First, we start with explaining the problem at hand,
and second we present a detailed analysis of the flow field in the RAM. Third, we describe the method to analyze mixing where we introduce the mapping method. Finally, we
summarize the most relevant outcomes of our mixing analyses and draw conclusions.

6.2 Problem definition
The four important geometrical parameters ∆, Θ, L, and R are defined as shown in Figure 6.1, where ∆ is the opening angle of a window, Θ the offset angle of subsequent
windows along the circumference (with respect to origin), L the axial length of a window,
and R the radius of the cylinder.
It is convenient to define the kinematical parameter β, related to the operational parame-
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ter, incorporating L, and R as follows:

β=

(ω R)L Lω
=
,
(⟨v⟩)R ⟨v⟩

(6.1)

where ⟨v⟩ is the average inlet velocity, and ω is rotation speed of the cylinder. Finally,
the number of windows Nw is also an important design parameter that decides the final
quality of mixing. In this study, we fix this parameter at 10. The geometrical parameter
apertures in inner cylinder
O
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Figure 6.1: Defining geometrical parameters of RAM: (a) schematic of the Rotated Arc
Mixer (adopted from Metcalfe et al. [2006]), (b) cross-sectional and axial view,
respectively, showing geometric parameters, ∆ is spawn angle of an window
along the periphery, Θ is offset angle between two consecutive windows, R the
radius of the cylinder, L the axial length of a window, and l the axial distance
(gap) between two consecutive windows (black area showing the opening of
windows).

∆ can vary in the range of [-360, 0] degrees (note that sign of ∆ does not effect final
quality of mixing), while Θ covers the range [-180,180] degrees. We cover the offset
angle (Θ) range starting from negative to positive, since their way of offset relative to
the rotation direction ω is crucial for the final quality of mixing [Metcalfe et al., 2006;
Speetjens et al., 2006a]. Reversing ω is equivalent to substituting Θ→-Θ [Metcalfe et al.,
2006; Speetjens et al., 2006a], and in this study, the -Θ is always achieved by changing
the sign of the ω. The kinematical parameter β covers the total range [0, ∞]. When
β approaches zero, ω approaches zero, and hence, this will lead to a simple pipe flow
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situation. The other extreme, where β approaches infinity, is realized either by decreasing
⟨v⟩ down to zero or by applying a very high rotational speed. The first case (⟨v⟩→0)
gives almost zero throughput, while the second case (ω→∞) finds practical limits, and
could be expensive. Therefore, we fix the the range of β to [0, 30], since Metcalfe et al.
[2006] and Speetjens et al. [2006a] found that this range admits chaotic advection. To
change β, one can change L or ω, and changing L requires re-meshing the new design,
therefore changes in ω are preferred. To optimize the RAM, it is required to investigate
the effects of all three parameters [Θ, ∆, β]. In this paper, mixing measure the intensity
of segregation Id , obtained from the mapping method, is used as an objective function
to quantify the effect of all three parameter spaces [Θ, ∆, β] (for details of intensity of
segregation section 6.4.1).

6.3 Flow field calculations
The RAM flow field consists of three velocity components. The two transverse components of the velocity, u x and u y in the Cartesian co-ordinate system (ur and uθ in the
Cylindrical co-ordinate system), emanate from viscous drag imparted by the outer rotating cylinder at open windows of inner stationary cylinder, and the axial velocity component
u z is induced by the pressure difference along the duct. The coupling between transverse
and axial components requires computation of the full 3-D velocity field (3-D approach). If
this coupling is weak, 2.5-D approach may be employed. Note that the main reason to use
the 2.5-D approach is that if it is valid then this leads to a huge reduction in computational
effort to analyze mixing for various cases. Therefore, we investigate both options.

6.3.1 Velocity field: 2.5-D approach
Hwu et al. [1997] derived an analytical solution for 2-D steady Stokes flow in a circular
cavity induced by movable arcs along a circular sidewall, yielding transverse components
of the velocity (u x and u y or ur and uθ ) in the case of weak coupling. The axial velocity
component u z is found from the Hagen-Poiseuille solution for pipe flow (parabolic velocity
profile). In this way, all the velocity components are analytically known for a window of
the RAM. To obtain velocity components for subsequent windows, this velocity field is
reoriented by the offset angle (Θ), and leads to an overall reoriented cellular flow model
of the RAM. The global flow field of RAM for the 2.5-D approach can be expressed as
follows:
u xy (r, θ, z) = u xy (r, θ − θR (z), z), u z = u(r, θ),

(6.2)

Nw
where θR (z) = Θ ∑i=1
H(z − iL) is the reorientation angle, H the Heaviside function, θ the
azimuthal component of the cylindrical frame of reference (r, θ, z), and L the length of a
window. In other words, if the velocity field (u x ,u y ,u z ) is known for a window at a point
(x,y,z), then the velocity field for the consecutive window at a point (x,y,z+L) can simply
be obtained by rotational transformation. This rotational transformation can be applied to
obtain the velocity field at any desired location in the RAM. Thus, only the velocity field
within the first window must be computed; the velocity field at subsequent windows simply
follow from re-orientation of the field at the first window.
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6.3.2 Velocity field: 3-D approach
To resolve the issues related with entrance and exit effects at each window and characterize coupling in the velocity field, we perform full 3-D computations of velocity field in
the RAM with 10 windows. The geometry used to obtain 3-D velocity fields are: radius
R=4.4 cm, length of a window L=10 cm, axial gap between two neighboring windows l=1
cm, opening angle ∆=450 and offset angle Θ=-360 adopted from Metcalfe et al. [2006]
(see Figure 6.1). The kinematical parameter β is varied in the range [1, 30]. A structured
hexahedral mesh is obtained with Gambit V2.1.2 (number of nodes=561275, number of
cells=548000), and Fluent V6.1.22 is used to obtain the 3-D velocity field. The fluid is
assumed to be Newtonian and incompressible with density ρ=1230 kg/m3 , and viscosity µ =1.5 kg-m/s. For velocity field computations, periodic boundary conditions are prescribed between inlet and outlet, and at the inlet a mass flow rate ṁ=1.495×10−3 kg/s is
imposed. The Reynolds number, Re (=ρuD/µ , where D is diameter), is below 10−2 for all
simulations. Hence, the flow is clearly in the Stokes regime.
Figure 6.2 displays a typical flow field of the RAM, where contours of axial velocity uz and
magnitude of transverse velocity ∣u xy ∣=(ux 2 +u y 2 )1/2 are shown at the middle of a window.
The axial profile uz , as shown in Figure 6.2 (a), has nearly an axis-symmetric shape, almost a Poiseuille profile. The transverse velocity ∣u xy ∣ , as shown in Figure 6.2 (b), reveals
transverse circulation set up by the moving boundary at open window, the large transversal velocities occurring at moving boundaries. Figure 6.3(a) shows the contour plots of
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Figure 6.2: Typical 3-D flow field in the RAM for β=20 at middle of the window, (a) axial
velocity uz , and (b) magnitude of transverse velocity ∣u xy ∣=(ux 2 +u y 2 )1/2 .

the axial velocity for β =20 at three different locations of a window, the first contour is
plotted at the left side of the window, the second in the middle, and the third between
two windows. In the middle of the window, the Poiseuille profile prevails, while when fluid
approaches the entrance of the window (left side contour) or even surpassing the exit of
window (right contour) deviations occur from the Poiseuille profile, as demonstrated by
the presence of negative axial values (back-flow), and revealed by distorted contour lines.
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Note that presence of negative velocities excludes the option of axial tracking approach
and it requires time-tracking approach. This will be discussed in detail in the next section.
To characterize deviations in the velocity field at various cross-sections of a window with
respect to middle of the window, we define a deviation parameter:
¿
Á1 N
À ∑ ∣ui − u i ∣2 ,
δu = Á
0
N i=1

(6.3)

where ui and u0 i are the velocity components at the same cross-sectional location (point
number i) in the disturbed (away from the middle of a window), and undisturbed (at the
middle of a window) velocity field, on a grid of N=10000 points, distributed evenly over the
cross-section. Figure 6.3 (b) shows the deviation δu for axial velocity component (δu z ),
scaled with the average axial velocity ⟨v⟩, for β=20 and 30. The larger the δu z the stronger
the coupling in velocity field. Assuming that 10 percent deviations from Poiseuille profile
is less severe, this plot reveals that at β=20, and β=30 approximately 40 and 60 percent,
respectively, of a window is involved in the transition region. The deviation δu z is found
to decrease for lower values of β. The back flow only starts to appear upon exceeding
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Figure 6.3: Characterizing entrance and exit effects of a window: deviations in axial velocity field from the Poiseuille profile in a window of the RAM, (a) axial velocity contour plots for β=20, and (b) finding how intense the deviations from
Poiseuille flow exists along a window for β=20, and 30, the deviations δ u z
are computed with respect to axial velocity from middle of the window (z/L=0
at middle of the window, L is length of a window, negative (-) and positive
distance is left and right, respectively, from middle of the window).

a critical β, and is found in the vicinity of the edges of the window covering some region
along the window as well as extending into the gap between two neighboring windows.
Figure 6.4 (a) characterizes the effect of β on maximum negative axial velocity u z , scaled
with ⟨v⟩. Back flow (negative u z ) starts to appear for β > 4 (critical β), and its maximum
magnitude approaches ⟨v⟩ when β≃20. The negative flux that is carried by back flow
normalized with the total flux is given in Figure 6.4 (b) as a function of β. An increase in
β leads to a higher value of negative u z as well as a higher area coverage by the back
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negative flux / total flux [−]

1.5

z

maximum negative u /〈v〉 [−]

flow (at the exit cross-section of a window) with a negative flux of maximum 5% of the
total flux at highest β=30. The preceding analyses proved that a pronounced coupling in
transverse and axial velocity components exist especially at higher values of β.
Even though there exists a strong coupling in the 3-D flow field, the detailed analysis of
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Figure 6.4: Characterizing back-flows in the RAM, (a) effect of increasing β on magnitude
of maximum negative u z scaled with ⟨v⟩, and (b) effect of increasing β on
negative flux scaled with total flux at the inlet.

the velocity field reveals that the 3-D flow field has the same spatial periodicity as the 2.5D flow field, the 3-D flow field can be expressed in terms of reoriented cellular flow model.
This can be verified by comparing velocity fields of two consecutive neighboring windows
in the following way: reorient the velocity field obtained at a cross-sectional position z of
a window by the offset angle Θ (rotational transformation as mentioned for 2.5-D) and
then compute the deviation in velocity δv (Equation (6.3)) with respect to velocity field
obtained at cross-sectional position z+L+l of the next neighboring window. If the cellular
flow model is valid, then this deviation δu must approach zero. In this manner, we compute
the deviations (δu) for all the components of velocity, i.e. δu x , δu y , δu z , scaled with ωR,
ωR, and ⟨v⟩, respectively, at various cross-sectional positions for β=20. Results are given
in Figure 6.5, revealing that the deviations in respective cross-sections of two windows
are indeed negligible. Hence, this confirms the applicability of the reoriented cellular flow
model for 3-D velocity fields in the RAM.
Based on these 3-D and 2.5-D velocity field analyses, we can summarize the conclusions
as follows:
• A pronounced coupling exists between axial and transverse components of the velocity field, especially at higher values of β.
• Despite the significant departure of the axial velocity component from the Poiseuille
profile at higher values of β, the reoriented cellular flow model is applicable for 3-D
flow fields in the RAM.
Now, it is of paramount importance to know that whether deviations in the velocity field
between 2.5-D and 3-D can cause significant differences in mixing patterns. This is inves-
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Figure 6.5: Proof of applicability of cellular flow model in the 3-D flow field of the RAM:
comparing velocity field at various cross-sectional positions of two consecutive
windows by computing δ u (δ u x , δ u y , δ u z ). The velocity at position z of the first
window is re-oriented by offset angle Θ= -360 (rotational transformation), and
then δ v is calculated with respect to the velocity at z+L+l of next neighboring
window. The δ u x and δ u y is scaled with ωR, while δ u z scaled with ⟨v⟩.

tigated in Section 6.5. To this end, we first introduce the mapping method used to study
the mixing in the next section.

6.4 Methods to analyze mixing
6.4.1 Mapping method
Chaotic mixing of viscous liquids in laminar flows is usually based on the situation where
the baker’s transformation is applied a number of times on a specified volume of material. Spencer and Wiley [1951] suggested that the distribution of material in such flows
can be handled quite well by the use of matrix methods. The mapping method describes
the transport of a conservative quantity from one state to another by means of a mapping matrix, describing the transport of fluid from an initial cross section to a final one
(for spatially-periodic flows) or from an initial time to a final time (for time-periodic flows).
Numerically, the original mapping method [Anderson and Meijer, 2000; Galaktionov et al.,
1997, 2002b, 2003; Kruijt et al., 2001a,c] exploits the above idea as follows: a distribution
matrix ϕ is formed to store information about the distribution of fluid from one discretized
cross-section to the next due to a specified flow. To obtain the coefficients of the distribution matrix, the initial cross section of the flow domain is subdivided into a large number
of discrete cells (N) of identical size. During flow, the material from a donor cell is transferred to different recipient cells. The fraction of material that is transferred from the donor
cell to a recipient cell gives the distribution coefficient of the donor cell with respect to the
recipient cell. Thus, in total N cells form a distribution matrix of the order N × N. The
discrete coefficient ϕi j equals the fraction of deformed sub-domain Ω j at z = z0 + ∆z that
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z = z0

z = z0 + ∆z

Figure 6.6: Illustration of the computation of the coefficients Φi j of the mapping matrix Φ.
The cell Ω j at z = z0 is covered with a number of markers that are tracked
during flow in ∆z (to arrive at the final cross section z = z0 + ∆z). The ratio of
the number of markers received by the recipient cell Ωi to the initial number
6
of markers in Ω j is determined (in this example Φi j is 25
).

is found in the original sub-domain Ωi at z = z0 :

ϕi j =

∫Ω j ∣z=z0 +∆z ⋂ Ωi ∣z=z0 dA
∫Ω j ∣z=z0 dA

.

(6.4)

Tracking all interfaces of all N cells during a flow over a distance ∆z can be done, as
we have demonstrated for different flows [Anderson and Meijer, 2000; Galaktionov et al.,
1997, 2002b, 2003; Kruijt et al., 2001a,c], but it is cumbersome to track interfaces experiencing complicated deformation patterns. Recently we have formulated an alternative
approach to find mapping coefficients that is much simpler to implement [Kang et al.,
2008; Singh et al., 2008b,d].
Figure 6.6 depicts how the mapping coefficients are calculated in new formulation of the
method. To approximate the coefficients of the mapping matrix (or distribution matrix), K
markers inside all cells are tracked. The markers are uniformly distributed in the cells.
Then, to determine the final distribution of markers, they are advected during the flow
from z = z0 to z = z0 + ∆z. If the number of markers in the donor cell Ω j is M j at z = z0 and
the number of markers found after tracking in the recipient cell Ωi is Mi j at z = z0 + ∆z,
then the mapping coefficient Φi j is calculated as:
Φi j =

Mi j
Mj

.

(6.5)

In other words, the coefficient Φi j is the measure of the fraction of the total flux of cell Ω j
donated to cell Ωi . If the number of markers tracked is large enough then Φi j approaches
to ϕi j .
The elegance of the mapping method is that if one wants to analyze mixing-related scalar
quantities, like the concentration vector C ∈ RN×1 (N is the number of cells) defined on
initial cells, then the concentration evolution C 1 after the deformation can be obtained by
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simply multiplying the mapping matrix Φ with the initial concentration vector C0 :
C 1 = ΦC 0 .

(6.6)

Note that C represents the coarse-grained description of volume fraction (dimensionless
concentration) of a marker fluid in a mixture of two marker fluids with identical material
properties, and its component Ci describes the concentration (volume fraction) locally
averaged in the cell Ωi . For repetitive mixing, the same operation is repeated multiple
times on the same mass and, hence, the concentration evolution after n steps is given by
C n = Φn C0 . For sufficiently large n, the matrix Φn will not be sparse and it becomes that
large that it can even not be stored anymore. This is due to the fact that after performing
the operation n times, material from one cell is advected to a large part of the whole crosssection, especially in the case of chaotic advection. Instead of studying Φn , the evolution
of the concentration after n steps Cn is computed in sequence as follows:
C i+1 = ΦC i , hence C n = (Φ(Φ(. . . (Φ C 0 )))).
´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¸¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¶

(6.7)

n times

Thus, the mapping matrix Φ is determined only once and is utilized a number of times to
study the evolution of concentration in the flow field. Note that the above repetitive multiplication (Equation (6.7)) brings numerical diffusion in the mapping method. This numerical
diffusion is caused by concentration averaging within each cell and depends on two parameters: grid size of mapping and number of mapping steps (n). Reduction in any of the
above factors leads to smaller numerical diffusion in the method [Kruijt et al., 2001a]. The
most important fact is that when comparing various protocols, these two parameters must
be fixed. In our simulations, we have used for all optimization study 200×200 cells and
total number of mapping steps equal to 10 (which is number of windows in RAM). Computation of mapping matrices is expensive, and may take several CPU hours, but, once
calculated, the necessary matrix-vector multiplication only takes a few CPU seconds to
process the results. The mapping matrix calculations are easily parallelized [Galaktionov
et al., 1997].

6.4.2 Measure of mixing
To quantify mixing and compare various layouts of the RAM, we employ the flux-weighted
discrete intensity of segregation defined in a cross-section, using coarse grain concentration Ci in the mapping cells as a mixing measure (see for detail reference Singh et al.
[2008d]):
Id =

1
1 N
2
∑(Ci − C̄) f i ,
C̄(1 − C̄) F i=1

(6.8)

where the average concentration C̄ is
C̄ =

N
1 N
∑ Ci f i , F = ∑ f i .
F i=1
i=1

(6.9)
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The term f i is the volumetric flux through cell number i, F is the total flux through the
mixer, and N is the number of total cells in the domain. The intensity of segregation Id
is a measure of the deviation of the local concentration from the ideal situation (perfectly
mixed case), which represents a homogeneous state of the mixture. In a perfectly
mixed system, Id = 0, while in a completely segregated system, Id = 1. As found by
Galaktionov et al. [2002b, 2003] the flux-weighted definition (see Equation (6.8)) of the
intensity of segregation is much better suited for analyzing continuous mixers than areaor volume-averaged definitions of the intensity of segregation. This is due the fact that
the real impact of an unmixed island (or chaotic region) in the flow on the quality of mixing
is proportional to the flux, carrying this island (or chaotic region).

6.4.3 Defining the mapping matrices of the RAM
For the mapping computations in the RAM, the cross section of interest is covered with
a 200 × 200 grid, and each cell is filled with a uniform distribution of 225 (in a 15 × 15
pattern) passive markers (compare with Figure 6.6). To compute mapping coefficients
Φi j (Equation (6.5)) in the 2.5-D approach, the trajectory of markers is tracked by using
the axial integration approach. In the axial integration approach, integration is done with
respect to the spatial increment along the axial direction, rather than time, eliminating
effects of different residence time distributions. This is realized by dividing the transversal
velocity components u x and u y with the axial velocity component u z :
dx u x dy u y
= ,
=
.
dz u z dz u z

(6.10)

Note that this approach is only valid for the systems where back flows are not present. In
the 2.5-D approach, the axial velocity u z is always positive in all parts of the RAM (due
to Poiseuille profile assumption for this velocity component), and therefore, it is advantageous to use Equation (6.10) to track positions of markers. However, the presence of back
flow (u z < 0) in the 3-D velocity field of the RAM (see Figure 6.3) leads to failure of this
approach, due to the fact that the back flow makes some material elements in the window
to traverse back and later move forward. Therefore, to compute the coefficients of the
mapping matrix Φi j , based on the 3-D velocity field, we apply standard time integration
as follows:
dy
dx
dz
= ux ,
= uy,
= uz .
dt
dt
dt

(6.11)

The time tracking approach Equation (6.11) is computationally more expensive than
the axial tracking, Equation (6.10), since the parabolic nature of the axial velocity in
a channel results in different residence-time distributions for tracers, and therefore,
tracers reach their axial final position at different times. In fact, a priori it is unknown
the time needed for each particle to reach at the desired spatial position, which requires
extra book keeping of particle trajectories. It turned out to be advantageous to use the
backward (reverse) particle tracking (BPT) to track the tracers to obtain the mapping
coefficients (Equation (6.5)). In other words, tracers originally filling the recipient cell are
tracked backward against the flow direction. These equations of motion Equations (6.10)
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and (6.11) are integrated by a fourth-order Runge-Kutta-Bulrish Store scheme with the
adaptive step size selection of Press et al. [1992]. To find the velocity at any arbitrary
point, interpolation using the basis function is applied [Galaktionov et al., 1997, 2002b,
2003].
As mentioned earlier, we fix the number of windows of the RAM at Nw =10. To do a full
analysis of mixing, one can either compute a single mapping matrix Φ representative
for the whole RAM to study the final concentration evolution (Equation (6.6)) or compute
10 individual matrices Φi (i=1, 2, . . ., 10) representative for each window of the RAM,
and then study the concentration evolution in a sequence (Equation (6.7)). The matrix Φ
becomes highly dense especially when the flow is chaotic, while the matrices Φi (i=1,
2, . . ., 10) are sparse. Note that the higher i, the less dense is the respective matrices.
Therefore, the matrices Φi (i=1, 2, . . ., 10) are more easy to operate (matrix-vector
multiplication) and store, which brings a computational advantage. Despite computing 10
mapping matrices still this requires long computation times using the 3-D velocity field
that needs time-tracking approach. The fact that velocity fields can be computed using
reoriented cellular flow approach (it has been found in the section 6.3 that 3-D flow field
has the same spatial periodicity as the 2.5-D flow field), it can be utilized to find all distribution of passive tracers, carrying out the integration, Equation (6.10) or Equation (6.11),
only for first window, and subsequently final particle positions for the next windows can
be obtained by rotating them by the offset angle Θ (rotational transformation). In this way,
one is required to compute the mapping matrix only for a single window, and then the
subsequent matrices can be obtained via the rotation (with the offset angle Θ), which
takes only few CPU seconds. Since in 3-D velocity field any change in offset angle will
affect the transition region, and therefore, this requires computation of a new velocity
field. However, the 2.5-D approach does not take into account transitional effects, and
hence various offset angle design of RAM can be analyzed without computing new
velocity field. This brings a huge benefit in computational effort and allows various offset
angle matrices to be computed very fast for a given opening angle ∆ and kinematical
parameter β by adopting the 2.5-D approach. This provides an efficient way to predict
the optimum offset angle Θ. In this way, the mapping method proves to be a very efficient
optimization tool.

6.5 Results
6.5.1 Determining the validity range of 2.5-D mixing analyses
First of all, we validate the mapping method results by comparing computed mixing evolutions with the results of Metcalfe et al. [2006] (note that both numerical analyses use
2.5-D approach). Figure 6.7 shows the comparison of mixing after each window, and
reveals that the mapping method duplicates mixing evolutions as reported in Metcalfe
et al. [2006] exactly. Note that Metcalfe et al. [2006] validated their numerical dye traces
with experimental mixing patterns obtained by the same authors, and in turn mapping
mixing evolutions are in agreement with experiment. This demonstrates the suitability of
the mapping method for 2.5-D mixing analysis of the RAM and in addition, it is important
to observe that mapping mixing evolutions show increased level of detail of the mixing
structures.
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Figure 6.7: Comparing mixing evolutions obtained by the mapping method (right parts of
figure (a) and (b)) with those of Metcalfe et al. [2006] (left parts of figure (a)
and (b)). Parameters of simulation are: β=14, ∆=-450 , and Θ=-1080 .

Next we investigate whether the 2.5-D approach is always valid for all designs of the RAM
and for all kinematical parameter range. The 3-D flow fields reveal that the effects of the
transition region present between two consecutive windows are quite significant (see Section 6.3) especially at higher values of β, and hence we expect differences in the mixing
profiles obtained by both (2.5-D and 3-D) velocity fields. In order to find those differences,
we performed detailed mixing analyses in mixers with different designs based on both
the 2.5-D and 3-D velocity fields. First, we start comparing mixing in the design with a
negative offset Θ=-360 , and then we discuss mixing in the design with a positive offset
Θ=360 (see section 6.3 for 3-D velocity field).
Results of mixing are computed for β=1, 2,. . ., 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 using both the
2.5-D and 3-D approaches. To study the concentration evolution here, we compute the
mapping matrix Φ for the total flow domain in order to avoid errors associated with numerical diffusion that is intrinsic to the mapping method [Kruijt et al., 2001a]. Figure 6.8(a)
shows the evolutions of mixing obtained after 10 windows for the various values of β,
and Figure 6.8(b) depicts the quantitative comparison of mixing using the flux-weighted
intensity of segregation Id . The differences between the 2.5-D and 3-D mixing results
are insignificant in this range of parameters. Other general conclusions are that mixing is
poor for β<5, while for β>5 , it shows a sharp decrease in intensity of segregation with β,
revealing the onset of chaos above this value of β. This implies that one needs a minimum
value of β to achieve chaotic mixing, which is consistent with other studies on the RAM
(see reference Metcalfe et al. [2006] and Speetjens et al. [2006a]).
In order to investigate the differences in mixing profiles after each window, we show
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Figure 6.8: Mixing comparisons obtained via 2.5-D and 3-D velocity fields for various values of β after 10 windows of mixing, (a) qualitative mixing profiles, and (b)
intensity of segregation to quantify mixing. The initial concentration pattern C 0
contains right half of cross-section filled by black fluid (the geometrical parameters used are: ∆=450 , Θ=-360 ).
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here the mixing profiles obtained by both approaches (2.5-D and 3-D) at the respective
windows, as shown in Figure 6.9 for β = 30. We choose the highest value of β because velocity field analysis suggest higher deviations between 2.5-D and 3-D velocity fields (see
Figure 6.3). Since in the 3-D flow field, back flow is present at the end cross-sections
of each window (which causes some particle trajectories to intersect the cross-section
more than once), mixing evolutions are computed at the mid cross-section of each window where back flow is absent. The resulting mixing evolution (see Figure 6.9(a)) reveals
some differences in patterns of 2.5 D and 3-D at the beginning of mixing (Nw =0.5, 1.5;
here .5 is used to represent the mid cross-section of a window). However, at the later
stages of mixing, the differences prove to be small. The quantitative characterization in
Figure 6.9 (b) also reveals that the differences between two cases are insignificant.
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Figure 6.9: 2.5-D vs. 3-D: window to window comparison of mixing for β = 30, (a) qualitative mixing profiles, and (b) flux-weighted intensity of segregation to quantify
mixing (∆=450 , Θ=-360 ).
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Next, we discuss the differences in mixing profiles for the design with positive offset angle
Θ=360 . Figure 6.10 shows the mixing evolutions obtained by using the 2.5-D and 3-D
flow fields, and opposed to the results of the negative offset (Θ=-360 ), in this case we
see clear differences, especially at higher values of β. The number of unmixed islands
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Figure 6.10: 2.5-D vs. 3-D: effect of positive offset (+Θ) on the mixing evolutions after 10
windows of mixing at various values of β, (a) qualitative mixing patterns, (b)
flux-weighted intensity of segregation to quantify mixing. The initial concentration pattern C 0 contains right half of cross-section filled by black fluid (the
geometrical parameters used are: ∆=450 , Θ=360 ).

in the 2.5-D mixing profiles are more than those in 3-D results at higher values of β
(>10). We observe a significant effect of the transition regions and back flow on the
resulting mixing profiles, which leads to locally better mixing by reducing the number
of KAM boundaries (poor mixing regions). However, this local enhancement in mixing
never leads to globally chaotic mixing irrespective of the β value. In both 2.5-D and
3-D approaches, the KAM boundaries are always present for the positive offset design
irrespective of the value of β, and number of windows involved. This phenomenon has
already been observed experimentally by Metcalfe et al. [2006], where they found that
positive offset designs are poor candidates for chaotic mixing. Speetjens et al. [2006a]
found on the basis of fundamental symmetry analysis of the flow field in a RAM (2.5-D)
that only in the case of negative offset designs there exists period doubling bifurcations,
which is the route to chaos in the mixing operations. Interesting is that as β increases
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from 20 to 30, mixing deteriorates, as opposed to the negative offset design where quality
of mixing always increases with increasing β (see Figure 6.8). This is most probably
due to reappearance of some KAM boundaries. In spite of huge differences in mixing
patterns of 2.5-D and 3-D approaches for Θ=360 , both approaches show same trend in
mixing quality, for example existence of an optimum β for accomplishing best mixing (see
Figure 6.10). Overall, concerning the differences between 3-D and 2.5-D analyses, we
can conclude that:
• In mixer designs with negative offset angle, Θ<0, the differences between 2.5-D and
3-D are insignificant, while mixing continues to improve with increasing β.
• In designs with positive offset angle Θ>0, the differences are significant, especially
at higher values of β (>10). But, overall mixing is poor, leaving unmixed islands in
the flow domain, since KAM boundaries exist and mixing deteriorates at high values
of β (>20).
This confirms that to achieve good mixing in the RAM, designs with negative offset Θ (<0)
have to be chosen, and optimization for these designs can be performed in an accurate
way using the 2.5-D flow field. However, the 2.5-D approach can be used for designs
with positive offset Θ (>0) to get one estimate of qualitative trend of optimum design
parameters.

6.5.2 Optimization of the RAM
To predict the best design of the mixer requires to analyze the complete range of geometrical and kinematical parameters [Θ, ∆, β] of the mixer, where Θ lies in the range of [-1800 ,
1800 ], ∆ lies in the range [-3600 , 00 ], and β lies in the range [0, 30]. This huge parameter
space leads to numerous cases to be analyzed in order to predict the optimum. However,
three facts allow this optimization problem to be solved efficiently. First, the 2.5-D flow
field is suited to accurately capture mixing in the mixer with negative offset designs, while
mixing analyses in positive offset designs show the same trend as compared to 3-D (see
Figure 6.10). Second, the mapping method is capable in studying concentration evolutions efficiently. Third, the re-oriented duct flow model allows to integrate particle tracks
only once for a single window to obtain a mapping matrix, and later these particle tracks
can simply be rotated by the offset angle Θ to obtain mapping matrices for consecutive
windows. We give an example: in order to find the best offset angle for ∆=-450 , taking
small step δΘ=50 (since mixing is highly sensitive for the values of Θ), at various values
of β as shown in Figure 6.11. Despite the presence of some local minima the intensity
of segregation plot reveals the existence of a global optimum offset angle where mixing
is the best (for the design with ∆=-450 ), slightly depending on β. A design with Θ ≈ -900
seems a perfect compromise for all β values investigated. Now we investigate the best
choice of the opening angle ∆ of the window for a Θ= -350 considering the range of ∆
-3600 ⩽ ∆⩽ 00 with steps of δ∆=150 . The mixing is always of inferior quality when ∆ is below -1800 , see Figure 6.12, and a relatively sharp optimum ∆≈-900 is found in the range
[-1800 , 00 ]. Therefore, for full optimization of parameter space of the RAM, we consider
only the range [-1800 , 00 ] for ∆. Now the last task is to achieve a complete optimized set
of parameters, and this requires to investigate the whole parameter space. Figure 6.13
shows complete optimization results, both in 3-D surface plots and 2-D contour plots, for
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Figure 6.11: Optimum offset angle Θ for an opening angle ∆=-450 for various values of β:
qualitative mixing profiles at few chosen values of [β, Θ], and flux-weighted
intensity of segregation to quantify mixing. The initial concentration pattern
C 0 contains right half of cross-section filled by black fluid.
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Figure 6.12: Effect of opening angle ∆ on mixing evolution in the RAM (a) qualitative mixing patterns, (b) flux-weighted intensity of segregation to quantify mixing.
The initial concentration pattern C 0 contains right half of cross-section filled
by black fluid (Θ= -350 , β=20, and Nw =10).

a number of values of β, and on the basis of these plots, we report the optimum design
parameters in table 6.1 at various values of β.
From these plots, the most important conclusions of this optimization study can be sum-
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Figure 6.13: Optimizing the RAM: logarithm of intensity of segregation is plotted as function of the offset angle Θ and opening angle ∆ for β=10, 15, 20, and 30.
Left side of this figure shows a 3-D surface plot, and right side shows a 2-D
contour plot, the kinematical parameter β value for figures (a) and (b) β=10,
(c) and (d) β=15, (e) and (f) β=20, and (g) and (h) β=30.
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Table 6.1: Optimum design parameters ∆ and Θ of the RAM for various values of the
kinematical parameter β.

β
∆
Θ
Id

5
-90
-140
0.31376

10
-90
-60
0.02689

12
-75
-65
0.01399

15
-60
-65
0.00994

20
-45
-80
0.00166

25
-60
-145
0.00095

30
-75
-100
0.00050

marized as follows:
• The optimum opening angle ∆ always lies in the range [-900 ,-450 ].
• The optimum offset angle Θ always lies below -600 .
• These optimum design parameters show a slight dependence on the kinematic parameter β.
• Choosing ∆=-600 and Θ=-900 is close to all precise optimum values and rather
good choice for the design parameter of the RAM for all values of the kinematical
parameter β.

6.6 Conclusions
A detailed analysis of mixing in the RAM has been performed in order to achieve a complete set of optimized design parameters. The large range of geometrical and kinematical
parameters, the offset angle Θ, the opening angle ∆ and the dimensionless kinematical
parameter β, respectively, necessitates analysis of many cases. Conventional analyses
based on particle tracking, e.g. Poincaré sections, numerical dye traces, stretching distributions and residence time distributions are cumbersome to analyze the whole parameter
space. In this regard, we have demonstrated a fast methodology to analyze the parameter
space in an efficient way using the mapping method. Two types of flow fields are used: a
2.5-D model where the transverse components of velocity are taken from an analytical solution from the literature and assuming a Poiseuille profile for axial flow (2.5-D approach),
and a full 3-D model where the velocity field is obtained numerically. A significant difference between 3-D and 2.5-D flow fields exist especially at higher values of β, leading to
pronounced coupling in velocity components. This is evident by the presence of back flow
and deviations from Poiseuille profile along a window of the RAM. In spite of significant
differences between both flow fields, the re-oriented duct flow model is found to be valid
also for the 3-D flow field. This is advantageous, since this implies tracking of passive
particles is only needed for first window to find a mapping matrix, and remaining matrices
for consecutive windows simply follow from rotation of the tracked co-ordinates of passive
particles for first window. This is computationally very fast and formed the basis for the
optimization of the offset angle Θ for a given ∆ and β.
The comparison of mixing profiles obtained by the mapping method, using both the 2.5-D
and the 3-D flow fields, reveal that the 3-D effects on mixing profiles are found to be negligible in designs that lead to chaotic mixing, while significant differences are found in the
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designs that lead to poor mixing. In the RAM, a design with positive offset, Θ>0, always
leads to poor mixing, due to presence of KAM boundaries irrespective of the β, while a
design with negative offset, Θ<0, is a candidate for chaotic mixing (if the value of β is
sufficient). This confirmed that the mixing analyses using the 2.5-D approach are suitable
to analyze mixing in designs with negative offset. The re-oriented cellular flow model,
the availability of analytically known velocity components in the 2.5-D approach, and the
capability of the mapping method to study concentration evolutions, proved very efficient
that allow efficient searching of the complete range of design and kinematical parameter
[Θ, ∆, β] space. The optimization study of the RAM performed with this method reveals
that for all the values of kinematical parameter β the optimum design parameters are an
opening angle ∆=-600 and an optimum offset angle Θ=-900 .

C HAPTER SEVEN

Analysis and optimization of
Low-Pressure Drop (LPD) static
mixers1

Abstract
Various designs of the so called Low-Pressure Drop (LPD) static mixer are analyzed for
their mixing performance using the mapping method. The two types of LPD designs,
the RR and RL type, show essentially different mixing patterns. The RL design provides
globally chaotic mixing, whereas the RR design always yields unmixed regions separated
by KAM boundaries from mixed regions. The crossing angle between the elliptical plates
of the LPD is the key design parameter to decide the performance of various designs.
Four different crossing angles from 900 to 1600 are used for both the RR and RL designs.
Mixing performance is computed as a function of the energy to mix, reflected in overall
pressure drop for all designs. Optimization using the flux-weighted intensity of segregation
versus pressure drop proves the existence of the best mixer with an optimized crossing
angle. The optimized angle proves to be indeed the LLPD design used in practice: the
RL-120 with θ=1200 , although RL-140 with θ=1400 performs as good. Shear thinning
shows minor effects on the mixing profiles, and the main optimization conclusions remain
unaltered.

7.1 Introduction
Homogenization of fluids is an essential and elementary step in many processes of industrial operations. Examples include food processing, paint making, numerous chemical
processes, pharmaceutical fabrication, polymer processing etc. Turbulence is frequently
1 Reproduced from: M. K. Singh, T. G. Kang, A. N. Hrymak, P. D. Anderson, H. E. H. Meijer,(2008).
Analysis and Optimization of Low-Pressure Drop (LPD) Static Mixers. AIChE J., Submitted.
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applied to obtain good mixing in industrial processes, but in case of mixing of high viscosity fluids, as in food and polymer processing, turbulence is not achievable. Well designed
laminar flow can, however, produce irregular trajectories of fluid particles, resulting in efficient mixing via chaotic advection [Aref, 1984; Ottino, 1989]. This can be achieved in both
dynamic and static mixers. A large number of continuous static mixers have been designed on this principle, the Kenics (see Chemineer-web [2008]), Ross Interfacial surface
generator (ISG) and Ross Low-Pressure Drop (LPD) (for both see Ross-web [2008]), the
Sulzer SMX (see Sulzer-web [2008]), and the multiflux mixer [Sluijters, 1965]. All these
mixer designs are based on the principle that mimics the bakers transformation: a continuous repetition of stretching, cutting and stacking.
From all static mixers, the Kenics mixer has been analyzed most [Byrde and Sawley, 1999;
Galaktionov et al., 2002b, 2003; Hobbs and Muzzio, 1997, 1998; Hobbs et al., 1998], followed by the Sulzer SMX [Liu et al., 2006b; Mickaily-Hubber et al., 1996; Zalc et al., 2002].
Only few studies are reported on LPD mixers, see e.g. Rauline et al. [1998] and, in this
study, we therefore analyze and optimize the LPD geometry. Apart from studying Newtonian fluids, also the effect of shear thinning is taken into account. The mapping method
is used in this analysis, as it provides a distribution matrix and allows to compute the
redistribution of material during any specified flow. In spatially or time periodic flows, the
mapping matrix is computed only once for one period. In a subsequent post-processing
operation, concentration distributions for all following periods are computed using a vector
(mapping) matrix-(concentration) multiplication, which is computationally very fast. The
method allows to compute quantitative mixing measures, like the intensity of segregation
and scale of segregation, that provide an objective function to compare various mixing designs. In this study of the LPD static mixers, we will use the cross-sectional area averaged
flux-weighted intensity of segregation as the measure of mixing and the pressure drop,
needed to arrive at a desired mixing quality, as the energy input needed. Optimization is
defined as finding the lowest value of the intensity of segregation for the lowest pressure
drop required. Here, the length of the mixer is not used as a criterion.
The chapter is organized as follows. First, we start with introducing the different LPD
designs and the problem at hand, followed by describing the typical characteristics of
the flow fields inside the LPD mixers. Second, we describe the method used to analyze
mixing where we briefly introduce the mapping method. Finally, we summarize the most
relevant outcomes of the mixing analyses and optimization results and draw conclusions.

7.2 Geometries and flow fields
Figure 7.1 shows a number of different designs of the LPD mixer with varying configuration and crossing angle illustrating the two types of designs of the LPD. We will use
the notation RL and RR as previously done for the two similar types of Kenics designs
[Galaktionov et al., 2003; Hobbs and Muzzio, 1997, 1998; Hobbs et al., 1998]. The LPD
consists of a series of semi-elliptical plates positioned in a tubular housing. Two neighboring plates form an element and two elements form the basic periodic unit of the LPD.
The first element in both the RL-90 and the RR-90 design consists of two opposite plates
crossing at angle of 900 with respect to each other. In the RR design, the second element
is an identical copy of the first element rotated by 900 in tangential direction, whereas in
the RL design the rotation is accompanied by mirroring. The crossing angle between the
two semi-elliptical plates, gives specific layouts, see Figure 7.1 for some examples like:
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AND FLOW FIELDS

RL-90

RL-120

RR-90

RR-120

RL-160
Figure 7.1: Various LPD designs with different crossing angle: RL and RR layouts of
mixer.

RL-90, RL-120, RL-140 and RL-160 with crossing angles of 900 , 1200 , 1400 and 1600 ,
respectively. An increase in the crossing angle implies an increase in the axial length of
the design. The RL-120 design is also known as the LLPD (Low-Low-Pressure Drop)
mixer [Ross-web, 2008]. As fluid flows through the device, the crossing angle determines
the amount of stretching per element, before re-orientation of the flow upon entering the
perpendicular second element. Hence, the question arises what is the optimum crossing
angle to achieve the best mixing at a minimum pressure drop. This optimization study will
be performed here for both Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids, since different velocity
fields result which can influence the mixing performance.
We perform full three-dimensional computations of velocity field in all the designs of the
LPD. The geometries used are: radius R=1.332 cm, axial gap between two neighboring
elements lg =0.5 cm, thickness of blades t=0.2 cm, and the length of the one periodic
unit of RL-90, RL-120, RL-140 and RL-160 are 6.9, 11.0, 16.8 and 33.5 cm, respectively.
The RR counterparts of course have the same length as the RL designs. Unstructured
tetrahedral mesh is obtained with Gambit V2.1.2 for each design of the mixer, and Fluent
V6.1.22 is used to get the 3-D velocity field. In the Newtonian case, a fluid with density
ρ=846 kg/m3 , and viscosity µ =1 kg-m/s is considered. To study the effect of shear thinning
on mixing, the Carreau model is used to describe the non-Newtonian viscosity µ of the
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fluid :

µ = µ∞ + (µ0 − µ∞ )[1 + λ2 ∣I I2D ∣]

n−1
2

,

(7.1)

where µ0 is the viscosity at zero shear rate, and I I2D is the second invariant of the rate
of deformation tensor. The time contant parameter λ is fixed at λ=10, which ensures
that the shear thinning region is achieved in the LPD designs. Two values of the power
coefficient n=0.4 and 0.8 are considered. For the velocity field computations, periodic
boundary conditions are prescribed between inlet and outlet, and at the inlet a mass flow
rate ṁ=4.714×10−3 kg/s is imposed. The Reynolds number, Re (=ρuD/µ , where D is
the diameter), is below 10−2 for all simulations. Hence, the flow is clearly in the Stokes
regime.
The differences in second element of RL and RR of a periodic LPD design lead to different characteristic of transverse velocity during one flow period. Figure 7.2 shows the
transverse velocity vectors plotted for RL and RR designs at two positions: in the middle of the first and second element, respectively. The RL design produces two counterclockwise flows followed by two clockwise flows, whereas the RR design induces two
counter-clockwise flows followed by two counter-clockwise flows. Two successive ele-

−
+

+

−

−

−
(a)

−
−
(b)
Figure 7.2: Cross-sectional flows in the middle of the first (left) and second (right) element
for the LPD-90 mixers, (a) RL and (b) RR design. The ‘+’ and ‘−’ indicate the
clockwise and counter-clockwise motion.

ments of both mixers show intersecting streamlines, when projected onto the same plane
(x,y), which is the key to achieve chaotic mixing. According to the linked twist map (LTM)
theorem [Ottino and Wiggins, 2004a; Sturman et al., 2006; Wiggins and Ottino, 2004] the
counter-rotating (alternating clockwise and counterclockwise) layouts (e.g. the RL design
of LPD) provide better mixing as compared to co-rotating layouts (e.g. the RR design of
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LPD) . This has already been shown in the Kenics mixer, where RL designs of the Kenics
always provide much better mixing than RR designs. The same conclusion was drawn
in a recently developed mixing device known as rotated arc mixer (RAM) [Metcalfe et al.,
2006; Singh et al., 2008b; Speetjens et al., 2006a,b] where it has been demonstrated
that the counter-rotating designs are candidates for producing globally chaotic mixing,
whereas co-rotating designs lack this capability. Still, the question remains which RL design is the best, and in addition, how worse is the performance of the RR designs with
respect to the RL designs.

7.3 Methods and measures
7.3.1 Mapping method
The mapping method has proven to be a powerful method to analyze and optimize distributive mixing in various mixers and protocols [Anderson and Meijer, 2000; Galaktionov
et al., 1997, 2002b, 2003; Kruijt et al., 2001a,c]. The original approach of mapping uses
interfacial tracking of discretized cells to find the mapping coefficients. However, it is cumbersome to track interfaces experiencing complicated deformation patterns and in some
cases it is almost impossible to track interfaces. Recently we formulated an alternative
approach to find the mapping coefficients that is much simpler to implement [Kang et al.,
2008; Singh et al., 2008b,d].
Figure 7.3 depicts how the mapping coefficients are computed in the new formulation of
the method. To approximate the coefficients of the mapping matrix (or distribution matrix),
K markers inside all cells are tracked. The markers are uniformly distributed in the cells.
Then, to determine the final distribution of markers, they are advected during the flow
from z = z0 to z = z0 + ∆z. If the number of markers in the donor cell Ω j is M j at z = z0 and
the number of markers found after tracking in the recipient cell Ωi is Mi j at z = z0 + ∆z,
then the mapping coefficient Φi j is calculated as:
Φi j =

Mi j
.
Mj

(7.2)

In other words, the coefficient Φi j is the measure of the fraction of the total flux of cell Ω j
donated to cell Ωi .
The elegance of the mapping method is that if one wants to analyze mixing-related quantities, like the concentration vector C ∈ RN×1 (N is the number of cells) defined on initial
cells, then the concentration evolution C 1 after the deformation can be obtained by simply
multiplying the mapping matrix Φ with the initial concentration vector C 0 :
C 1 = ΦC 0 .

(7.3)

Note that C represents the coarse-grained description of volume fraction (dimensionless
concentration) of a marker fluid in a mixture of two marker fluids with identical material
properties, and its component Ci describes the concentration (volume fraction) locally
averaged in the cell Ωi . For repetitive mixing, the same operation is repeated multiple
times on the same mass and, hence, the concentration evolution after n steps is given by
C n = Φn C0 . For sufficiently large n, the matrix Φn will not be sparse and it becomes that
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Ωi

Ωi
Ωj

Ωj
After ∆z

z = z0

z = z0 + ∆z

Figure 7.3: Illustration of the computation of the coefficients Φi j of the mapping matrix Φ.
The cell Ω j at z = z0 is covered with a number of markers that are tracked
during flow in ∆z (to arrive at the final cross section z = z0 + ∆z). The ratio of
the number of markers received by the recipient cell Ωi to the initial number
6
of markers in Ω j is determined (in this example Φi j is 25
).

large that it can even not be stored anymore. This is due to the fact that after performing
the operation n times, material from one cell is advected to a large part of the whole crosssection, especially in the case of chaotic advection. Instead of studying Φn , the evolution
of the concentration after n steps Cn is computed in sequence as follows:
C i+1 = ΦC i , hence C n = (Φ(Φ(. . . (Φ C 0 )))).
´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¸¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¶

(7.4)

n times

Thus, the mapping matrix Φ is determined only once and is utilized a number of times to
study the evolution of concentration in the flow field. Computation of mapping matrices is
expensive, and may take several CPU hours, but, once calculated, the necessary matrixvector multiplication only takes a few CPU seconds to process the results. The mapping
matrix calculations are easily parallelized [Galaktionov et al., 1997].

7.3.2 Measure of mixing
To compare various layouts of the LPD mixer, we employ the flux-weighted discrete intensity of segregation defined in a cross-section, using the coarse grain concentration Ci in
the mapping cells as a mixing measure (see for details Singh et al. [2008d]):
Id =

1 N
1
2
∑(Ci − C̄) f i ,
C̄(1 − C̄) F i=1

(7.5)

where the average concentration C̄ is
C̄ =

N
1 N
∑ Ci f i , F = ∑ f i .
F i=1
i=1

(7.6)
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The term f i is the volumetric flux through cell number i, F is the total flux through the
mixer, and N is the number of total cells in the domain. The intensity of segregation Id
is a measure of the deviation of the local concentration from the ideal situation (perfectly
mixed case), which represents a homogeneous state of the mixture. In a perfectly
mixed system, Id = 0, while in a completely segregated system, Id = 1. As found by
Galaktionov et al. [2002b, 2003] the flux-weighted definition (see Equation (7.5)) of the
intensity of segregation is much better suited for analyzing continuous mixers than areaor volume-averaged definitions of the intensity of segregation. This is due to the fact that
the real impact of an unmixed island (or chaotic region) in the flow on the quality of mixing
is proportional to the flux, carrying this island (or chaotic region).

7.3.3 Defining the mapping matrices of the LPD
For the calculation of a mapping matrix, the cross sectional area is divided into 200 × 200
grids, and the number of particles per cell (NPPC) used is 100 (10×10 array of particles).
Note that the NPPC should be sufficient so that a converged mixing measure Id is obtained
[Singh et al., 2008d]. The position of the particles are tracked by solving the following set
of equations:
dx u x dy u y
= ,
=
,
dz u z dz u z

(7.7)

where u x , u y , and u z are x, y, and z (axial) components of the velocity vector. In this
approach, integration is done with respect to the down-channel direction z, which is appropriate to determine the planar locations of the particles after one period. This approach
is only valid for the systems where the down-channel velocity components are always positive, if this is not the case, time integration must be performed, see Singh et al. [2008b].
To solve Equation (7.7), we use the fourth-order Runge-Kutta Bulrish Store scheme with
the adaptive step size selection of Press et al. [1992].
To do a full analysis of mixing of each LPD design, we compute two separate mapping
matrices Φi (i=1, 2) representative for each element of the LPD design. Later, these
matrices are used to study the concentration evolution in a sequence (Equation (7.4)).

7.4 Results
7.4.1 Working principle of the standard LPD mixer
To illustrate the working principle of the RL design of the LPD static mixer, a series of
concentration profiles at locations of each 16 L where L is the length of one element,
is shown in Figure 7.4 for a standard LPD with 900 crossing angle. Figure 7.4(a-f)
shows the concentration evolution along the first element, while Figure 7.4(g-l) shows
the subsequent profiles in the second element. For these computations, we used a LPD
design with a zero blade thickness to understand the basic mixing mechanisms. All
12 mapping matrices Φi (i=1, 2, 3,..., 12) are computed to get the exact concentration
profiles C i . We easily recognize the interface stretching caused by the rotation imparted
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Figure 7.4: Working principle of RL design of the LPD: mixing profiles after each 16 L of the
element. Here, L is the length of one blade.

by the transverse flow in the first element (see Figure 7.4(a-f)). As the interface enters
the second element (see Figure 7.4(g)), the start of perpendicular folding occurs followed
by subsequent stretching (see Figure 7.4(h-l)). Figure 7.4(i) shows the mixing pattern
just at middle of the second element illustrating how the striations created are folded and
being relocated in the cross-section. As a result of the folding and stretching actions,
the number of striations is doubled at the end of second element (see Figure 7.4(l)).
Compared to the ideal bakers transformation, that indeed can be realized in practice e.g.
with the multiflux mixer, as shown in Figure 7.5 [Kruijt et al., 2001b; Van der Hoeven
et al., 2001], the layers created are not of the same thickness and do not cover the total
cross-sectional length. This demonstrates that a larger crossing angle is required to
provide interfaces created with a larger length. Hence, this indicates that there is still
room for improvement.
Figure 7.6 shows the mixing patterns for the RR design on exactly the same positions as
shown for the RL design in Figure 7.4. Because, the first element of both designs are identical, Figure 7.4(a-f) and Figure 7.6(a-f)) are identical. Even Figure 7.4(f) and Figure 7.6(f)
are the same, thus the difference in the transition region between the first and the second element in the RL and RR design apparently does not influence the upstream flow.
However, a clear difference in profiles starts to be visible once the fluid enters the second
element (compare Figure 7.4(g) and Figure 7.6(g)). The most noticeable difference is that
the RR design always rotates the interface in counter-clockwise direction, whereas in RL
designs both counter-clockwise and clockwise movement of interface is realized (even
more clear by comparing Figure 7.7 and Figure 7.8 of the next section). This is due to
the difference in direction of the transverse velocity present in the second element of the
both designs (see Figure 7.2): the RR design always yields counter-clockwise transverse
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C1

C2

C3

C4

Figure 7.5: Demonstration of bakers transformation in a multiflux static mixer: Mixing
profiles C1 , C2 , C3 and C4 are concentration distributions after 1, 2, 3, and
4 periods of mixing. With each element 2n interfaces covering whole the
cross-section with almost equal thickness of layers are generated [Kruijt et al.,
2001b; Van der Hoeven et al., 2001].

(a)
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(f)
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(j)

(k)
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Figure 7.6: Working principle of RR design of LPD: mixing profiles after each 16 L of the
element. Here, L is the length of one blade.

velocities, whereas the RL design provides both counter-clockwise as well as clockwise
transverse velocities.

7.4.2 Optimization of the LPD mixer
Optimization of the LPD mixer concerns the finding of the optimum crossing angle between the two elements that comprise the mixer such that the best mixing is achieved
using a minimum pressure drop. Four crossing angles are considered 900 , 1200 , 1400 ,
and 1600 . Note that any change in crossing angle necessitates to compute a new velocity
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field. As described in Section 7.3.1, two mapping matrices Φi (i=1, 2) are computed corresponding to the two elements of a specific design of the LPD and then the concentration
distribution is obtained in the sequence using Equation (7.4). Figure 7.7 shows the mixing
profiles for RL design of the LPD after 1, 2, ..., 4, 8, and 12 elements. All mixers seem to
work well, but inspection reveals that upon increasing the crossing angle from 900 to 1600 ,
the striations are stretched further in each elementary mixing step and cover more of the
cross-sectional length. The mixing profile after the first element, C 1 reveals that in the RLRL-90

RL-120

RL-140

RL-160

C1

C2

C3

C4

C8

C 12

Figure 7.7: Mixing profiles for various RL designs of LPD mixer.

90 design, the striations cover almost three fourth of the cross sectional length, whereas
the RL-120 design shows stretching over a larger part of the cross-section. Comparing
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with that, the changes in striation distributions for the RL-140 to RL-160 designs are still
improving, but of course at costs of length and pressure drop per unit. From the qualitative
mixing profiles it is evident that the RL-160 is the best design to achieve the fastest mixing
per element, but this does not mean that the design is most efficient regarding the overall
pressure drop. Interestingly, increasing the crossing angle decreases the axial pressure
gradient (also reflected in the nomenclature used: LPD for RL-90 design and LLPD for
the RL-120 design), but increases the length of the elements and therefore, after a critical
RR-90

RR-120

RR-140

RR-160

C1

C2

C3

C4

C8

C 12

Figure 7.8: Mixing profiles for various RR designs of LPD mixer.

crossing angle, an increase in total pressure drop per period is the result. Therefore, we
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should compare both the total pressure drop and mixing capability of a design. To judge
this, the flux-weighted intensity of segregation Id is plotted as a function of the pressure
drop, see Figure 7.10(a). Clearly, an optimum crossing angle exists. The RL-120 and RL140 designs have almost comparable performance and indeed, the weaker performance
of the standard RL-90 design, as well as the extreme RL-160 design, in terms of pressure
drop (read energy consumption required to achieve good mixing) is evident. On the other
hand, the absolute axial length of a periodic unit of RL-140 design is significantly larger
than that of the RL-120 design. Based on the pressure drop requirements and length
restrictions, we can conclude that the optimum design is the RL-120.
Figure 7.8 shows the mixing profiles for the RR design of the LPD mixer after 1, 2, ..., 4,
8, and 12 elements. Interestingly, where the RL design of the LPD resembles the results
of the RL-180 Kenics design, compare Figure 7.7 and Figure 7.9 (top), the concentration
profiles of the RR design show similar mixing patterns as obtained in RR-180 Kenics mixer
design, compare Figure 7.8 and Figure 7.9 (bottom). Irrespective of the crossing angle,
C1

C2

C3

C4

C8

RL-180

RR-180

Figure 7.9: Mixing profiles for RL-180 and RR-180 design of Kenics mixer [Galaktionov
et al., 2003].

all the RR designs always exhibit KAM (Koglomorov-Arnold-Moser) boundaries separating unmixed regions in the total domain from the well mixed regions. Because of the
presence of these isolated unmixed regions, the RR designs are bad mixing designs, and
increasing the crossing angle only reduces the size of the unmixed islands instead of resulting in a complete removal from the total cross-section. From plotting the flux-weighted
intensity of segregation versus pressure drop for the RR designs, see Figure 7.10 (b), we
conclude that the RL design is almost 10 times more efficient than their counterpart RR
designs.

7.4.3 Effect of shear thinning
As mentioned in Section 7.2, the Carreau model with power law index n=0.4 and 0.8 is
used to study the effect of shear thinning on mixing. Figure 7.11 compares qualitative
mixing profiles for the RL-120 design for Newtonian and non-Newtonian cases. Clearly,
only minor differences in mixing patterns are detected. To compare mixing quantitatively,
the flux-weighted intensity of segregation is plotted as a function of the pressure drop
for the RL-120 design, as shown in Figure 7.12 (a). Clear from this plot is that shear
thinning causes lower pressure drops for the same mixing quality and for n=0.4 pressure
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Figure 7.10: Comparing mixing performance of LPD designs: (a) RL design and (b) RR
design.
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Figure 7.11: Effect of shear thinning on mixing profiles for RL-120 design.

consumption is lower than n=0.8, which on its turn is better than Newtonian n=1. However,
this judgment of mixing efficiency is unfair, since this increase in efficiency is only due to
a large reduction in viscosity eventually leading to a far lower pressure drop per period for
the non-Newtonian cases. To overcome this problem, we calculate a scaling factor for the
pressure drop on the basis of the viscosity at an apparent shear rate using Equation (7.1).
We assumed here an apparent shear rate of five times that of an empty tube (note that
for SMX static mixer, an apparent shear rate of around 7 times that of an empty tube is
8⟨u⟩
found [Liu et al., 2006a]) and the apparent shear rate in an empty tube equals D , where
⟨u⟩ is the average inlet velocity and D is the diameter. Putting the value of apparent shear
rate in Equation (7.1) provides a scaling factor (p∗ = p× µµ0 ) close to 2.7 for n=0.8 and
20.2 for n=0.4. Figure 7.12 shows the plot of intensity of segregation as a function of
scaled pressure drop p∗ , now revealing that n=0.8 provides better mixing as compared to
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Figure 7.12: Quantifying mixing performance of LPD designs for shear thinning fluids for
RL-120 design: (a) Intensity of segregation Id versus pressure drop (b) Id
versus scaled pressure drop p∗ (p∗ = p× µµ0 ).
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Figure 7.13: Quantifying mixing performance of LPD designs for shear thinning fluids using Id versus length (a) RL-90 (b) RL-120. Here, L0 is length of periodic unit
of the respective design.

the Newtonian case, while n=0.4 provides somewhat worse mixing as compared to the
Newtonian case. This result confirms that comparing mixing quality based on pressure
drops makes less sense for shear thinning fluids. To overcome these ambiguities, we
plot the flux weighted intensity of segregation as a function of length of the mixer as
shown in Figure 7.13 for the RL-90 and RL-120 designs.This can also be thought as
providing the same pressure drop as for the Newtonian case to force the fluid through the
devices, irrespective of the power law index n. The change in mixing quality with length
reveals almost negligible dependence on fluid rheology (see Figure 7.13 (b) in complete
accordance with the qualitative patterns in Figure 7.11), but for the shear thinning fluids
the flux can be much higher for the same overall pressure drop. A point of caution is
that the velocities imparted at inlet should not cross the limit of the Stokes regime in this
way. Also for other designs, the previous conclusions are found to be true, and overall this
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leads to the conclusion, the optimum design is still the LLPD RL-120.

7.5 Conclusions
Mixing in Low-Pressure Drop (LPD) static mixers is analyzed using the mapping method.
The two types of designs of the LPD mixer, RL and RR, show different characteristic velocities during one flow period, characterized as alternating counter and co-rotating for
the RL design versus continuously counter-rotating for the RR design. This influences
the way stretched interfaces are folded when fluid passes from one element to the next,
and greatly determines the efficiency of mixing. Apart from the successive directions of
rotation, the crossing angle between two blades of a single element of the LPD mixer
is the most important design parameter to decide the quality of mixing. As the crossing
angle increases, stretching of interfaces formed is more closer to those in an ideal bakers transformation occupying the complete cross-sectional length D, the diameter of the
mixer. Although, with increasing crossing angle, the axial pressure gradient decreases,
the length of a periodic unit increases and, therefore, after a certain crossing angle the
pressure drop per period starts to increase. Hence, overall a tradeoff between pressure
drop and the mixing via improved stretching is required to optimize the designs. Applying the mapping method, we find that mixing profiles for the RL and RR design show
quite drastic differences, KAM boundaries are detected in the RR design irrespective
of the choice of the crossing angle, whereas the RL design is able to provide globally
chaotic mixing. Comparing the performance of various designs with different crossing
angle proves that the RL-120 design is the optimum and that the RL-140 performs as
good but needs a larger axial length for this performance. The RL designs are almost 10
times more efficient than their counterpart RR designs, because of the presence of KAM
boundaries in the later designs. Shear thinning effects show minor influence on mixing in
these LPD static mixers.
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Understanding and optimizing the
SMX static mixer1

Abstract
Using the Mapping Method different designs of the Sulzer SMX static mixer are analyzed
and optimized. The three design parameters that constitute a specific SMX mixer are: the
number of cross-bars over the width of channel, Nx , the number of parallel cross-bars per
element, N p , and the angle between opposite cross-bars θ. Optimizing Nx , somewhat
surprisingly reveals that in the standard design (with diameter D=52 mm and length per
element l/D=1; and further Nx =8 and N p =3, and θ=900 ) Nx =6 is the real optimum design
using both energy efficiency as well as compactness as the judging criterion. Increasing Nx above 6 cross-bars decreases the effect of the transverse velocity causing the
stretched interfaces created to not cover the total cross-section. Decreasing the Nx (<6)
increases this stretch ultimately leading to an over-stretching of the interfaces of Nx =4.
Increasing the number of parallel cross-bars per element N p basically decreases the distance to be bridged during interfacial stretching. Comparing realized interfacial stretching to optimal stretching, following the ideal bakers transformation that requires stretching
from D to 2D within one element, we find the optimum series for all possible SMX designs
to obey the universal design rule N p =(2/3)Nx -1. Increasing the crossing angle θ, slightly
influences transversal stretching but most importantly decreases the pressure drop per
element, at the costs of length. Based on all analyses the basic unit, BU, of SMX mixers
is recognized and analyzed. Based on BU, the building block BBn is constructed with
which ultimately the most compact mixer is designed: the SMXn .
1 Reproduced from: M. K. Singh, P. D. Anderson, H. E. H. Meijer,(2008). Understanding and Optimizing
the SMX Static Mixer. Macro. Rapid Comm., Submitted.
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8.1 Introducing the SMX
8.1.1 Static mixers
Motionless mixers are widely used in a range of applications such as in continuous mixing of viscous liquids, blending, chemical reactions, and heat and mass transfer. Most
designs of static mixers are geometrically very different, but operationally very similar.
Their invention dates back to the middle of the previous century. One of the most used
motionless mixers in industry is the Sulzer SMX static mixer. It is generally believed to
provide the most compact mixing device as compared to the other static mixers like e.g
the Kenics, the Ross LPD, the Ross ISG, the Multi-Flux mixer [Sluijters, 1962, 1965], the
Pulsating Mixing Reactor (PMR), the PSM, the Erestat Mixer, N-shaped pipe mixer, and
the Hi-mixer (for details of these designs see Pahl and Muschelknautz Pahl and Muschelknautz [1980]).
As all continuous static mixers, the SMX is composed of two elements, periodically repeated in an axial direction and placed in a circular tube. The second element is an
identical copy of the first element with 900 rotation in tangential direction. Each static element consists of multiple ‘X’ shaped cross-bars and the angle between these opposite
cross-bars, θ, is 900 . The standard Sulzer SMX element consists of 8 cross-bars (4 ‘X’
shaped pairs of crossed plates over the width of the channel). Flow is induced by applying
a pressure difference. If we move, in a Lagrangian way, with the fluid through the tube, we
experience the crossed bars acting as intermingled combs moving in opposite direction
from one wall to another. The interface between two fluids, each occupying half the channel, is touched by these eight combs that move in two pairs of 4 combs perpendicular to
its orientation, causing the interface to be stretched and folded eight times while moving
through the first element. When the fluid moves through the second 900 rotated element,
stretching and folding of all interfaces formed in the first element is performed in a perpendicular direction. Repeating the procedure eventually leads to exponential growth in
the interface lengths, and in the standard design in interface grows at a rate of (8-1)Nelem ,
with Nelem the number of successive elements.
In this chapter, we apply one of the most advanced and efficient modern tools available to
analyze complex processes like mixing based on chaotic advection, known as the Mapping Method, to analyze mixing in the one of the most established efficient mixers, the
Sulzer SMX, in an attempt to investigate whether we can understand its working principle,
whether we can quantify its performance, and most challenging, whether still innovations
in its design are possible and realizable. The paper is organized as follows. First, we
start with introducing the design parameters of the SMX. Second, we briefly review prior
studies on the SMX as reported in literature. Third, we describe the problem at hand, and
the flow field calculations. Fourth, in short the Mapping Method used to analyze mixing is
introduced. Finally, the most relevant outcomes of the mixing analyses and optimization
results of the SMX are given followed by the ultimate design: the SMXn .

8.1.2 Design parameters
A typical standard SMX (Sulzer Chemtech) geometry with four elements is shown in Figure 8.1. Each element consists of 8 crossing bars over the width, Nx , forming 4-‘X’-shaped
pairs of cross-bars, each at ±450 with the axis of the pipe. The central crosses are once
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Figure 8.1: Standard SMX design with 8 cross-bars: 4 elements are shown.

copied both in positive and negative axial direction, resulting in, in total, three sets of parallel cross-bars, N p , in an element. Every second element is rotated by 900 with respect
to previous one. The aspect ratio, length to diameter l/D, is equal to one, with in the standard mixer D=52 mm, and a crossbar thickness of t=2 mm. The width of the crossbars
next to the tube walls (wwall ) is 8 mm whereas all others are 6 mm wide.
Clearly, three design parameters determine the final fate of mixing in the SMX, see
Figure 8.2:
• Nx , the number of cross-bars over the width of the channel (compare Figures 8.2(a)
and 8.2(b)).
• N p , the number of parallel cross-bars (compare Figures 8.2(a) and 8.2(c)).
• θ, the angle between opposite cross-bars (compare Figures 8.2(a) and 8.2(d)).

8.1.3 Prior studies
Numerous experimental and computational studies have been reported in the literature
regarding the performance of SMX mixers [Hirech et al., 2003; Li et al., 1996, 1997;
Liu et al., 2006a,b; Mickaily-Hubber et al., 1996; Rauline et al., 2000, 1998; Shah and
Kale, 1991; Zalc et al., 2002]. Tanguy and coworkers (see [Rauline et al., 2000] and
references therein) performed computational studies on the SMX mixer, characterizing
its performance and comparing it with different alternative motionless mixers. Zalc et al.
[2002] computed mixing patterns in the Koch-Glitsch SMX static mixer and validated the
computed relative standard deviation as a mixing measure with an experimental relative
standard deviation; a good agreement is reported. Mickaily-Hubber et al. [1996] modified the design of a SMRX mixer by changing the crossing angles between two opposite
cross-bars. They found the standard 900 crossing angle to be the optimum for mixing.
Note that in a SMRX, R for reactive, the internal elements are composed of circular pipes.
Hrymak and co-workers (see Liu et al. [2006a,b] and references therein) performed numerical as well as experimental studies to characterize mixing for Newtonian as well as
non-Newtonian fluids, and analyzed the effect of the number of cross-bars over width (Nx )
ranging from 4 to 18. They found that a SMX design with 10 cross-bars provides the best
mixing.
Most of the numerical mixing analyses reported in literature start with particle tracking
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Figure 8.2: Design parameters of the SMX motionless mixer, (a) the reference 2 ‘X’ design
with 4 cross-bars, and 3 parallel cross-bars. The angle between opposite
cross-bars is 900 ; (b) increased number of cross-bars over the channel width
Nx =7, and (c) increased number of parallel cross-bars N p =5; (d) design with
increased angle θ=(1200 ) between cross-bars.

and evaluate performance by defining statistical measures like the co-efficient of variation (COV) or the standard deviation (see Liu et al. [2006a]; Rauline et al. [1998]; Zalc
et al. [2002]). However, mixing analysis using particle tracking brings several inherent
drawbacks. First, it requires the tracking of a huge number of particles to generate highresolution images at far downstream locations. Second, there is no guarantee that all the
space of interest at the desired location will be completely occupied by particles, due to
the fact that any ordered array of particles at the inlet becomes disordered at downstream
positions. This leads to a loss of accuracy in quantification of mixing. In addition, proper
care must be taken while computing a statistical measure like the coefficient of variation
(COV): the measure must be independent of the initial number of particles for the given
grid size on which the COV is computed. Also, the grid used to compute the COV must
be sufficiently fine to capture a reasonable level of mixing characteristics. Some of the
studies used a small injection area of tracers (10 or 20 percent of the inlet cross-section)
and then follow them in the flow field. The better the distribution of tracers at a required
downstream position, the better is the mixer (see Liu et al. [2006a]; Rauline et al. [2000,
1998]). Here, we will show that mixing analyses using a small injection area can sometimes lead to erroneous conclusions regarding the performance of different layouts. This
is explained in section 8.3.1 where it is shown that the optimum found can be dependent
on the injection location. One of the important suggestions mentioned by Liu et al. [2006a]
indeed reflected the requirement of a larger number of passive particles to characterize
all the designs in an accurate way.
Summarizing all the above aspects, we can conclude that a more advanced method is required to overcome the above mentioned disadvantages of particle tracking approaches.
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In this respect, we will show that the Mapping Method can indeed be a useful tool.

8.2 Modeling aspects
8.2.1 Flow field calculations
The question is posed whether a change in one of the three design parameters of the
SMX (as mentioned in section 8.1.2) can yield better mixing or worse, and the next question is how these parameters can be tuned to achieve an optimum in mixing. For all cases
we need an accurate three-dimensional velocity field, and Fluent 5 is used to solve the
Navier-Stokes equations. The inlet and outlet sections are composed of two empty circular tubes, each with a length of two times the diameter of the cylinder to avoid the effect
of a developing flow. The mesh is generated using Gambit and contains 421,408 nodal
points and 2,1341,86 first-order tetrahedral elements for the standard SMX design. In
most of the cases investigated here, the geometry becomes more complex and, hence,
mesh sizes of typical around 6 million elements and 1 million nodal points are used. At
the inlet a fully developed velocity profile is taken, and a no slip boundary condition is
applied at the tube walls and surfaces of the static elements. The fluid is assumed to be
Newtonian with density and viscosity equal to 846 kg/m3 and 1 Pa.s, respectively. The
average inlet velocity is 0.01 m/s, yielding a Reynolds number of 0.44. Hence, the flow is
clearly in the Stokes regime.
Optimization of the SMX mixer is cumbersome, since any change in the design requires
re-computation of velocity field as well as of the mapping matrices. This in contrast with
the optimization of lid-driven cavity flow [Kruijt et al., 2001a] and the Kenics mixer [Galaktionov et al., 2003], where a few mapping computations were sufficient to analyze various
designs.

8.2.2 Defining the mapping matrices
The new computationally simple-to-implement, approach to obtain the mapping matrix
based on particle tracking (see Kang et al. [2008]; Singh et al. [2008b,d]) is used. For the
calculation of a mapping matrix, the cross sectional area is divided into a grid consisting
of 200 × 200 cells, and the number of particles per cell (NPPC) used is 100 (applying a
10×10 array) and, therefore, in total 4×106 particles are tracked in the flow field. Note
that the NPPC should be sufficient to obtain a converged quantitative mixing measure,
the flux-weighted intensity of segregation Id [Singh et al., 2008d]. To do a full analysis
of mixing, we compute two separate mapping matrices Φi (i=1, 2) representative for two
types of elements of a typical SMX design as shown in Figure 8.1 with its (1,2,1,2,. . .,
etc) sequence of elements from left to right. The A-B region is denoted as matrix Φ2 and
the B-C region as matrix Φ1 . Only the two middle elements are used in computing mapping, assuming that the flow field is developed, such that the periodic structure indeed
is represented by these two elements. The matrices are used to obtain the concentration evolution after a number of elements, via a computationally very fast matrix-vector
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multiplication:
C 1 = Φ1 C 0 , C 2 = Φ2 C 1 , C n = (Φ1 (Φ2 (. . . (Φ1 (Φ2 C 0 )))),
´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¸¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¶

(8.1)

n times

where C 0 is initial concentration distribution.

8.3 Results
8.3.1 Effect of the number of cross-bars over the width, Nx
Mixing profiles for designs (fixed N p =3 and θ=900 ) with a different number of cross-bars
Nx are shown in Figure 8.3. We start the analyses of these results with the standard
design with 8 cross-bars. As evident from the mixing profile after 1 element of mixing C 1 ,
4 black and 4 white striations with 7 (8-1) interfaces in between are found, and hence this
mixer results in an interface increase with a factor 8 Nelem − 1 after having passed a Nelem
number of elements. But, of course this is an idealized situation and some deficiencies
are readily observed by examining C 1 and the mixing profile after the next element C 2 .
For example, C 1 reveals that interfaces are not covering the whole cross-section and the
thickness of striations is not uniform in the cross-section. Finally, we observe more “white”
in top-right part of the cross-section and more “black” in the bottom-left part. This situation
rotates by 900 in each element. This leads to a non-uniform distribution in striations, which
is evident even after 8 elements of mixing, C8 showing the same pattern of course with a
change in intensity. All this becomes much more clear by investigating the mixing profiles
for 10, 12, and 16 cross-bars, where more inhomogeneity results and mixing by interface
stretching is more and more restricted to the center part of the tube. For example, the
SMX with Nx =16 cross-bars shows a complete segregation of white and black material in
left and right parts even after 8 elements of mixing, see C 8 .
Next, we investigate mixing in designs with less cross-bars than in the standard SMX,
Nx =4. C 1 and C 2 now reveal that the interface stretching per element is that high that
it leads to overstretching, and more white material is transported from the right into the
left part, while the opposite is true for the black material. Over-stretching for Nx =4 and
under-stretching for Nx ≥8, suggest that a design with 6 cross-bars could be superior
and indeed the C 1 of the design with Nx =6 cross-bars shows interfaces covering almost
the total cross-section and, therefore, a more uniform distribution of striations is found as
compared to any of the other designs, see Figure 8.3. Since an increase in Nx , increases
the pressure drop per element [Liu et al., 2006b], a quantitative comparison must be made
using the flux-weighted intensity of segregation; results are shown in Figure 8.4(a). Indeed, also this quantitative plot reveals what it was observed qualitatively: the SMX mixer
with Nx =6 is superior to all others, although also the mixer with 4 cross-bars performs
almost as good. Sometimes, not energy efficiency is relevant to compare mixer designs
but instead compactness, aiming at a minimum length, see Figure 8.4(b). Surprisingly,
also according to this criterion of compactness, Nx =6 is the best.
These findings are different from the results of Liu et al. [2006a] who reported that
10 cross-bars was optimum. To investigate the reason for the differences found, we
repeat their computations using two designs of the SMX: Nx =6 and 10. Like Liu et al.
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Figure 8.3: Qualitative mixing profiles after each element for SMX designs with different
number of cross-bars per element.

[2006a], we injected 40,000 particles uniformly distributed in a circle of radius 1 mm
placed at the origin (0,0,0). Next, we shifted the position of injection to the left side
(-0.01,0,0) (note that D=0.026 m), see Figure 8.5. The top part of Figure 8.5 reproduces
the results reported in Liu et al. [2006a] and, indeed, comparing mixing profiles here
reveals that Nx =10 performs better than Nx =6. In contrast, the bottom part of Figure 8.5
leads to a different conclusion regarding the optimum and Nx =6 is better. Apparently,
two contradictory conclusions can be drawn and, therefore, using a mixing quality criterion that is based on the injection of tracers in a small area does not give reliable results.
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Figure 8.4: Quantifying mixing using the flux-weighted intensity of segregation versus (a)
pressure drop (here, ∆P∗ =∆P/ ∆P0 , where ∆P is pressure drop in SMX per
element and ∆P0 is pressure drop in pipe with length equal to length of one
element of SMX with same diameter as SMX), and (b) dimensionless length
l/D.
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Figure 8.5: Analysis of mixing following Liu et al. [2006a]: effect of injection location on
mixing profiles for two designs of SMX: Inj-1 represents injection of particles
at (0,0,0), while Inj-2 represents injection of particles at (-0.01,0,0). Particle
tracks are shown after 4 elements of mixing for two designs Nx =6 and 10.

8.3.2 Effect of the number of parallel cross-bars, N p
From the previous section, it becomes obvious that SMX designs with Nx >6 under-stretch
the interface and as the number of cross-bars increases, mixing rapidly deteriorates. We
now consider the worst design with Nx =16 in an attempt to learn how to improve mixing.
Transverse interfacial stretching is clearly not sufficient and, therefore, ways should be
found to increase the transverse components of the velocity or, alternatively, to decrease
the distance to be bridged. The number of parallel cross-bars, N p , decisively influences
the last aspect, see Figure 8.6 where results for the SMX design with Nx =16, and N p =3
are compared to the design with Nx =16 and N p =9. Evidently, the design with N p =9 is able
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Figure 8.6: Design modification of SMX with 16 cross-bars over width: top showing mixing
profiles for original SMX with 3 parallel cross-bars and bottom showing mixing
profiles for 9 parallel cross-bars.

to effectively stretch all interfaces to cover the total cross section and the mixing profiles
are much more close to a perfect bakers transformation. Of course any increase in the
number of parallel cross-bars leads to an increase in pressure drop. Therefore, we will
have to optimize mixing using either energy efficiency or compactness as a criterion. This
will be done in section 8.4.
If we now compare the results of the two designs that -thus far- showed optimum mixing
Nx =6, N p =3 (see Figure 8.3) and Nx =16, N p =9 (see Figure 8.6) and realizing that N p
because of symmetry reasons should be odd, see Figure 8.2, the relation N p =(2/3)Nx -1
is suggested. This is checked in Figure 8.7 by comparing the standard SMX Nx =8, N p =3
with Nx =9, N p =3 and with the modified versions Nx =8, N p =5 and Nx =9, N p =5. Indeed,
compared to the standard SMX both designs with N p =5 give superior interface stretching
and, as a result, superior mixing.

8.3.3 Effect of the crossing angle between opposite plates, θ
As known from our Ross LPD analyses [Singh et al., 2008c], we can also change interface stretching by changing the angle between opposite cross-bars. Increasing the
angle increases the axial length (l/D>1) and, therefore, the transverse components act
for a longer axial length, and therefore longer time, before re-orientation of flow occurs.
To investigate this design aspect also for the SMX, we again take the extreme design
with Nx =16, N p =3 where mixing was worst. Figure 8.8 compares mixing profiles for θ is
900 and 1200 revealing that little influence is found since increased interface stretching is
limited to regions close to the tube walls only, basically making the concentration distribution less homogeneous. The only result is a considerable decrease in pressure drop
per element of a factor of 1.3 at cost of axial length of course. Apparently mixing only
improves at larger crossing angle once interface stretching is more close to optimal, see
e.g. Figures 8.13(b) and 8.22.
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Figure 8.7: Design modification of standard SMX with (a) 8 cross-bars over width: top
showing mixing profiles for original SMX with 3 parallel cross-bars and bottom
showing mixing profiles for 5 parallel cross-bars and (b) similar results for
Nx =9, N p =3 and 5, respectively.
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Figure 8.8: Design modification of SMX with Nx =16, N p =3, α =900 : top row shows mixing
profiles for original SMX, the bottom row shows results of increasing crossing
angle θ to 1200 . Increasing θ to 1200 , decreases he dimensionless pressure
drop per element ∆ P∗ with a factor of 1.3.
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8.3.4 Influence of an odd or even number of cross-bars
All existing SMX designs have a Nx which is even e.g. Nx =4, 6, 8, 10, etc. and a N p that is
odd, usually N p =3. The drawback of an even Nx is as already illustrated in the C 1 and C 2
mixing profiles in Figure 8.3: almost never a equal distribution of black and white striations
over the cross-section is realized, indicating that the ideal bakers transformation is not yet
approached. An odd number of cross-bars Nx provides better mixing, see Figure 8.7,
while Figure 8.9(a) illustrates that in spite of a higher pressure drop per element for the
Nx =9 design, its efficiency is still better. Besides that, Figure 8.9(b) shows the superiority
of the N p =5 in this Nx =8-9 layout in terms of compactness.
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Figure 8.9: Effect of odd number of cross-bars on mixing using the flux-weighted intensity
of segregation and comparing Nx =8, N p =3 with Nx =9, N p =3 and Nx =8, N p =5
with Nx =9, N p =5.

8.4 Understanding the SMX
Now, we are ready to identify the optimum SMX design. We will use both criteria energy
(measured with the pressure drop needed) and compactness (measured with dimensionless mixer length). Figure 8.10 shows the first result and, interestingly, for the most energy
efficient mixing the simplest design identified until now: Nx =6, N p =3, is the best, while for
highest compactness the most complex design investigated Nx =16, N p =9, is expected to
give the optimum, although Figure 8.10(b) is not particular clear at this point, apparently
cause by the problems with cutting through the crossing bars in this complex geometry,
see Figure 8.6.
Can we understand the outcomes of these, still limited, optimization computations? Yes,
and in retrospect it is even quite simple. First let us consider the number of parallel crossbars within one element, N p , which, given the central cross and the symmetry around that
one, per definition is odd: N p = 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, etc, see Figure 8.11.
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Figure 8.10: Finding the optimum SMX design plotting the flux-weighted intensity of segregation versus (a) pressure drop (here, ∆P∗ = (∆P/ ∆P0 ), where ∆P is pressure drop in SMX per element and ∆P0 is pressure drop in pipe with length
equal to length of one element of SMX), and (b) versus length normalized
with diameter (l/D).

Np

n

N

x

Figure 8.11: Schematics of SMX demonstrating different values of (n, N p , Nx )= (n, 2n-1,
3n), that all give optimum interface stretching per element.

It is clear that the parallel crossbars split the channel in n parts according to:
N p = 2n − 1,

(8.2)

with n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, etc. Now we check the influence of the number of crossbars over
the width of the element, Nx . In section 8.3.2 we concluded that the best SMX designs
suggest the relation:
N p = (2/3)Nx − 1

(8.3)
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(b)

Figure 8.12: Designs of SMX. (a) the working horse, the (n, N p , Nx )=(1, 1, 3) configuration
(b) the compact (n, N p , Nx )=(3, 5, 9) configuration.

which using Equation (8.2) yields:
Nx = 3n,

(8.4)

The stunning conclusion is that the basic unit of the SMX, the working horse so to say, is
the (n, N p , Nx ) = (1, 1, 3) configuration, see Figures 8.11 and 8.12(a).
Analyzing this conclusion is done by computing mixing in the -for simplicity chosen
square- channel of the (n, N p , Nx )=(1, 1, 3) configuration and compare it with the efficient (n, N p , Nx )=(3, 5, 9) -also with a square cross section- mixer, see Figure 8.12(b).
Where the basic (n, N p , Nx )=(1, 1, 3) design represents the mixer that gives best mixing
for the lowest overall pressure drop (but the longest length), compare Figures 8.10(a) and
8.12(a) Figures 8.13(a) and 8.15(a) the (n, N p , Nx )=(4, 7, 12) design represents the most
compact mixer investigated here (while of course higher values of n give even more compact mixers at costs of higher pressure drops) compare Figures 8.10(b) and 8.12(b), and
Figures 8.14(b) and 8.15(b). Considering that the pressure drop in a rectangular channel
with square cross section D, ∆P1 , when splitting the one channel into n channels with
edges D/n increases to scale with
∆Pn
∼ n2
∆P1

(8.5)

and that mixing M is proportional to total interface stretching:
M ∼ (3n − 1)Nelem ,

(8.6)

with Nelem the number of successive elements positioned within the mixer in axial direction, we can rationalize these results, see Figure 8.16.
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Figure 8.13: Optimizing the SMX design. Mixing of the working horse, the (n, N p , Nx )=(1,
1, 3) configuration, with (a) θ=900 and (b) θ=1400 .

8.5 Two more things...
8.5.1 One
Our understanding of the SMX essentially relates to the conclusion that a basic building
block exist, based on which all different designs were intuitively developed without having
this notion. Rather interesting further is that not one design realized in the SMX practice
over all its years of use has one of the optimal structures, N p = 2n-1 and Nx = 3n, except
for two schematic, cut-off drawings (numbers 5 and 6) in a recent patent Sulzer [2005].
Reason is that the working horse, the building block was never recognized. Why is the
basic unit so beautiful? The (n, N p , Nx )=(1, 1, 3) design combines three crossbars, two
going up, one in the middle going down (or the other way around). It shows symmetry in
itself, being mirrored around the middle of the square cross section. And something with
mirroring exists in chaotic advection.
Two examples:
• The mirrored Kenics design RL-180 (right-left, co- and counter-rotating) performs in
all designs with different blade twist (see Galaktionov et al. [2003]) much better than
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Figure 8.14: Optimizing the SMX. Mixing in the efficient and compact (n, N p , Nx ) (a) (2,
3, 6), (b) (3, 5, 9) and (c) (4, 7, 12) configuration.
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Figure 8.15: Flux-weighted intensity of segregation versus (a) pressure drop and (b) axial
length.

its un-mirrored counterpart RR-180, see Figure A-1 in the appendix.
• Similarly gives the mirrored Ross RL-90 LPD with its co- and counter-rotating vortices, much better results in all designs (for different crossing angles) than its unmirrored RR-90 counterpart, see Figure A-2 in the appendix.
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Figure 8.16: Intensity of segregation versus pressure drop and axial length using Equations (8.5) and (8.6), respectively.

Co- and counter-rotating (clock and anti-clock wise) vortices are known to be a prerequisite for global chaotic advection throughout the whole mixing domain of interest, while in
only one way rotating vortices almost always give rise to the presence of KAM boundaries
separating unmixed regions in the flow, forming three dimensional islands, from the well
mixed regions. The basic element (n, N p , Nx )=(1, 1, 3) integrates the two counter-rotating
vortices within one element. It creates 2 interfaces each with length D from the one with
length D that is present at its entrance. Its stretch is basically 2, see Figures 8.12(a) and
8.13(a). Of course we can integrate more than one basic element in one mixing element
by putting them parallel and in series, see e.g. Figure 8.12(b) and Figures 8.14(b) and
8.14(c).

8.5.2 Two
The basic element of a SMX with three vertically placed crossbars and with edges D/n,
only functions properly if a horizontal interface, e.g. with length D/n, is present at its entrance. Upon passing the element, the interface is split into two parts of 0.5D/n each by
the counter rotating vortices of the secondary flow and stretched into two vertical interfaces of length D/n. Obviously if no interface is present at the entrance (but only black or
only white material) the element does not function and only unnecessarily contributes to
the pressure drop. If a vertical interface is entering a vertical basic element, it only rotates
back, see Figure 8.17(a). The first element stretches the interface with roughly a factor 2,
changing its orientation from horizontal to vertical; but subsequent rotations in the following cubes (one quarter each) transforms the pattern formed (which does not contribute to
interfacial stretching) and basically after passing 4 cubes, we arrive at more or less the
same pattern that was found at the entrance of the mixer (a little bit more hairy interfaces
result). Apparently only the first element functions in interface stretching and the other
(n-1) elements just contribute to space and pressure consumption. This situation completely changes if materials exchange with upper and lower mixing cubes is possible, see
Figure 8.17(b). The explanation is given in Figure 8.18 that shows that cooperative vor-
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Figure 8.17: The importance of coordinating vortices from the secondary flow. (a) Flow
through 5 successive identical (n, N p , Nx )=(1, 1, 3) mixing cubes on a row.
(b) Flow through 3 successive identical mixing cubes on a row, now forming
the middle part of a (n, N p , Nx )=(3, 5, 9) mixer.

tices of the secondary flow result in effective stretching of an originally horizontal interface
entering the mixer in the middle. They only stretch sufficiently when the cross-section of
the basic unit is square, see Figure 8.19. This explains that if the cross-section of the
SMX is not sub-divided in square parts, either under-stretching results, see e.g. in the (n,
N p , Nx )=(2, 3, Nsmx ) mixers with Nsmx > 6, in Figure 8.3, and the (n, 2n − 1, 9) mixer in
Figure 8.19 with n<3, or in the opposite, which is overstretching for Nsmx <6 in Figure 8.3
and n>3 in Figure 8.19.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8.18: Schematics of the secondary flow for the design with (n,N p , Nx )=(3,5,9);
the crossing-bars (a) induce a secondary flow, (b) that forms vortices, and
(c) that co-operate to induce effective transport in vertical direction over the
whole cross-section of the mixer, compare Figure 8.17(b).
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Figure 8.19: Effect of the number of parallel cross-bars N p on interface development (with
only the middle part shown); under-stretching in (n, N p , Nx ) (a) (1,1,9), (b)
(2,3,9); correct stretching in (c) (3,5,9); and over-stretching in (d) (4,7,9).

8.6 Optimization
8.6.1 First thoughts, the SMXh
The optimum design of any motionless SMX mixer should contain only elements if interfaces with proper position and orientation are present. The first thought yields a design
in which all elements with increasing order, n= 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, etc. are put in a row within
one mixer, see Figure 8.20. Interestingly, the pressure drop in this hierarchical design of

(a)

(b)
Figure 8.20: Designs of SMXh showing the combination (a) 1, 1R, 2, 2R, 3, 3R, 4, 4R, 5,
5R (b) 1, 2R, 3, 4R, 5, 6R.

the SMX, the SMXh , that is focused on the mixing performance of the element with the
highest value of n, but that tries to reach that with a pressure drop related to that of the
lowest value of n, scales as:
∆Pn /∆P1 ∼ n.log(n),

(8.7)

which is substantially lower than the ∆Pn /∆P1 ∼ n2 found earlier in Equation (8.5) for using
just higher (n) order elements.
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8.6.2 Last thoughts, the SMXn
However, we even can do much better. Since in a mixer with order n, where at the end
of the first element 3n-1 interfaces with proper orientation are entering the second (900
rotated) element, only the first n2 cubes, forming the basic elements with edges D/n in
the first plane, function by rotating all interfaces, while the following (n − 1) × n2 cubes do
nothing else than consuming space and pressure.
Therefore the optimum design of every SMX mixer starts with deciding what n should
be, given the maximum pressure drop available or given manufacturing limits or given
stiffness requirements of the crossbars themselves. Subsequently we need a first element
that acts to extend the interface entering (horizontally) in the middle of the (vertically
oriented) element, into 3n-1 vertical interfaces. (This first element could if wanted partly
be cut-off at the entrance on places where no interface is present or will appear and only
either white or black material enters). The second element (of course 900 rotated with
respect to the orientation of the first element) consist of only the first layer of n2 cubes
and the next (n-1) rows of in total (n − 1) × n2 cubes are removed. The same holds for
the third, fourth, fifth, etcetera elements, see Figures 8.21(b) and 8.21(c). Neglecting

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8.21: Design of SMXn : (a) the building block BBn of the (n, N p , Nx )=(3, 5, 9) configuration, (b) and (c) the compact SMXn design summarized in the formula
n×BBn + Nelem×(BBn (R)-BBn ), with Nelem the number of elements and BBn (R)
the 900 rotated BBn .

pressure consumption in the first element, which is allowed for sufficiently large Nelem ,
the length Ln and thus also pressure drop ∆Pn are, in this optimized device of the SMXn ,
a factor 1/n lower than in all (n, N p , Nx )=(n, 2n-1, 3n) designs and, therefore, compare
Equation (8.5), only scales linearly with n, while the mixing efficiency, Equation (8.6),
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remains unaltered:
Ln
∼ n−1 ,
L1

(8.8)

∆Pn
∼ n,
∆P1

(8.9)

Mn
3n − 1 Nelem
∼(
)
M1
2

(8.10)

Mixing efficiency is demonstrated in Figure 8.22 for n=3.
The influence of the injection location is demonstrated in Figures 8.23 and 8.24, illustrating
injection somewhere in the middle gives the best results.
Although the SMXn is indeed is the most compact but effective SMX mixer possessing
the lowest possible pressure drop,a closer examination of its performance reveals its limitations, see Figure 8.25.

8.7 Discussion
Figure 8.25(a) demonstrates that from the optimal design series of the SMX(n) (n, N p ,
Nx )=(n, 2n-1, 3n) the most simple mixer, our working horse (1, 1, 3), provides the best
mixing at the lowest pressure drop. However, given its long length, see Figure 8.25(b), it
should not so much be compared with higher complexity SMX(n) mixers, (n>1), but more
with Kenics or Ross LPD mixers. Now we compare SMX(n) with SMXn designs. Both are
indeed very compact mixers, see Figure 8.25(b), and the higher the value of n the more
compact the mixer is. Also recognizable is that, certainly in initial stages of mixing, the
SMXn outperforms the SMX(n), both in compactness and energy consumption. However,
after a while, sooner for higher values of n, saturation sets in. This can be understood
since a change from global mixing (first n elements of the SMXn mixer) to local mixing
(following rows of elements) could ideally only be done if the average concentration entering each individual cell of the local mixers would be equal to the average concentration
in the total domain.
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Figure 8.22: Mixing in 4 elements of the optimal design SMXn Mixing snapshots after each
1/3 element of the (n, N p , Nx )=(3, 5, 9) based SMXn mixer with θ=1200 , build
up with planes of n2 cubes, normal (N) and 900 rotated (R), in the sequence:
(Element 1), (Element 2), (Element 3), (Element 4): (N, N, N), (R, N, R), (N,
R, N), (R, N, R).
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Figure 8.23: Effect of injection location on mixing in SMXn of 1/3 element of the (n, N p ,
Nx )=(3, 5, 9).
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Figure 8.24: Determination of injection location to achieve best mixing using different initial conditions. Black material is injected in the center cube, bottom cube and
the left corner cube, either full or half as demonstrated in Figure 8.23.
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Figure 8.25: Comparison between SMX(n) and SMXn (a) Intensity of segregation versus
dimensionless pressure drop and (b) versus dimensionless length.
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Figure A-1: Mixing profiles for RL-180 and RR-180 design of Kenics mixer [Galaktionov
et al., 2003].
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Figure A-2: Mixing profiles for RL-90 and RR-90 design of LPD mixer [Singh et al., 2008c].

C HAPTER NINE

On the performance of static mixers1

Abstract
The performance of various static mixers, the Kenics mixer, the Ross Low-Pressure Drop
(LPD) and Low-Low-Pressure Drop (LLPD) mixer, the standard Sulzer SMX mixer, and
the recently developed new designs of the SMX, known as SMX(n), is compared using
both energy consumption, measured in terms of the dimensionless pressure drop, and
compactness, measured as the dimensionless length, as criteria.

9.1 Introduction
Numerous static mixers are extensively used in various homogenization processes in
industrial operations like e.g. polymer blending, chemical reactions, food processing,
and in pharmaceutics. Frequently the question is posed which mixer is the best. In
general, two different criteria can be used to judge the efficiency of mixers: the first is
energy consumption (measured in terms of the dimensionless pressure drop) and the
second is compactness (measured in terms of dimensionless length), but until now only
a few studies have been reported [Pahl and Muschelknautz, 1980; Rauline et al., 2000,
1998]. We evaluated various static mixers, like the Kenics mixer [Galaktionov et al., 2003],
the Low-Pressure Drop (LPD) and Low-Low-Pressure Drop (LLPD) mixer [Singh et al.,
2008c], the Sulzer SMX mixer [Liu et al., 2006a; Singh et al., 2008a; Zalc et al., 2002],
and a recently developed new series of SMX mixers, the SMX(n), using an efficient and
accurate evaluation tool known as the Mapping Method. This method provides time or
spatial resolved qualitative mixing profiles as well as a quantitative measure: the crosssectional area-averaged flux-weighted intensity of segregation Id . This last allows us to
compare the global performance of all these mixers and this is the objective of this study.
1 Reproduced from: M. K. Singh, P. D. Anderson, and H. E. H. Meijer(2008). On the performance of static
mixers. AIChE J, submitted.
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(a)
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(e)
Figure 9.1: Different motionless mixers: (a) the Kenics mixer (RL-180 configuration), (b)
the Ross LPD mixer (RL-90 configuration), (c) the standard Sulzer SMX mixer
( the (n, N p , Nx )=(2, 3, 8) configuration), and finally two examples of the new
design series of the most efficient SMX(n) mixer with (n, N p , Nx )=(n, 2n − 1,
3n) shown here in their rectangular configuration (d) the working horse (1, 1,
3), and (e) the compact (3, 5, 9).

9.2 Results
9.2.1 Geometry
Figure 9.1 shows the mixing devices used in this study and table 9.1 reveals the geometrical aspects of these devices, the dimensionless length per element l/D, the dimensionless pressure drop per element ∆P∗ (=∆P/∆P0 , where ∆P is pressure drop per element
and ∆P0 is the pressure drop in a channel with the same dimensions as the device) and
their mixing efficiency expressed in the characteristic interfacial stretch generated per element (Nelem ) by each device.

9.2.2 Efficiency
Figure 9.2 shows the schematic of interfacial stretch profiles for the first three elements
of all mixers and illustrates how the fourth and fifth columns in table 9.1 that estimate
mixing efficiency are derived. The interface deformation and stretch is according to the
computations using the Mapping Method, see Figure 9.3.
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Table 9.1: Geometrical features of different static mixers.

Mixer Type

l/D

∆P∗ /element

Kenics (RL-180)
LPD (RL-90)
LLPD (RL-120)
Standard SMX (2, 3, 8)
SMX(n) (1, 1, 3)
SMX(n) (3, 5, 9)
SMX(n) (4, 7, 12)

1.5
1
√
3
1
1
1
1

5.5
8.54
7.35
37.8
9.24
82.69
170.75

interfacial stretch
first thoughts second thoughts
2 Nelem
4 Nelem -1
Nelem
3
2 Nelem
3 Nelem
2 Nelem
8 Nelem -1
5 Nelem
Nelem
2
4 Nelem
9 Nelem
9 Nelem
Nelem
12
12 Nelem

• Let us start with analyzing the Kenics mixer. The top row of Figure 9.2(a) shows
how in every element the interface between black and white fluid is first cut into two
halves, each with length 0.5D, by the edge of the twisted blade, and subsequently
stretched to result in two interfaces, each with length D, by the rotating transverse
flow. This interface stretching results in a 2 Nelem increase in length, where Nelem
denotes the number of elements used in the total design. But there is more! In each
element an extra interface is generated by the trailing edge of the twisted blades, i.e.
that at the end of each blade, the two fluids that flow on both sides meet and, since
they have a different color, create a new interface. Counting those extra interfaces
that are also cut by the next element, and rotated and stretched in each half of that
element, results in a much improved efficiency of 4 Nelem -1.
• Now we check the working principle of Ross LPD mixers. The rotation in transverse
direction induced by the presence of the crossing blades makes the interface just
to rotate from horizontal to vertical to horizontal and so on, see the top row of Figure 9.2(b). This gives no mixing. However, in doing the rotation, the interface does
not keep straight, but it curves and folds, see the middle row of Figure 9.2(b), increasing its length from D to 3D; an efficiency of 3 Nelem results. However, in every
LPD design (LLPD is somewhat better) this interface stretching is not complete and
looks more like in Figure 9.2(b), bottom. As a consequence, interface stretching is
lower, let us say increasing to 2D only; a factor 2 Nelem results.
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Figure 9.2: Schematics of interfacial stretch per element in motionless mixers, (a) the
Kenics, (b) the Ross LPD, (c) the SMX(n) with (n, N p , Nx )=(1, 1, 3), and (d)
the SMX(n) with (n, N p , Nx )=(2, 3, 6) compared with the standard SMX (2, 3,
8).
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• Now we investigate the most simple configuration of the new (n, N p , Nx )=(n, 2n-1,
3n) series, which is the working horse n=1, see Figure 9.2(c). The two mirrored,
counter-rotating vortices make the interface to stretch from D to 2D, resulting in the
factor 2 Nelem . However, during the stretching of each interface, the same folding occurs as in the LPD, compare the middle rows of Figures 9.2(b) and 9.2(c), increasing
the efficiency to 6 Nelem . However, this is somewhat exaggerated and a more realistic
picture shows the not that effective interface stretch as illustrated in the bottom rows
of Figures 9.2(b) and 9.2(c); the efficiency becomes 4 Nelem .
• Finally we turn to the compact SMX mixers, the new design line (n, N p , Nx )=(n, 2n1, 3n), gives simply (3n)Nelem , see the top row in Figure 9.2(d) that shows the (2, 3,
6) configuration. (Here we, for simplicity neglect all extra interfaces created during
the rotation, analogously to the LPD, causing its “hairy” structure). We compare
this general result with the standard SMX mixer, which can be defined as a (2, 3,
8) configuration. Figure 9.2(d) middle, shows that ideally 8 Nelem would result, but
clearly interface stretching is much less ideal in the standard design and looks more
like covering only 3/4 of the diameter of the tube, rather than D, see Figure 9.2(d)
bottom; a disappointing 5 Nelem is the result.

9.2.3 Qualitative comparison
The characteristic efficiencies found are indeed reflected in the real mixing profiles, see
Figure 9.3, and e.g. clearly reflected in the C 8 (concentration distribution in the cross
section after 8 elements of mixing) profiles.

9.2.4 Quantitative comparison
Figure 9.3 is only qualitative in the sense that we can only recognize better performance
with the eye, although the concentration distributions computed very accurately describe
the experimental patterns. Therefore, mixing in the cross section (C 1 - C Nelem ) is quantified
by computing the flux-weighted cross-sectional averaged discrete intensity of segregation
[Singh et al., 2008d], see Figure 9.4. In energy efficiency, Figure 9.4(a), the sequence
from good to bad, grouped in four classes, is:
1. Kenics,
2. LPD, LLPD, SMX(n) (1, 1, 3), SMX(n) (1, 1, 3, 120), and SMX(n) (1, 1, 3, circ),
3. SMX standard (2, 3, 8) and SMX (3, 5, 9), and finally,
4. SMX(n) (4, 7, 12) and SMX(n) (3, 5, 9, circ).
In compactness, see Figure 9.4(a), we, not surprisingly, almost find the opposite sequence:
1. SMX(n) (4, 7, 12), SMX(n) (3, 5, 9), and SMX(n) (3, 5, 9, circ),
2. SMX standard (2, 3, 8), SMX(n) (1, 1, 3), and SMX(n) (1, 1, 3, circ),
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Figure 9.3: Mixing profiles for different industrial flow mixers.
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3. Kenics, LPD, and SMX(n) (1, 1, 3, 120),
4. LLPD.

9.3 Conclusions
1. The Kenics is the most efficient motionless mixer, shortly followed by the SMX(n) (1,
1, 3).
2. Although the higher order SMX elements, like the SMX(n) (4, 7, 12), of course give
more compact mixers but at cost of high pressures, the SMX(n) (3, 5, 9) is the best
compromise in the series of compact motionless mixers, with the same pressure
drop it effectively mixes fluid in a twice as short length as the standard SMX.
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Figure 9.4: Quantitative comparison of mixing performance of various static mixers using
cross-sectional flux-weighted intensity of segregation versus (a) dimensionless pressure drop ∆P∗ and (b) dimensionless length (l/D).
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Samenvatting

Laminair mengen van hoog-viskeuze vloeistoffen is van belang in een groot aantal macroscopische, meestal industriële, productieprocessen. Recentelijk kreeg dit mengprobleem ook aandacht uit de microscopische wereld, waarin de stroming van juist laagviskeuze vloeistoffen in microkanalen centraal staat. De reden is dat in beide gevallen het
Reynoldsgetal laag is waardoor de effectieve menging via turbulente wervels op lokaal
nivo afwezig is en slechts de mogelijkheid om chaotische stromingen uitsluitend via convectie te genereren, resteert.
De studie van chaotisch, lineair mengen is het gebied van wiskundigen en de ontwikkelde
gereedschappen, zoals Poincaré secties en Lyapunov exponenten, geven een beeld van
waar het mengproces uiteindelijk heengaat maar geven geen informatie over de snelheid
van mengen dus de kinetiek van het proces. De Mapping Methode, een methode ontwikkeld in onze groep heeft deze nadelen niet en laat tevens toe een absolute mengmaat
te definiëren, waardoor optimalisatie en vergelijking mogelijk wordt.
Er wordt eerst een nieuwe, veel eenvoudiger methode van implementatie van de methode
afgeleid, en gecontroleerd op nauwkeurigheid met behulp van menganalyses in de standaard lid-driven cavity flow. De nieuwe implementatie werkt voortreffelijk en laat toe om
ook complexe 3D stromingen te onderzoeken. Dit wordt gedemonstreerd met de analyse
van de rotating arc mixer, de RAM, in feite een elegante oplossing voor een continue
doorstroomde cavity flow. Vervolgens wordt onderzocht welke informatie over het uiteindelijke mengproces opgesloten ligt in de eigenwaarden van de distributie matrix, ook wel
de Mapping Matrix genoemd. En daarmee is het gereedschap ontwikkeld.
Daarna passen we de Mapping Methode toe om aantal bestaande en nieuwe laminaire
mengers, op zowel microschaal als op macroschaal, te analyseren en te optimaliseren.
We starten met drie mengers uit de wereld van de microfluidics, de zogenaamde staggered herringbone mixer, de SHM, de barrier-embedded mixer, de BEM, en de driedimensionale serpentine channels, de 3D-SC. Vervolgens worden twee mengers uit de
macro-wereld geoptimaliseerd, de Ross LPD en LLPD (low pressure drop) mengers en de
Sulzer SMX. De laatste analyse leidt tot onderkenning van de basis unit in SMX mengers
en tot het ontwerp van een geheel nieuwe serie compacte en efficiënte SMX(n) mengers.
Tot slot worden alle bestaande statische mengers met elkaar vergeleken op performance
waarbij zowel energieverbruik als compactheid als criteria worden gebruikt.
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